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PREFACE 

The physiologist enjoys a great advantage over the clinical 

neurologist in the electrical stimulation of muscle, in that he 

is generally able to kill or anaesthetise his experimental animal 

and to excise or expose the tissues to be stimulated. The 

electrical impedance of the preparation is predominantly resistive, 

and the question of the comfort and safety of the animal scarcely 

arises. 

The stimulation of human muscle, on the other hand, normally 

has to be carried out on ac cious subject, whose comfort and 

safety must be considered, by means of electric currents applied 

through electrodes placed in contact with the skin, which exhibits 

very complex electrical properties. Conflict arises between the 

requirements of technical accuracy and ease of interpretation of 

results on the one hand, and comfort and convenience on the other. 

This thesis represents an attempt to assemble as much as possible 

of the information required for intelligent solution of the 

problems encountered in the percutaneous stimulation of muscle. 

Part I of the thesis reviews published information on nerve, 

muscle and denervated muscle, the electrical impedance of tissues, 

and diagnostic and therapeutic stimulation of muscle. Part II 

describes the author's personal research into the electrical impedance 

of the body, the interplay between body impedance, stimulator impedance 



and the electrical excitability characteristics of nerve and muscle, 

and the influence of these various factors on stimulator performance. 

In view of the variety of topics involved, the material has been 

arranged in separate more or less self-contained sections, including 

discussion of the implications of the results in each section. 

Technical details of the main electronic devices used are given in 

the Appendix, (Part III, together with details of the various 

mathematical analyses and calculations. 

Part of the work on which this thesis is based was carried out 

during the tenure of a temporary lectureship in Biophysics donated 

by the late Sir David Russell, to whom the author is deeply indebted. 

The author is also greatly indebted to Professor A. E. Ritchie for 

creating the circumstances which made this work possible, for 

permitting the author access to unpublished material, and for his 

patient encouragement and support of this protracted project; to 

Dr J. Crossland for assistance in the translation of German texts, 

and to 1r E. Carstairs for advice and assistance in devising the 

photographic techniques used in recording and reproducing the 

experimental results. 

St Salvator's College, 

St Andrews. 

May, 1962. 
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(1) The Electrical Exoitabilittes of Nerve and Vusole 

One of the earliest observations on the physiological effects 

of electricity is attributed to one Cuneus, a pupil of kusahenbroek 

of the University of Leyden. In the year 1745, Cuneus was 

attempting to charge some water in a glass bottle by connecting it 

through a chain to the sparking knob of a static-eleotrioity 

machine. Holding the bottle in one hand, he undid the chain with 

the other, and received a violent shook which cast the bottle to 

the floor. This experiment, which was successfully repeated by 

Professor kuschenbroek, led to the invention of the 'Leyden Jar'. 

In 1786 Calvani, Professor of Anatomy at Bologna, noticed that 

some frogs' legs appeared to twitch every time a spark was drawn 

from a static-electricity machine which was situated at some distance 

from them. In his investigation of this phenomenon he discovered 

that touching an exposed muscle and its nerve simultaneously with 

an uncharged conductor was sufficient to cause a twitch. Calvani 

(1791) attributed this to 'Animal Electricity',, 
_o1atming 

that the 

electricity was generated in the tissues. 

This interpretation was strongly challenged by Volta (1793), 

Professor of Physics at Pavia, who found that a twitch could be 

produced by joining two points on the same nerve or muscle by means 
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of a conductor containing arcs of two dissimilar metals. He 

attributed the effect to 'Artificial General Electricity' 

generated by the action of the dissimilar metals in conjunction 

with the tissue fluids. He also repeated Calvani's experiments 

quantitatively to find the threshold for excitation, and found that 

a twitch could be produced by the discharge of a single isolated 

conductor charged to give a small spark or to produce a 50 

deflection of his electrometer, or by the discharge of a Leyden 

Jar charged to give approximately one hundredth of a degree deflection 

of his electrometer, (as estimated by condenser multiplier, ) and 

no spark. He concluded that the nerve-muscle preparation was a 

more sensitive detector than his best electrometer. He also 

found differences between the muscles of simple werrs and 'more 

perfect animals', and between the muscles which were subject to 

the control of the will and those which were not. 

Pursuing the subject of 'Artificial General Electricity', Volta 

(1800) invented a new source of electricity, consisting of a pile 

of alternate discs of silver and zinc separated by a layer of cloth 

soaked in acidulated water. Volta's pile provided a convenient 

source of'direot or 'Galvanic' current. 

Mariannini (1629) investigated the twitch which was sometimes 

observed at the moment of interruption of a galvanic current. He 

found that during stimulation of the frog's sciatic nerve with a 
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descending current, (i. e. with the positive electrode at the 

spinal and of the nerve and the negative electrode at the dusele), 

a twitch was most readily produced by making the circuit, whereas 

using an ascending current a twitch was most readily produced by 

breaking the circuit. He found that the break twitch could be 

produced equally well ty breaking the circuit at any point or by 

shunting the nerve, and deduced that it was produced not by some 

effect due to the dauming up of the current at the moment of inter- 

ruption, but rather by something which happened within the nerve, 

which appeared to store up a part of the electricity during the 

passage of the current. fie found that the size of the break twitch 

was proportional to the duration of passage of current up to 8 

seconds. 

kariusnini also found that if the electrodes were applied to 

the muscle directly, or if the nerve were extirpated, a twitch was 

produced at make only, irrespective of the direction of the current. 

lie called these directly-excited contractions 'contractions 

idiopathiques' to distinguish them from the ''contractions sympathiques' 

produced by stimulation of the nerve. 

As a result at these and other expetmenter Kariarmini iodates 

the theory that a current which passes through a nerve in the 

direction of its ramifications causes a twitch, but current 

flowing contrary to the direction of its ramifications gives rise 
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to a sensation. On breaking the current the ocnveree result 

tends to occur. This 'lair' provides a fairly accurate description 

of the behaviour of a mixed nerve like the soiatio, but the inter- 

pretdion in terms of the direction of axial current flow in the 

nerve is misleading. It was not till some 30 years later that 

the polar effects were explained by other Workers, (notably 

Pflugar, ) on the basis of local changes in the excitability of the 

nerve fibre at the site of the electrodes. 

Lwnget (1641) investigated the effect of denervation on 

skeletal muscle, and found that although the indirect (nerve) 

excitability disappeared about four days after section of the 

nerve, direct excitability persisted for more than 12 weeks. He 

concluded that excitability is an inherent property of muscles 

If the concourse of nerves of another order (sensitifs ou 

organiques), and of arterial blood are necessary to the maintenance 

of excitability,... we hope to have proved that this is purely to 

maintain nutrition, not to give or oou unioate to the muscles the 

force or property in question. ' - The latter idea appears to have 

been a prevalent rival theory. 

Faller (1850) investigated the results of section of the 

glossopharyngeal and hypoglossal nerves of the frog, and described 

the degenerative changes which take place in the peripheral segment 

of a severed nerves the process which is now appropriately described 
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as lVallerian Degeneration'. 

Barnard (1850) investigated the action of poisons on trage. 

K. found that the administration of curare kille a frog in four 

or five minutes, with abolition of reflex movecwents, when, 'if 

one exposes the nerves which go to the inferior members one finds 

that excitation of them by galvanism or pinching causes no twitch 

of their muscles. But if one acts directly on the muscles they 

are found to retain their normal excitability. ' On, the other 

hand, the application of nicotine to a frog's tongue caused rapid 

death with convulsions, and the muscles were found to be inexoitable 

on death. 

At the and of the first half of the 19th century, most of the 

available information on the electrical responses of nerve and 

muscle was of a qualitative nature and was restricted to the use 

of galvanic currents of long duration. The use of electric 

currents for the diagnosis and therapy of disease, which was des- 

cribed by Duohenne (l 49), was correspondingly limited in scope. 

Neither the relationship between the duration of floh of an electric 

current and the intensity necessary for excitation nor the possi- 

bility of differentiating between excitable tissues on this basis 

had been discovered. Indeed, Dubois-Reymond (1648) held that a 

nerve responded not to the absolute intensity of the current at a 

given moment but to variations in the intensity, and that the 
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response was proportional to the rapidity and magnitude of the 

variaticna. Hin contemporaries appear to have been rather 

diffident about criticizing this vier. 

Fick (1861), as a result of experiments carried out on slower 

muscles (Anodonta) with interrupted galvanio ourrents, concluded 

that not only was a certain minimum rate of variation of current 

intensity necessary, but also a certain duration, lie found that 

the quantity of electricity had a direct influence an the size of 

the response, but it was not the only factor# because the same 

effect was not produced by doubling the intensity and halving the 

duration. 

In the meantime, the principle of mutual induction betreal 

adjacent parallel conductors, discovered by Michael Faraday (1832), 

had been used in the induction coil to produce brief high-voltage 

'Faradio# stimuli. Baierlacher (2859), in examining a case of 

facial paralysis, found that the paralysed muscles could not be 

excited by Faradisrn although they were readily excited by Galvanism. 

Neumann (1864a, b) suggested that this was due to the fact that 

the duration of the induced currents was too short for efficient 

excitation of the denervated wuzalea. Using a rather primitive 

pendulum device, which momentarily brought a moving conductor 

into contact with a fixed one, he was able to show that the 

excitatory effect of Calvanio current on denervated muscle was 
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reduced or abolished When the duration of its passage was Made 

extremely short, Eruoke (1667) showed that a similar loss of 

response to Faradic and brief Galvanic stimuli, with unimpaired 

response to long Calvsnia stiauli, could be produced in frog 

muscle by the action of curare. 

The dieooveries of I3aerlacher and Neumann were used clinioally 

in the examination of cases of facial paralysis and lead poisoning, 

notably by von Eulenberg and Erb. Erb (1868) reviewed in detail 

the results of a large number of clinical examinations and oon- 

eluded that during the first few days after the onset of a 

paralysis there is a loss of both Faradic and Galvanic exoita- 

bilities. From the end of the second week, the Galvanic 

excitability increases and the excitability to brief pulses 

decreases further. The Galvanic excitability also changes 

qualitatively, in that the anodal excitability becomes greater 

than the cathodal excitability. After a longer interval, the 

Galvanic excitability sinks below normal and the Faradic excita- 

bility is lost completely. 

Erb (1869) also carried out a very successful and informative 

aeries of experiments on rabbits and frogs. fie crushed the 

sciatic nerves on both aides, with a delay of 1-4 weeks between 

the two operations. He sacrificed the animals at varying intervals 
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after operation, and compared the results of post-martem 

hidological examination with the excitability changes observed 

up to the moment of death. He farad that the disappearance of 

indirect excitability corresponded with the degeneration of the 

nerves direct excitability (particularlyyFaradio) diminished 

with the disappearance of the intramuscular nerve trigs$ this 

was followed by shrinking of mu$ole fibre diameter and proliferation 

of connective tissue, ooinoid. ng with the onset of the type of 

excitability characteristic of denervated muscle. During 

regenerations the peripheral part of the nerve regained its 

ability to conduct impulses before it booms excitablej 

excitability appeared to depend on ryelination. 

Erb found it e difficult to correlate the muscular 

excitability changes with the histology,. He felt that the 

degenerative changes were obviously due to the removal of e 

neurotrophio influence, and speculated as to whether the trophio 

fibres followed motor or vasor-otor pathways. On the grounds 

that he hab observed a musoujär excitability characteristic of 

denervation in a case exhibiting unilateral facial vasomotor 

disturbance but with retained voluntary power, he concluded 

that the degenerative changes in muscle were brought about by 

the removal of the 'frophio' nerves and the vasomotor nerves, 

which followed the same pathways. 
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1tonig (1870) stimulated frog musole with stimuli of variable 
duration derived from a peniulum interrupter, and measured the 

size of the contraction with a mioroaaeter. He does not appear 

to have appreciated the relationship between intensity and duration, 

and seems to have measured the response to stimuli of a fixed 

intensity. He found that the size of the contraction diminished 

if the duration were reduced below 1813, and no contraction was 

evoked if the duration were less than l. 5ms. 

Thgelmarel (1871)s using the ureter of the rabbits showed that 

the . an intensity of the current during a stimulus played an 

important role, and that the effects of an inadequate stimulus 

persisted for a time. The effects of successive stimuli were 

therefore additive, but he found that these additive effects were 

limited by a decrement. He suggested that it a slowly rising 

stimulus did not ýroduoe the same effect as a briskly rising one, 

this was because the decrement prevented the excitation from 

attaining a suitable value. He investigated the intensity- 

duration relationship in the modern manner, by observing the 

intensity required to produce a minimal contraction at each 

stimulus duration. His tabulated results, (p. 266), shoe an 

almost exact inverse relationship between intensity and duration 

over the range 1-5mS, though he does not appear to make any 

specific comment on this. 
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Yon Fleishl (1877) devised an instrument (das G'thorheonow) 

which generated slowly varying currents by means of electrodes 

moving round circular channels filled with electrolyte. Its 

used this instrument to show that rapidly rising currents were 

more effective stimuli than gradually rising ones, but appears to 

have tailed to obtain consistent quantitative results for reasons 

which Lucas (19070,1908) and Mines (1908) - q. v. - attributed to 

the composition of his physiological solution. 

D'Arsonval (1C89a), using a cam-driven potentiometer 

attempted not very successfully to investigate the relationship 

between the waveform of the stimulus, (which he describes as 'la 

caraateristique de l'exoitation electrique'), and the response of 

nerve or muscle. He postulated that nerve was influenced 

particularly by the rapidity and magnitude of the variation of 

potential! with quantity playing a secondary role, Excitation 

of muscle, on the other hand was braight by the quantity and the 

magnitude of the potentials i. e. by the energy of the stimulus. 

He considered that for nerve, electricity was only a 'force do 

degagement', whereas muscle transformed a part at least of the 

energy into mechanical work, in the manner of an electric motor! 

D'Arsonval is better remembered for having conceived the 

idea of the moving-coil galvanometer) which he developed in 

collaboration with Deprea, (Deprez 1881), and for his non-Pola'is&bls 
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silver-silver chloride electrodes. These are described, along 

with several other ingenious though less practical inventions, in 

his (18$9b) paper. 

Hoor'eeg (1891) posed and answered the question 'Energy or 

Quantity? * Using condenser discharges, he measured and plotted 

the intensity, energy and quantity required for liminal 

stimulation over a wide range of stimulus durationse He found 

that the quantity of electricity (Q) required for =citation 

obeyed the empirical laws 

Q. ocCR+ß 

From this he deduced that the quantity tended to a 

minimum 43) for very brief discharges, that the intensity 

tended to a minimum ((c) for long-duration discharges, and that 

the energy passed through a minimum defined by the mnäitiacl 

00 ß/ucR. It was left to Iapioque (1903b) to draw attention 

specifically to the fact that the ratio 0/ac had the dimensions 

of a time, and that there was a characteristic value of this 

ratio for each excitable tissue. 

An alternative attempt to characterise excitability an the 

basis of energy expended was made by Cybul. aki and Zanietoaºaki 

(18%). Using condenser discharges and Dubois-Reymond's 

sledge-interrupter (aohlittenapparatea)s they distinguished 

between utilized and non-utilised energy. They found that both 
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energy and quantity passed through a minimum and increased again 

at short durations. iioorweg (1894. ) appears to have taken the 

view that the increase in quantity at short durations was a 

physical error due to leakage of their inferior condensers at 

the high voltages used. 

Wailer (1899) investigated the excitability of frog sciatic, 

oat sciatic and phrenio, and human ulnar and peroneal nerves, 

using condenser discharges. Be introduced the term 'the 

oharaoteristiot, which he defined as 0.8687 x VAR for that 

combination of voltage and capacity which achieved threshold 

stimulation with the least total expenditure of energy. tie 

gives no indication of the origin of the numerical constant, and 

the author is unable to see any justification for it nor can he 

deduce hoer this particular value was arrived at. The 'oheracter- 

istio' is in fact a measure of the initial rate of fall of 

voltage, and tissues with a high threshold and/or & 'brief 

utilisation time have a large 'characteristic'. 

Unfortunately the 'characteristic' is rather equivocal, 

(see the 'and/or' above), it is not directly related to any 

single meas* ble quality of the nerve, and it cannot be 

measured directly but has to be deduced by examination of 

calculated energy values. If an unfortunate choice of range is 

made, it may be found on subsequent calculation that the 'optimal' 
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(minimum energy) stimulus lies outside the range observed. This 

actually occurred in experiment 6 in Waller's paper. 

Nernst (1699) proseä a polarisation theory, involving 

accumulation of ions at two membranes assumed to be impermeable 

to ions and separated by an infinite distance. His analysis of 

this model led him to the conclusion that a rectangular pulse of 

current should excite a nerve if i/ reached a certain critical 

value. This formula fitted the observed results at relatively 

short durationsp but it failed to explain the existence of a 

definite minimum threshold intensity, or the failure of a slowly 

increasing current to excite. It was also inconsistent with 

the suspected oonstanoy of quantity of electricity required for 

excitation at very short durations. 

Georges Feiss (1901) attempted to find a basis for the 

oouaparison of the results obtained by stimulation with apparatus 

of different types. He began by using the oanaenser discharge 

method to confirm the existence of the energy minimum reported 

by Cybulski and Zanietowaki, He gives the results of a typical 

experiment, eking that the energy is at a minimum for 

CR s O. % ®s. He felt, however, that although the law of 

discharge of the condenser was accurately known, it was 

impossible to decide at what moment one must oaneider the discharge 

as terminated. He therefore decided to use continuous-current 

pulses of short duration. 
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His method of generating brief pulses of known duration was 

an interesting application of ballistics. Tývo short lengths 

of wire were connected in parallel and in series with the nerve, 

respectively. They were broken one after the other in that 

order by a bullet propelled by gas from a bottle of liquid 

carbon-dioxide. The gas pressure was relatively constant at 

room temperature, and it provided a muzzle velocity of about 

130M/sea. The duration of current flovr was determined by the 

spacing between the wires, a spacing of 13om giving a duration 

of Ln$. Weiss gives a few calibration figures obtained with the 

aid of a ballistic galvanometer, from which it would appear that 

durations of the order of lmS could be reproduced with an 

accuracy of about a 15 per cent relative to one another, though 

the absolute accuracy is unknown. 

Using this apparatus, and the Ag"AgCl-NsD1 electrodes 

described by D'Arsonval, (1889b), Feiss investigated the 

intensity-duration relationship of the nerves and muscles of the 

frog, lie found that the onergy expended in producing a minimal 

twitch passed through a minimum at a duration of about 0.6-1.2mS 

for nerve, and 1.2mS for curarised frog gastroanemius. To 

perpetrate a slight anaohresiism it may be remarked that his 

results display 'Chronazies' in the range 0.3-O. 8wS for nerve, 

and 0. $mS for curarised gastrocnemius. (1 determination. ) 
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weiss ! ailed to find any satisfactory relationship between 

excitation and the energy expended, despite attempts to take 

into account the length of nerve excited and the duration of 

the stimulus. 

Weiss then added another pair of wires to his apparatus, to 

enable him to employ either a single stimulus or two consecutive 

stimuli of independently variable intensity, duration and spacing. 

The results so obtained are extremely interesting, since they 

shoo that for a given total stimulus duration in the range 0.5 

to 2.5mS, (the whole range studied. ), the quantity of electricity 

required for excitation varies by less than ten per cent, regard- 

less of whether a single stimulus of the stated duration is used, 

or two shorter stimuli with a gap between them. At 0.5mS total 

durations a large stimulus followed by a smaller one seems to be 

about 5-10 per cent more effective than a small stimulus followed 

by a large one. 

Weiss concluded that, for a given durations a constant quantity 

is required, and on plotting his previous results in the form of a 

graph of quantity versus duration, he found that the points always 

fell on a straight line which did not pass through the origin. 

He deduced that, for a given experiment, the quantities could be 

represented by the formulas 

Qaafbt. 
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He found that a similar expression (Q aa+ AO) fitted the 

results obtained by himself and his predecessors, using the 

condenser discharge method. As to his original task of rendering 

comparable among themselves and calibrating divers devices, heiss 

suggested the use of two condensers of 0.001 and 0.01 microfarad, 

disohaz#ng through a resistance of 5x 105ohms, which places the 

first capacity near the minimum energy regime. (CR   0.5mS, elf 

'condenser chronaxie' of 1.1mS, and energy minimum at 0.56m$, in 

experiment of 16/124900. ) From the two readings so obtained, 

he proposed to determine the constants a and b of the relationship 

given above. For other types of apparatus, he suggested that 

they would have to be calibrated (presumably an the basis of 

quantity) 'apres avoir r6gl6 lour deoharge' - which defies 

unequivocal translation: But he was unable to investigate this, 

because he had not yet received the oscilloscope which he had 

been promised. 

Louis and laroelle Lapioque (1903b) dray attention to the 

tact that Weisse coefficients a and b represented quantity and 

current respectively, and the ratio a/b therefore had the 

dimensions of a time, They traced the relationship between the 

ratio alb and the duration beyond which furtier increase in 

stimulus duration produced a negligible fall in threshold 

intensity. They introduced the term 'temps physiologique', and 
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shored that this index provided a suitable method of describing 

the excitability characteristics of a given excitable tissue. 

They illustrated this with observations on a wide range of 

ausoles, and drew attention to the relationship between speed 

of contraction and 'ter-pa physiologique'. 

L. and U. lapicque (19O6a), oapared the excitabi2äies of 

Sciatic Verve and Castroanemius husole. They used the method of 

C. weiss, with a muzzle-velocity of 26cm/kSec, and platinum 

electrodes thrust in to the muscle, or schere possible (nerve 

mostly) nonpolarisable pencil electrodes. They found that a/b 

was about 15 for both nerve and muscles presumable the 15 is am 

and corresponds to a time of 0.58m5. It is noticeable that the 

threshold for muscle is about 30 times higher than that of nerve, 

but (to perpetrate another anachronism) the chronaxies are about 

0.6m3 in both cases. 

L. and J. Lapicque (1906b), investigated the effects of 

ourarisation an muscle (gastroonemiua, Rana esoulenta). In 

their introduction, they stress the fact that it is generally 

accepted that curare modifies the excitability of the neuro- 

muscular complex by producing a 'ralentissement' of the processes 

of excitation. They recall their (1903) finding that the ratio 

aA is almost exactly doubled when the dosage of curare is Just 

sufficient to prevent indirect excitation, via the nerve. 
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They suggest that is is impossible to be certain at what point 

the communication between nerve and muscle has been totally 

abolished, leaving the pure excitability of muscle. They 

decide to follow the variation of excitability with the degree 

of curarisation. 

Rather unfortunately, in my opinion, they abandoned at this 

point the Weiss interrupter, and used instead condenser discharges, 

using capacities of 10'16 to 10'' Farad. With their total 

circuit resistance of about 9,000 ohms, this gives time-oonstant" 

CR in the range 0.1-IOntiS. No actual figures are given, but they 

say that they found no abrupt change in excitability as passing 

from nerve to musole, but a gradual variation without limit. 

With increasing doses of curare the threshold rose, more rapidly 

at the shorter durations. The ratio &A increased, and the law 

of quantities became curved as for the quick muscles of the frog. 

It became necessary to use the formula Q af pt -'YV. The 

ratio ('3r)43 continued. to increase, becoming 60 times larger 

for the largest dose, (20mg for a 30g frog, compared with the 

0.5mg required to block the nerve). 

L. Lapioque (1909) intro&uo*d two terms which are still 

in current use to describe the properties of excitable tissues. 

The term 'Rheabaae' he applied to the intensity of current of 

'brisk debut' and 'prolonged duration', which gives the threshold 
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of excitation. (The corresponding voltage he called the 

'rheobasic voltage'. ) The duration of a constant current 'of 

brisk debut' which attains the threshold of excitation with an 

intensity equal to twice the Rheobase he called the 'Chronaxie'. 

He states that the chronaxie corresponds very closely to the 

ratio aA of the hyperbolic formula (of heiss). Comparing this 

with Lapioque's (1907) formulas 1 0«/(3... ßt), one obtains 

minisrtua quantity, and oe :ba rheobaae, whence ohronaxie . 

ilia 'ohronaxie' is the same thing as the 'excitation 

ti i' of Keith Lucas (1907a), 

It is convenient to use these terms anachronistically, 

instead of the variety of more cumbersome terms which he employed 

in his earlier papers. 

one can see in these papers the development of what has 

become known as Lepioque's theory of Isochronisrn, by which he 

supposes that transmission from nerve to nusole is possible only 

if the chronaxies are equal, or if their ratio is less than two. 

His theory of curarisation (L, and N. Lapioque, 1908) being 

based on his observation that ourarisation progressively 

lengthened the ahronauie of muscle until the ratio exoeeded 

two, when tranamission failed. This theory he maintained for 

the next 20-30 years, and it provided a very potent source of 

opposition to the 'chemical' theory of neuro-muscular transmission 
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in the years 1936-48. 

Ispicque's use of small platinum electrodes for the stimulation 

of muscle, after he had found erratic and inconsistent results 

with non-polarisable electrodes; his use of condenser discharges, 

which tend to eliminate discontinuities in compound strength- 

duration curves; his use of a restricted scale of durations 

(0.1-lOmS)t his use of the ratio a/s, or all too readily 

43Y)/3, rather than plot or tabulate his observed figurest all 

these things tended to favour the production of "parent isocshronism 

between a nerve and its muscle, and to favour the observation of 

a gradual and continuous increase in muscular chronaxie during 

the application of increasingly massive doses of curare. One 

gains an impression that the isochronisrn of nerve and muscle 

became an We fixe about 1903, and that lapioque spent the next 

40 years defending it. 

In direct contrast to Lapicque, Keith luoas (1906a, b) used 

large fluid electrodes. By means of ingeniously constructed 

glassware, he contrived to keep the nerve-muscle preparation 

suspended in Ringer's solution. Excitation occurred at a gap 

between two liquid surfaces, and he manipulated the preparation 

to bring the portion which he wished to stimulate into the gap. 

initially, (1906a, b) he used condenser discharges, with capacities 

of 0.001-20 yuF (x0.001 pF steps). He found multiple i5oints 
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of minimum energy (5ev3), and for these points he calculated 

the Optimal stimulus Coefficient of Waller (1$99), 

lie found that the nerve-free end of the "artorius muscle 

contained a substanceoa, of by optimal stimulus{ the nerve 

trunk contained a substance Y, of slightly higher optimal 

stimulus; and in the region of the n-m junction he found a 

substance ß of very high optimal stimulus, which was situated 

on the muscle side of the Barare block, together with a sub- 

stance aitailar to cc and Y, situated on the muscle side of the 

block, and therefore probably cc. 

Incas (1907a) then devised a pendulum interrupter, with an 

. am 547m long which attained a velocity of 5760m/Soo before 

striking two switches, one fixed and the other adjustable by a 

micrometer sorer. This originally permitted generation of 

pulses from about 0.03 to 17mS duration, but the range was later 

extended. Lucas first used the pendulum to investigate the 

effect originally described in l663 by Fick, that a brief break 

in a constant current produced a similar effect to a brief pulse 

of current. Iuoas agreed with this author in concluding that 

this proved that energy and quantity had nothing to do with 

excitation, (the energy would have been negative), and suggested 

that the explanation was to be found in the interference between 

make and break phenomena. He also showed that the plotting of 
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ccastsntcurrent intensity-duration curves could be used for 

the idmtifioatiaa of different excitable substances. He 

showed (]. O7a, b) that his cc substance had an excitation time of 

%as for the frog, and 7mS for the toads the Y substanoe had an 

excitation time of 0.4 (0.35)m5 and the ß substanoä about 0.25mS 

or less (this being about the limit of accuracy or the pendulum). 

tunas (1907o) modified his pendulum, by the addition of an 

electrolytic resistance with a moveable shutter, to provide a 

linearly rising current. He mentions the earlier attempts of 

von Fleisohl in 1877, with his crthorheonome and von Kries in 1884 

with an improved version of this device; they found that slowly 

rising currents were less effective than rapidly rising ones, but 

tailed to obtain consistent results. Iuoas found that freshly 

dissected preparations were very unstable, but after one hour 

they settled down to a steady state, which was maintained for up 

to 6-7'hours thereafter. He attributes the others' difficulties 

to this. 

Using this apparatus on the sciatic nerve of the toad, Luoas 

found that as the current gradient was decreased the intensity 

required for excitation increased, until a definite minimum 

gradient was reached below which excitation was not possible. 

The minima gradient was such that the current would reach 45 

times the rectangular pulse threshold in 1 second. For frog's 
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nerve the corresponding figure was 60. By means of ein ingenious 

optical lever which indicated thickening of the distal end of 

the muscle by a propagated disturbance, but did not respond to a 

local responses Iuoas was able to show that, whereas a local 

response required the same current strength whether the rise 

was instantaneous or took 1.2 sees, a propagated response was 

obtained only if the gradient exceeded 4.4 (for nerve free end 

of sartorius). 

He discusses the implications of this, and abandons the idea 

of interference of make and break, in favour of some sort of 

polarisation ideas, e. g. Nernst (1699,1908) and Lapioque (190Th). 

nines (1908) suggested that the variability of the slow 

excitatory processes in muscle might be due to the same factor 

as the spontaneous twitching of muscles placed in calcium deficient 

solutions. He investigated the effects of calcium chloride and 

potassium chloride in saline as bathing fluid and by perfusion, 

and showed that calcium added to a calcium-! Free fluid prevented 

spontaneous twitching, and also reduced the galvanic excitability. 

Potassium chloride in small traces tended to increase irritability, 

and in large amounts abolished it. Mines suggested that the 

drift of excitability noticed by Lucas was due to the adaptation 

of the preparation to the new surroundings, Ringer's solutions 

which must contain more calcium (0.025% Wl,, ) than the blood. 
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Incas (1908) described a new pendulus, which provided times 

up to 0.12 sea. With this he showed that when equilibrated with 

a solution containing calcium chloride (0.02-0.5 %) the I. D. 

curve was flat for durations greater than 50mS, and a definite 

minimum progressive-current gradient was necessary, but with 

calcium-fee saline, or a fresh preparation in normal Ringer, the 

I. D. curve was still falling at 120aw and the minimum gradient 

was zero. 

After further studies can the refractory period in muscle# 

(1909) and on the summation of stimuli, (1910a) iuoas felt that 

the existence of a deoreruental time-faotor, which appeared to 

be related to the rate of subsidence of a local response, had 

become rather obvious. He enlisted the collaboration of his 

colleague A. V. Hill in an attempt to devise a theory of 

excitation. 

Hill (1910) worked out a mathematical theory of excitation, 

based on definite physical assumptions. He assumed, as Nernst 

6-d done in 1908, that excitation was caused when the concentration 

of a particular ion at an impermeable membrane reached a critical 

level. thereas Nernst had restricted himself to the case of 

the migration of two ionic species of opposite charge between 

two impermeable membranes of small area and infinitely far apa't, 

Hill considered the more general case of two membranes of large 
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size separated by a finite distanae, a. 

This introduced a limit to the concentration which oould 

arise franc the passage of a current of given intensity, due 

to the opposing effect of backward diffusion of the ions: the 

limiting density was therefore proportional to factor k/as, 

(k s diffusion constant). Hill showed that this theory lad to 

results consistent with observation so far as constant currents 

were concerned, in that there would be a definite threshold 

strength (iapioque'e rheobase) below which excitation could not 

occur* in this respect Hill's theory was superior to those 

of Nernst and Lapioque, but at short durations he showed that 

the three theories were identical, giving an expression of the 

forms 

i 

it should be noted, Iowever, that although this fitted the 

results of iuoas and Lapiaque (see Lucas 1910b), it leads to a 

finite limiting value of 1" 1/(1 M) as t tends to zero, which 

is not in accordance with the constant-quantity finding of Weise 

(1901) or Fabre and Swyngedauw (1933b). 

The most significant feature of this early theory of Hill's, 

hoiever, is that it expresses fcrwal]y, and works out the 

consequences of, the conclusions experimentally reached by Lucas, 

who from his studies of the summation of inadequate stimuli (1908) 
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taken with his earlier results had deduced the existence of a 

time factor related to the subsidence of the local response 

produced by a stimulus which was too small to produce a propagated 

response. Lucas distinguished the local excitatory process 

from the propagated response. 

In his mathematical theory, Hill shows that if the membranes 

are close together, Nernst's polarisation or ion-aocur:: ulation 

theory is sufficient to account for this local summations with 

a time limit determined by backward diffusion. He then goes 

an to introduce a much longer time factor which, he postulates, 

determines whether or not a propagated response will result from 

the very gradual attainment of the critical level of depolarisation 

by a 'Progressive' current. He ahoNa that this, together with 

his modification of Nernst'a theory, can account for all the 

observed excitation phenomena. The process which he describes 

as a model for his aocamnnodative process - the distinction 

between gradually heating an explosive mixture of Hs and Oat and 

applying a match to it (which results in a propagated explosion) 

is particularly apt. Though the physical details of his theory 

are not entirely accurate, the concepts of a local decremental 

excitatory process which may or may not, depending on its rapidity, 

succeed in initiating a self-propagating explosive disturbanoep 

are quite in accordance with modern theories of excitation and 
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propagation of the nerve impulse, 

With Hill's theory of excitation, the limit of progress 

with existing techniques appeared to have been approsohed, and 

although, the suggestions of Lucas, and the concepts er-bodied in 

Hill's theory, by focussing attention on the distinction between 

the local excitatory disturbance and the propagated impulse, 

foreshadowed future developments, these could not be followed up 

until new techniques and instrumentation became available, The 

foundations had also been laid of two divergent schools of 

thought, which were to play an important part later in the 

controversy which was to arise over the electrical and chemical 

theories of neuromuscular and synaptic transmission. 

On the one hands Langley (1910) held the viers 'First that 

two special substances at least (receptive substances) are present 

in the neural region of muscle, and that nerve impulses can only 

cause contraction by acting on a receptive substance. Secondly 

that the receptive substances form, more or less easily dissooiable 

compounds. Thus i2. icotine in oonbining with these substances 

tends on the one hand to prevent them from being influenced by 

nerve impulses, and on the other tends to cause breakdown In 

the contractile substance which leads to contraction. Curare 

in combining with the receptive substances simply prevents them 

(and so the contractile substance) from being influenced by 
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nerve at'muli. I lull (1910) investigated the possibilities 

that they motions of curare and nicotine might be due to a 

physical or a chemical process. By a comparison of the 

mathematical consequences of these two assumptions with experimental 

observations on the form of the contraction curve and on the 

temperature coefficient of the process, he showed that the 

action was chemical, lucas, using large fluid electrodes, had 

shown the existence of cc and Y exoitabilities, of quite different 

chronaxies. He had found that the Yo or nerve, excitability was 

blocked by the action of curare, without significant modification 

of the character of the cc excitability of muscle, The findings 

of the Cambridge school were therefore consistent with chemical 

transmission, blocked by the competitive (no -exoitatory) action 

of curare on a receptor substance. 

Lapioque, on the other ha M, using small ('sti patio&) 

platinum electrodes had not found the cc excitability reported by 

Juoaa. Indeed he found that the chronaxies of nerve and muscle 

were equal, and that the action of curare was to lengthen 

progressively the ohronaxie of muscle, his findings were 

therefore consistent with the vies that transmission was electrical, 

end that transmission failed when the ratio of the ohrronaxies of 

muscle and nerve exceeded two. 

Rushton (1927) showed that the threshold of a iwv suspended 
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in ringer's solution between parallel electrodes was inversely 

proportional to the length of the nerve exposed, and to the 

cosine of the angle between the nerve and the direction of 

current flow. Ile used this technique to dittercntiate between 

the cxoitabilities of nerve and waole fibres, shoeing trat he 

obtained either cc or Y excitabllitiess or both, depending on 

whether the nerve or muscle fibres were parallel to the direction 

of current flow. This led him into a violent conflict with 

Lapicque, who claimed that the cc excitability wes a non- 

rbysiologioal artefact produced by the use of large fluid 

electrodes. A aeries of papers ensued, some ocntaining bitter 

personal postscripts: Rushton (1930,1931,1932a, b, oj1 LePioque 

(1932ß, b, 1932,1933)" This exchange produced same very accurate 

determinations of the intensity-duration curves of frog nerve and 

muscle by the two methods (fluid and stigmatic electrodes) and 

£apicque's Canonical. Strength-duration Curves (all other forms 

being non-physiological)) but failed to reveal which method 

measured the true physiological chronaxie of muscle. 

The matter assumed considerable importance, because the whole 

of Lapicquela chronological theory of neuro-wusoular transmission 

and curariaatioci, and the support which this aftordid to the 

electrical theory of transmismion vis-a-vis the chemical theory, 

depended on the tact that the chronaxie of muscle was the aase as 
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that of its motor nerve. The position became acute when Dale 

Feldberg and Vogt (1936) awed that stirulation of motor nerves 

caused the release of acetylcholine at the endin, e, and that 

injection of a s=all amount of acetylcholine into the artery 

supplying a muscle caused a twitch of the muscle. This provided 

strong circumstantial evidence for chemical excitation by release 

of acetylcholine, but the matter was not resolved beyond dispute 

until I tiffler (1948) showed that the 'end-plate potential' could 

only be explained on the assumption that it was produced by the 

release of a chemical agent. 

Fabre and his, co-workers (1927.34. ) carried out an exh: 3ustive 

investigation into the excitability ch raoteristics of nerve and 

muscle. Fabre (1927a, b) used the constant-current properties 

of a saturated diode valve to produce a linearly increasing 

charge on a condenser. (2ü,, uP). The patient was oorneoted 

across this condenser in series with a variable resistance of 

200X, which was adjusted to cake the rectangular pulse rheobase 

(measured with the condenser removed) equal to 100 volts. The 

condenser was then replaced and the saturation current of the 

diode was adjusted by trial and error until the minimum value 

was found which would elicit a twitch when 230 volts was applied 

to the condenser through the diode. The probable waveform would 

appear to have been a linear rise (with the diode saturated) up 

to about twice the rheobase, sly 18OV, and then a more or less 
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exponential rise, asymptotic to 230V (2.5 x theb). Fabre 

designated the ratio (threshold/limiting slope) by the term 

'Constants Lineaire', (C. L. ). His saturated diode apparatus 

yielded this ccnatant in milliseconds by the relationships 

O. L. RI jt) US. 

The C. L. is in fact the time-constant of accommodation. 

This apparatus was later modified by the addition of a 

mechanical interrupter which permitted the linearly rising 

current to be out off abruptly after a predetermined times 

yielding a Oswatooth' wave which Fabre called rune onde ouneiforme 

(wedge-shaped waw). He found that for a given rate of rise of 

current, there were three threshold durations: the shortest 

being that of make excitation, the next that for the onset of 

break excitation, and the third that of the failure of 'break' 

excitations- these latter could be shown when the slope was 

inadequate for 'make' stimulation. 

Using this apparatus for bipolar excitation with descending 

current on the frog's sciatic nerve, Fabre found a limiting slope 

of 135V/Sea (curve asymptotic to this above 30m5 duration). The 

intensity-duration curve for ondes cuneiformem exhibited a minimum 

between durations of 3 and 7 milliseconds, the minimum value 

being 2.4V, compared with a constant-current rheobase of 2V. 
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Between 0,1 and 6mS the curve was represented within 3% by a 

hyperbolio relationship similar to the one given by, G. Zeiss 

(1901) for raotangular pulsest 

V. °+2.23 

from which Fabre calculated the 

ohronaxie to be 0,73/2.23   0.33m3. For durations greater than 

7rnZ, the law did not hold, and it exaggerated the voltage required 

at 0.03m S by about 40%* The limiting slope # or minimum current 

gradient is 133A   67 rheobases/Seo, corresponding to a time- 

constant of 15m3. (Olf Iucas, 19101 minimal gradient   60). 

Fabre (1930) round that when human nerve was stimulated by 

brief (less than 25p ec) condenser disoharges, the quantity of 

electricity required for minimal excitation was constants 

independent of the rapidity of the discharge. In collaboration 

with Swyngedauvr (1933x) he used a rotating commutator to interrupt 

the discharge of a variable capacity through a low fixed resistancer 

and applied the interrupted condenser discharges through ILIA to a 

frog soiatio nerve. The current waveform was monitored on an 

osoillograph. By progressively curtailing the discharge they 

were able to determine the utilised fraction of the discharge. 

The results were to folloaret (Fabre and Swynged, auw, 1933a) 
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initial Intensity Time of OR of Q 
Intensity at limit of Cut-off discharge (. CYs-0V1) 

(Rheobases) utilisation (MS) (MS) 

1.33 0.73 (0.73) 1.90 101 (o. 66) 
1 (i. e. 2) 0.70 (0.70) 0.37 0.36 (0.468) 

3 0.55 (0.. 53) 0.106 0.18 (0.441) 
4.5 0.50 (0.50) 0.47 0.104. (0.416) 
5.5 0.40 (0.35) 0.029 0.08 ', (0'. 415) 

8 0.34 (0.18) 0.015 0.057 (0.457) 

The figures reproduced without trackets in the above table 

are accurately copied from the original paper. An they stand, 

they are quite unintelligible, but they become intelligible if 

the headings of columns 3 and 4 are transposed, (i. e. for 'time 

of out-oft' read 'OR of discharge', and vice versa). Also it 

appears that the second entry in column 1 should read '2'. 

After making these amendments, if one calculates the voltage 

remaining on a condenser after the time given in column 4 

during an exponential discharge with the time constant given in 

column 3 from the initial voltage given in column It one obtains 

the figures quoted in brackets after the figures in column 2. 

There is a noticeable discrepancy at the shortest durations, and 

several explanations appear to be possible: column two may 

represent o&loulated values and the errors may be errors of 

computations alternatively column two may represent observed 

values and the errors may indicate that the performance of the 
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oscilloscope was inadequate, or that the discharge was non- 

exponential. The details given in the paper are insufficient 

to resolve the natter, but despite this discrepancy, the results 

clearly indicate that brier condenser discharges are utilised 

until the intensity has fallen to a level appreciably lower 

than the constant-current threshold. 

Fahre and Sayngedauw (1933b) showed that the quantity of 

electricity required for excitation of the frog sciatic was 

constant for durations from 0.131,, to 11u3, and increased by 

half at 20-25,5. They used condenser discharges through a 

67ohm resistance connected directly in parallel with the nerve, 

an arrangement very likely to cause distortion of the current 

waveform in the tissues. 

The suggestion that capacitive distortion of the waveform 

may have occurred receives some support from the fact that Fahre 

(19270) showed that the 'seaousse do shunt', which had been 

found in percutaneous stimulation of human muscle by Fahre, 

Desgres and Dubost (1927)! could also be produced during direct 

stimulation of frog gastrocnemius. If one short-circuits the 

electrodes during the passage of a direct current of about 

threshold strength, a twitch is produced, and the size of this 

'secousse do shunt' may be much greater than the twitch produced 

at the start of the original constant current. 

2 
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Falzare (1927a) found that the threshold intensity for 

'seoousse de shunt' was O. 45 of the threshold for constant 

current stimulation of the gastroonemius. The effect is 

obviously due to the high current produced by the discharge of 

the tissue capacity through the short-oirouit, but it is 

interesting to note that it was produced on exposed nerve 

using d'Aracnval ncn-polarisable electrodes. 

Fabre, cuesnop and Bertea ux (1934) compared the quantities 

required for excitation of the soiatio nerve by rectangular 

pulses and condenser discharges. The paper is not very explicit 

on this points but the comparison appears to have been made at 

one duration only# corresponding to a time-constant of about 

30 Jus for the discharge. They found that the quantities 

required were equal within two per cent. 

The conetaut-quality relationship was more thoroughly 

investigated by Rosenberg (1933)" lie found that the quantity 

remained constant from 0.44 to 12p3 for the (homogeneous) 

phrenio nerve of the dog, from 0.72 to 4.1/ uS for the u]nar and 

sciatic nerves of the cat, and fron 1.14 to 6"Zi. pS for the sciatic 

nerve of the frog. The rate of variation was not rapid outside 

the limits given. Far examples in an experiment using a 

small branch of than oat's sciatic the quantity was found to 

increase by about ! i. per cant at ®Just L« per cent at 173 and 
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38 per cent at 42, aS. 

About this time, a number of mathematical theories were put 

forward to account for the facts of excitation and propagations 

notably Rushton'& (1934. ) 'Core Conductor Theory'* Blair's (1932a, b) 

! Condenser Theory', and Mill's (1936) 'Dimensionless Analysis'. 

The most durable, and the most useful for the purposes of this 

thesis, is Hill's (1936) theory, which is restricted to a deacrip- 

tioa of the process of excitation, with a minimum of assumptions, 

and does not concern itself with propagation or synaptic transmission. 

Hill (1936) described the excitability properties of nerve 

in mathematical terms, and worked out equations which permit 

the conditions of excitation for a variety of current waveforms 

to be calculated. His initial assumptions are as follows, 

when an electric current is sent into excitable tissue, it changes 

the condition of the tissue in such a way that, if the change 

be great enough, excitation results, The 'condition' is of 

unknown natures but has many analogies with a potentials and is 

therefore referred to as the 'local Potential' V of the excitable 

tissue. The resting value of the local potential is called V0. 

The passage of a current raises V at the cathode, and lowers it 

at the anodes if V is raised high enough, a state of instability 

is reached and excitation occurs. it is assumed that after 

being disturbed, the loom potential V returns exponentially to Vc 
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with a t1me-constant ks which is characteristic of the tissue 

concerned. 

The critical level of V at which excitation occurs is called 

the 'threshold', and is designated U. If excitation is caused 

by a current of very short duration, U is constant, but if 

excitation takes place slowly, U risest it is assumed that U 

tends to riss at a rate proportional to (V-VO) at any given 

moment, and to return to its original value Ua with a time- 

constant a. Accommodation is assumed to be complete, i. e. 

if the local potential is raised under the action of a steady 

current to a potential Vi and kept there, then U rises eventually 

to a level Ui auch that Ui" Ua a V, - Vo, and the excitability is 

the same as in the resting state. 

It is also assumed that with discharges of very short 

duration a given quantity (not e. g. energy) is required for 

excitation, as shown by "eiss# G. (1901), Fabre and wqugedauw 

(1933), Fable, cueenoy and Berteaux (193tß), and Rosenberg (1933). 

The rise in local potential dV produced by a quantity Q discharged 

In a very short time is then: 

av ý. bQo"tiAc 
The calculation of the integrated effect of a current 1 which 

is a variable function of the time go when it is known that the 

affect of an elementary quantity Q decays exponentially from 
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t: 0 onwards, is a little involved: Hill tackles the general 

case by putting Q  4d0, when the above equation bsoomes 

dV : bIsd9 4 (t`G)A 

This holds from taQ onwards. He then integrates with respect 

to 0 between the limits 0 and t, treating t as a constant, to 

obtain 

V- Yo m bet 
aat 

Is 4Adß 

Ono 

This would appear to give the local potential at a time t after 

the start of the current, provided that the current in a continuous 

function of time up to the moment t. For example, if the current 

takes the form of a continuous constant current pulse of duration 

dp the potential at the end of the pulse may be found by writing 

d for t in the above formula, but the potential after the end of 

the pulse decays from the value Vd, so found according to the 

relationship V. Vd s (t-d)A. 
It appears to the writer that 

this would have been more obvious if ti or 0 had been used In 

place or t, and t in place of 0. 

Hill derives a similer expression for the rise or U, end. 

oombines the two expressions to obtain a general expression for 

excitation. The condition for excitation to occur is Va Us 

and for threshold excitation dV/dt a dV/dt at this momenta It 

should be noted that in many cases it is much simpler to derive 
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the value of V from first principles than to make use of the 

general expression, and this is in fact what Hill does in the 

case of constant currents, for example. 

Using these equations, fiill finds the following relationships. 

Constaynt current Mf. indet'inite duratiM 

Va Vo + bkl (1 - o`t ) 

-t/iý . 4A uw va ý bkl (1 +°_- l- 

The 'true' rhoobaso, neglecting aooo®odatian, is given by 

the former equation, when Vs Uc and ta ae , and the ratio of the 

observed rheobase Ii to the true rheobase I is given by 

= 1110 iý/ý)1/ 
/c-2} 

and the utilisation time by 

in (Iklk) 
iss IV M- 

and the minim= quantity at short durations Q0 is given by 

C, A =b 

Canatnt current pulse of durst 
,. on tsx 

Putting tax and UQV anct (U; 'v0) a bkI*o we obtain for 

Iiminal atimulatit 10 1 -- kA In 
"x a -a or, neglecting acoommodation, 

we got I" %/(1 - ems), a formula which has often been 

proposed, (e. g. Lpicque, 1907). N. L:,,, L i sems! rheobaee. 
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It should be noted that the observed rheobase Is, is higher 

than the 'true' rheobase I, by about 10 % for AA   50, and 

25 % for W4c a 10. If plotted in terms of observed rheobase, 

the divergence appears at short duration, and the observed 

chronaxie is too short by about 13 and 30 %. 

Theoretically the chronaxie, i. e. duration for excitation 

with current of 2Io, neglecting aooaxodation, is 0.693k. 

Condenser disohar_1{es 

Ignoring aocccmodation 

V-Yo . 
bkIA (e-t/CR-0 -tA 

Utilisation time 

For threshold excitation, ignoring accommodation 

Rio . (RC/ )l/(CR/4c-1) 

Value of CR for excitation with 2F, e, ignoring accommodation 

CRa2k 

(Note that ratio of rectangular pulse 'true chronsxie%oondenser 

discharge ohronaxie is therefore 0.693/2 a 0.3tß. 7, o/f Lapioque's 

(1926) empirically determined mean observed value of 0.37. ) 

The conditions for theshold excitation, taking account of 

accommodation, lead to very complex equations, and no simple 

expression for the strength duration relation can be founds 

the rheobase is however approached much more gradually than in 

the case of rectangular pulses. 
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Linearly rising currents 

The current gradient 'A a (dI/dt)/Io required to eftoot 

excitation in time t is 

= 1/J (1 -10 -tA+ -tA) 

and the maximum value of the denäminator 

(at t" a) is A. There exists therefore a minimum gradient for 

excitation a 1A, which weans that 1. is the same as Fabre, a (1927) 

'oonstant linewirsto 

The relation between the current I necessary for exoitation 

and the time t taken to attain it is given by the relation 

I. Iot/, (1 -e 
tA+ k0 t/jc 

I2(1-e-t/a) Exponentially ri ins currents - of the form I I. 

The exact solution for exponentially rising currents is very 

oomplex, and solution for utilisation times less than about 5k is 

not attempted by Hiill. With this restriction, he finds that the 

utilisation time ti is 

ti/aa 

- or if k is amaan o/t a and a 
In (&A) 
vx -I 

whence I2/10 (1 - kA) (a ) &M(ßt"1) 

or if k/a and k/A small ('a' not less than about l0k) 

Ta/jO " t. �'A )`ý'/týº1iý-1) 
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The Accommodation of nerve was intensively investigated by 

, olandt (1936). Ile used exponentially rising currents, and 

found most of the predictions of Hill's analysis to be true. 

He found that the rate of accommodation of a nerve was greatly 

affected by the amount of ionised calcium present. Increasing 

the Ca+ made accommodation more rapid. For human ulnar nerve 

he found an average A of 59m3, with a normal range from 42-83mZ. 

These values could be temporarily almost doubled by oral 

administration of large amounts of sodium bicarbonate, and could 

be reduced by about 25gß by ammonium and calcium ohbride. He 

describes two oases, one a woman who suffered from persistent 

vomiting which had induced severe alkalosis, and another a boy 

with hypo-parathyroidismi both o#' these exhibited large values 

of 1, (160 and 240 mS). 

? Lusole also exhibits properties somewhat similar to those 

of nerve, but with a much longer time scales the properties of 

muscle appear to be rather more oomplex, and since the earlier 

studies of Incas, Lapicque, Fabre etc., muscle has not received 

nearly so much attention as nerve. Progressive currents were 

used in 194.8 by Pollock and his colleagues, but their results 

were not expressed in the form of accommodation measurementet 

this will be discussed in more detail at a later stage in 

this thesis. 
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It was generally assumed in connection with Hill's (1936) 

theory that as soon as the local potential V exceeded the 

threshold U, a propagated impulse resulted{ this was rather at 

variance with Cone's (193k) observation that the excitatory 

effect of a supra-threshold shock could be suppressed by a 

subsequent shock in the opposite sense. Hillis theory also 

predicted that in the case of a shook of just sub-threshold 

intensity, V should approach infinitely close to Us so that a 

further shock of very lau, intensity should cause excitation. 

This was at variance with Rushton's (1932d) results which showed 

that the minimum threshold intensity for a second shock following 

a sub-threshold conditioning shook was about one quarter of the 

original threshold intensity. 

Rushton (1937c) advanced the theory that it was necessary 

for a certain liminal length of axon to become activated before 

the excitatory disturbance became self-supporting, and that 

further growth was then necessary before a full propagated 

impulse, with an adequate safety factor, was generated. He 

suggested that the application of a stimulating current of 

about threshold strength excited a 'Local Response', which 

could be sustained until it became self-propagating by continued 

passage of the stimulating current, and which could be killed 

by removal or reversal of the stimulating current. 
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Indirect evidence in support of this theory was obtained 

by Rats (1937a, b) by an extension of Rushton's double-shook 

techniques and the 'local response' was estimated by subtracting 

the passive response obtained with an anodal conditioning shook 

from the active response obtained with a cathodal response of 

the same intensity. Direct evidence was obtained by Hodgkin 

(1938) who succeeded in recording the course of the electrical 

potential changes at the stimulating electrode immediately 

following a stimulus, using a single. isolated nerve fibre 

(Caroinus maenas). Hodgkin found that the changes in local 

potential or electrotonus produced by anodal stimulation were 

proportional to the stimulus intensity and decayed exponentially, 

but the local potential changes at the cathode were proportional 

to the stimulus intensity for very weak stimuli only; for larger 

stimuli the cathodal response became larger and longer-lasting 

than the anodal responses and a slight increase in intensity 

beyond this level produced an action potential spike, several 

times as large as the initial depolarisation. 

Although a fairly accurate and comprehensive quantitative 

description was naiv available of the laws of electric excitation 

of the nerve axon, and of the external electrical manifestations 

accompanying the initiation of the nerve impulses little progress 
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had been made in explaining the mechanism of the nerve impulse 

since the original ionic hypothesis of Bernstein (1912). It 

was believed that the resting axonal membrane was selectively 

permeable to potassium ions, that the potential difference across 

the resting membrane corresponded to the equilibrium potential 

for Kf ions calculated by thermodynamic methods from the ratio 

of the internal and external conoentrations, (V . In ), us 

and that during activity the membrane became highly and unseleotively 

permeable, causing the membrane potential to fall approximately 

to zero. 

A turning point in the investigation of nerve was reached 

with the introduction of micro-eleotrode techniques, which 

permitted for the first time measurements of resting and action 

potentials and impedance changes in the membrane during aotivityl 

with one electrode inside and one outside the nerve. These 

investigations made use of the giant axon of the squid, 

(diameter up to 0.5mm) whose structure has been described in 

detail by Young (1939). 

Cole and Curtiss (1938b), using a fine wire electrode pushed 

&Pan inside a squid axon, were able to show by means of an A. O. 

bridge method that there was a large increase in membrane 

conductance during the passage of a propagated impulse. Hodgkin 

and Huxley (1939) seized on this technique to record the action 
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potential from inside the nerve fibre, and made the rather 

startling discovery that the change in potential during 

ao. iaity, was greater than the resting potentials i. e. the 

potential across the membrane reversed its sign during activity. 

The resulting confusion was resolved by Hodgkin and Katz 

(1%9), who demonstrated the influence of the ionic composition 

of the fluid bathing the nerve on the action potential, and showed 

that the active depolarisation of the membrane during the nerve 

impulse was due to an inrush of sodium ions, which they attributed 

to a large transient and highly selective increase in the 
ti 

permeability of the axonal membrane to sodium ions during 

activity. 

An exhaustive study of the permeability changes associated 

with the excitation of a uniform length of squid giant axon was 

made by Hodgkin and Huxley (1932a, b, o, d) and Hodgkin, Huxley and 

Kits (1932). They used a 'voltage clamp' method similar to 

that used by karmont (1949). Two internal electrodes, consisting 

of tine silver wires wrapped helically round a glass tube of 

70/a diameter, were thrust down the axis of the fibre for a 

distance of about Sam. One of the wires was used to carry 

current into the nerve, and, the other to record the internal 

potential. Radial baffles were used outside the nerve to 

ensure uniform current distribution over the Ism length over 
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which measurements were to be made. A feedback amplifier 

regulated the current applied in such a way as to change the 

membrane potential suddenly and hold it constant at the new 

level. The membrane current was recorded. 

It was found that the interior of the resting nerve was 

50-606V negative with respect to the outside medium. If the 

exciting current was in such a direction as to increase this 

potential, (i. e. to hyperpolarise the membrane) the current flow 

consisted of an initial brief current of large amplitude, 

corresponding to the charging of the membrane capaoityl (about 

1 JuF/oms) followed by a small steady leakage current which was 

proportional to the degree of hyperpolarisation. If, on the other 

hand, the membrane was depolarised by more than a few millivolts, 

it was found that after the initial capacitive depolarising 

current, a current in the reverse direction had to be applied 

to prevent spontaneous depolarisation; this phase lasted about 

2mS, and then gave way to a phase in which a considerable current 

in the original (depol. ) direction was required and had to be 

maintained indefinitely. 

Replacing the sodium in the external medium with choline 

abolished the active depolarising response, which showed that 

this was due to an increased permeability of the membrane to 

sodium. BY varying the ionic composition of the external medium, 
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and carrying out the voltage-clamp procedure at various 

potentials, it gras found possible to identity the two components 

of the response of the membrane to depolarisation with changes in 

its permeability to sodium and potassium ions, and to derive 

mathematical equations which described these changes. The 

results may be su=arised briefly as tollours. 

.` 

The resting membrane is very sparingly permeable to sodium 
ions, which are normally present in higher concentration on the 

outside of the membrane, (this state of affairs being maintained 

by the imperfectly understood 'Sodium Pump' mechanism, which 

actively extrudes the positively charged sodium ions against 

the electrical and chemical gradients). If the membrane is 

abruptly depolarised by more than a few millivolts from the 

resting potential, a large transient increase in sodium 

permeability oocursl this reaches its maximum in less than a 

millisecond and decays again with a time-oonstant of 2 or 3 ms, 

if the depolarisation is maintained. If the membrane is 

repolarised at any time after the initial depolarisation, the 

sodium permeability returns rapidly to its normal low value, 

but for several milliseconds afterwards the ability to produce 

a second response is impaired. This behaviour suggests the 

existence of some sort of 'sodium carrier mechanism' which is 

depleted by activity. 
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It was found that the availability of the 'sodium carrier' 

was dependent on the past history of the membrane potential. 

The carrier was about 60j available at the normal resting 

potential, was almost completely inactivated at -2OmV 

(depolarisation) and fully activated at 3(nY (hyperpolarisatiorn). 

Several milliseconds were required for equilibrium to be reached, 

after a change in the membrane potential. 

The sodium response was initiated by an abrupt depolarisation 

of more than 5 or lUmV over a wide range of statio levels of 

membrane potential, but the greatest sensitivity was exhibited at 

a potential just belog the normal resting level. Sinne both 

electrical and chemical concentration gradients are tending to 

drive sodium lone into the nerves the sodium response tends 

to cause regenerative depolarisation, indeed reversal of polarisation, 

since the membrane potential tends towards the equilibrium 

potential for sodium, at which the inside of the nerve is about 

4(V positive with respect to the out side. 

Potassium 

An abrupt maintained depolarisation brings about an increased 

permeability to potassium, but the onset of the increase is 

delayed by about 0.5-1m. 9, and a steady state is not reached for 

5mS or more. The steady-state permeability reaches a limiting 

value of about ten times the resting level with a depolarisation 

A. 
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of about U V, (i. e. with the inside of the nerve about 5OmV 

positive). On repolarisation, the potassium conductance 

decreases without initial delay, reaching a value very near 

to its normal value in about lm5, though the recovery is along 

an exponential type curve, and permeability is significantly 

greater than normal for several milliseconds. Hyperpolarisation 

reduces potassium permeability below the normal resting level. 

Since potassium is present in higher concentration inside 

the nerve than outside, the increase in potassium permeability 

resulting from depolarisation of the membrane permits potassium 

to flat outwards, and tends to bring about repolarisation. 

The equilibrium potential for potassium was found to be about 

73-B+(nV for a resting potential of about 60-65mV, no that the 

potassium ion would appear not to be in diffusion equilibrium in 

the resting nerve. Recent investigations suggest that potassium 

is accumulated during the extrusion of sodium by the 'sodium- 

potassium-pump' mechanism. 

Hodgkin and Huxley were able to show that these changes in 

membrane permeability were capable or accounting quantitively 

for all the observed phenomena of excitation and conduction of 

the nerve impulse. A brief qualitative description only will 

be given here. 
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"Make' exoitation 

The active response of nerve is initiated by a depolarisation 

of the membrane. To achieve this it in necessary to supply a 

certain quantity of electricity to charge, (or rather to tischarge), 

the capacity of the membrane. This initial depolarisation is a 

passive process, and occurs where a cathode is applied to the 

outer surface of the nerve. Depolarisation initiates an 

increase in sodium permeability, which permits positively charged 

ions to enter the nerve, causing further depolarisation$ this 

process is therefore regenerative, and tends to go to completion 

at an ever-increasing rate once it has been started. After a 

brief delay, of about lmS, the sodium permeability starts to 

decline, and the potassium permeability begins to increase, 

permitting an outflow of positively charged potassium ions, which 

tends to repolarise the membrane. 

A depolarising stimulus therefore intitiates two antagonistic 

responsos, the explosive sodium response and the slightly delayed 

restorative potassium response. A full action potential results 

if the sodium response attains a sufficient magnitude to make 

it self-supporting before it is killed by the potassium response. 

An inadequate stimulus therefore results in a response which does 

not become self-supporting, (local respalse), 

To produce a regenerative response, a certain minimum quantity 
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of electricity is required to achieve the passive depolarisation 

of the membrane, for brief stimuli, (constant quantity relation- 

ship), and if a regenerative response is not achieved within a 

certain time by a constant current it will not be achieved later, 

due to inactivation of the sodium carrier and increasing potassium 

permeability. (Utilisation time. j For similar reasons a 

certain minimum rate of depolarisation is necessary, (minimal 

current gradient, 'constant lineaire', accommodation), After a 

response, local or regenerative, the nerve is less excitable due 

to residuAl increased permeability to potassium which makes 

depolarisation more difficult, and to Inactivation of the sodium 

carrier mechanism which reduces the response to such depolarisation 

as may be achieved, (refractVry period, relatively refractory 

period). 

'Break' excitation 

In the region of the anode, the membrane is hyperpolarised 

during the passage of the current. It the current continues 

for a sufficient length of time, the activation of the sodium 

carrier is increased and the potassium permeability is reduced 

(accommodation). On cessation of the stimulating current the 

membrane therefore arrives back at the normal resting potential 

with a subnormal outward potassium floe, nm net positive ion 

flux is therefore inward1 and may produce sufficient depolarisation 
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to initiate a regenerative response from the highly activated 

sodium carrier. 

The results discussed above all refer to the behaviour of 

a short length of axon subjected to uniform membrane potential 

changes throughout its length. It is clear that a sufficiently 

large localised regenerative response is capable of depolarising 

adjacent segments of axon until they too respond regeneratively 

and proceed to depolarise the next segment of axon. This is 

the basis of the propagated impulse, and examples of the agreement 

between calculated and observed propagation are given by Hodgkin 

and Huxley (19324). They do not attempt to analyse the conditions 

of excitation of a length of axon inserted in the path between two 

electrodes, because of the complexity of the mathematical equations 

required to allow for eleotrotonic effects, (spatial spread of 

local currents). The conditions for successful excitation of a 

self-supporting propagated response are obviously likely to be 

rather more complex, but qualitatively similar to those appropriate 

to a short uniform segment of axon. 

Mammalian motor axons have a thick myelin sheath which is 

interrupted by nodes (the nodes of Ranvier) at intervals of 

about lmm. At the nodes the axon membrane is unprotected by 

myelin for a distance or a few microns. Lillie (1925) suggested 

that excitation and the processes which maintain the propagation 
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of the action potential take place only at the nodes of Ranvier. 

Huxley and : +taiopfli (1949) demonstrated the truth of this 

suggestion very convincingly, using a single-fibre preparation 

from frog's sciatic nerve. They passed the fibre through a 

capillary bead having a bore of 40Iu and a length of 0.5aaa which 

was fixed in a hole in an insulating partition between two troughs 

of Ringer solution. 

By means of electrodes dipping into the troughs of Ringer 

solution, they were able to obtain recordings of the longitudinal 

current floe through the external fluid (in the lumen of the bead) 

during the passage of a propagated action potential. The nerve 

was coved axially by a micro-manipulator;; They found that the 

time of arrival of the action potential was the same for all 

points on a given internode, but increased abruptly on passing 

a node. The size of the recorded potential was found to decrease 

gradually along an internode, and to increase abruptly on passing 

to the beginning of the next internode. By subtracting the 

observed currents at successive points separated by 0.73on 

they were able to show that their results were consistent with 

active radial current flow in the region of the nodes only, 

and very slight leakage and capacitive currents in the internodal 

regions. 

The effect of myelination is to increase the conduction 
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velocity of the fibre by a factor of five or ten times, by 

concentrating the depolarising effects of the active region of 

the membrane on a small area of membrane a considerable distance 

ahead. At the same time, due to the greatly decreased area of 

membrane which has to be depolarised, the sodium flux, and 

therefore the energy required, are reduced by a factor of 100 

or more. A large increase in efficiency and economy is obtained, 

at the expense of a reduction of the margin of safety for 

continuous propagation of the impulse. A detailed discussion 

is given by Hodgkin (1931). 

Nemoo-muscular and s_vnavtio transmission 

3tost of the work reviewed in the immediately preceding 

pages has been concerned with the excitation and propagation of 

electrical impulses in nerve, which has been studied much more 

intensively than wusele. But the contractile process in an 

individual muscle fibre, (especially in mammalian skeletal 

muscle)appears to be initiated by a wave of depolarisation which 

is propagated along the membrane of the fibre in a manner very 

similar to the conduction of the impulse in nerve, though the 

exact mechanism has yet to be elucidated. The ionic properties 

of the membrane and the mode of propagation are rather similar, 

but the resting potential is rather higher, and Katz (194) 

found that the time-constant of the membrane was longer; e. g. 

34z5 for the membrane of frog sartorius muscle fibres, compared 
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with the order of 1mS for nerve membrane. This is interesting 

in the light of the ac and Y chronaxies of 3 and 0.4m5 found by 

iucas (1907a, b) and Rushton's (1932) findings. 

P. Fatt and B. Katz (1931) used the micro-electrode method 

devised by Graham and Gerrard (1946). They inserted the tip 

of the micro-electrode repeatedly into the same fibre of a 

curarised frog sartorius muscle, moving the electrode slightly 

along the fibre at each insertion, and observing the potential 

changes evoked by stimulation of the sciatic nerve. They found 

that as the end-plate region was approached an increasing potential 

was observed. The response at the end-plate, which they called 

the endplate-potential (E. P. P. ), consisted of, a depolarisation 

of up to 20-30mV which attained its peak in 1.3mSec after its 

onset, and had declined to half the maximum by 4w3 after the 

onset. In an unourarised muscle, it was found that a propagated 

'spike' potential was initiated near the peak of the E. P. P. 

A double-barrelled electrode was used for direct stimulation of 

the r.: usole tibree, and it was found that, for stimulation both 

directly and by the E. P. P., the threshold of the muscle fibre 

was about 4OmV belox the normal resting potential of 90rnV. It 

was found that the Z. P. P. was produced by a short-circuiting of 

the end-plate membrane, the equilibrium potential being about 

zero, and unaffected by changes in ion concentration, The 
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so 
tall in resistance was so catastrophic that it interfered with 

the development of the action potential in the surrounding 

membrane, and such a large conductance could only be explained 

on the basis that the acetylcholine released by the nerve 

terminal reacted with the end-plate membrane in such a way as 

to make it freely permeable to inorganic ions (Na, K, al, etc. 

indiscriminately). 

The muscle membrane constants deduoed from the E. P. P. 

measurements were Rm s 3-4Xfl, Cm   6-7, R per amao giving a 

time-conatant of 20-27m5. The corresponding figures derived 

from 'square pulse analysis' were: 4MAms t8 JuF/oma, and 3Z . 5mS. 

The length constant ). was 2.4mm. 

The end-plate response is not regenerative, like that of 

the nerve membrane described above (Hodgkin et al 1952a, b, o, d) 

or that of the muscle membrane, and the end-plate is not excited 

during the propagation of a directly excited action potential 

in the muscle fibre. Also depolarisation of the end-plate (by 

A Ch) can be produced in sodium-free solutions - P. Patt (1930). 

The micro-electrode technique has been used by Brock, Cooxbs 

and Eaales (1932) and Coombs, Eooles sand Fatt (1955a, b, o, d) to 

investigate eynaptia excitation ans. inhibition in the loner 

motor neurone of the oat. They used a micro-electrode 

inserted into the aoma of the motor neurone, which is about 70 U 
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in diameter, and which is separated from the myelinated motor 

axon by a nonmyelinated 'initial segment' or axon, about 

50-100/a in length. The soma is densely covered with synaptic 

knobs of which there are two distinct types, excitatory and 

inhibitory, (1, /t diameter, 0.02/a from sub-synaptic membrane). 

Aotivation of excitatory knobs by stimulation of the large 

Group 7a afferent fibres from annulospiral endings in synergic 

groups of muscles was found to produce a depolarising effect 

on the neurone, which was called the excitatory post-synaptio 

potential, (E. P. 9. P. ). The E. P. S. P. was found to reach its 

maximum in 1-1.5mS and to decay with a time-constant of about 

4.3mS. The E. P. S. P. was little affected by ionic composition 

changes, and had an equilibrium potential of about zero, and 

this suggests that the excitatory sub-synaptic membrane is 

acted upon by an unknown transmitter substsnoe which makes it 

freely permeable to all ions: - similar to the end-plate. 

Inhibitory knobs were studied by 'direct' inhibitory action 

of Group I afferents from antagonistic cueoles, and 'antidrociio' 

inhibitory action via motor axon collaterals. Such stimulation 

gave rise to hyperpolarising responses, which were called 

Inhibitory Post-synaptic Potentials, (I. P. S. P. ). The I. P. S. P. 

was found to reach its peak in 1.5-2mS and decay with a time- 

constant of 3mS. Detailed ionic studies shoNed the sub-synaptic 
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membrane appeared to acquire sieve-like properties which made 

it freely permeable to K, and Cl ions, but not to the large Na 

ions. The inhibitory action therefore tended to bring the 

internal potential of the soma to about BAnV negative w. r. t. 

the outside medium. This value represents a compromise between 

the equilibrium potentials for potassium (900) and chloride 
(7OmV). It was found that the inhibitory synapse is much 

more effective in preventing depolarisation than in producing 

hyperpolarieation. This is to be expected, because below the 

normal resting potential of ? CnY the Cl and K fluxes are both 

effective, instead of acting in opposition. 

It was found that the excitatory and inhibitory actions 

summated to produce a net increase or decrease in membrane 

potentials if the net effect was depolarising, excitation occurred 

in the initial segment of the axon at a depolarisation of about 

lOmV, and a propagated spike was generated which propagated 

down the axon and also invaded the soma antidromioally. The 

threshold of the soma was about 300 of depolarisation. The 

localisation of the excitation in the initial segment favours 

impartial spatial summation of synaptic action. 
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(2) Thý_ erties of wý ted Muscle 

The study of diseased, damaged or injured tissue belongs 

to the field of clinical medicine rather than physiology. The 

physiologist is primarily concerned with studying the modus 

operandi of normal healthy organisms, and although if a successful 

study of the normal organism should shed light on a pathological 

problem, a physiologist would not hesitate to pursue the matter, 

he is likely to regard the diseased organism as non-physiological 

and atypical, and therefore not likely to be a suitable subject 

for physiological research. 

The pitary duty of the physician on the other hand, is to 

improve the condition of his patient. He is therefore occasionally 

placed in the position of being required to do something when 

there is plainly nothing which can be done, and is forced to use 

rather empirical methods to determine what seems to be in the 

best interests of the patient. It is therefore quite under- 

standable that one should be able to detect an almost traditional 

tendency axong physicians to describe the symptoms ofp shy, 

denervation as the 'syndrome' of denervation, and to work out 

empirically methods of differential diagnosis and treatment. 

In the oIrcumstanoes, the question of whether the altered 

excitability produced by denervation is due to the transfer of 

excitation from nerve to muscle, or to a change in the excitability 
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of muscle resulting from denervation is of secondary importance, 

and the irncentive, inclination, tine, and/or facilities to 

follow up such matters are frequently absent. This is not to 

be construed as a criticism of physicians so much as a suggestion 

that it is a regrettable fact that those who are most familiar 

with and interested in these problems are prevented by circumstances 

from investigating them fully. 

Since the study of the excitability of denervated muso1e falls 

in a gap between physkiogy and physical medicine, it is understand- 

able that it has received lese attention than the excitability of 

normal nerve for example. A large proportion of the available 

information on the properties of denervated muscle derives from 

observations made in the course of diagnosis and therapy of human 

motor lesions, or from analogous procedures carried out on 

animals with experimentally produced lesions for the purpose of 

assessing the relative merits of various diagnostic and thera- 

peutic methods: surprisingly little attention appears to have 

been given to the actual investigation of the properties of 

denervated muscle, per se. It is therefore rather difficult to 

review separately denervated muscle and eleotrodiagnosis, since 

the two are inextricable mixed in the literature, but the author 

has decided to treat the matters separately in the interest of 

order and clarity even if this results in some repetition in the 
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form of discussing the same papers twice from different points of 

vieir. 

When the axon of a motor nerve is out, the portion of the 

axon on the peripheral side of the lesion disintegrates. The 

histological changes in the peripheral part of the axon, and the 

correlation between them and the loss of indirect excitability 

of the affected muscles were described by Waller (1850). The 

process is known as Wallerian degeneration, 

the changes in muscular excitability following Wallerian 

degeneration of the motor nerve were studied by a number of 

workers, notably Duchenne de Boulogne, Baierlaaher and Neumami, 

but it was Erb, (1668,1869,1883) who first formulated a 

coherent description of the syndrome which he termed the 

'Reaction of Degeneration', and who related the observable 

changes in electrical excitability to the pathological processes 

of Wallerian degeneration and the subsequent Degenerative Atrophy 

of the muscle, 

Erb found that, after seotion of a motor nerve, the ability 

of the muscle to respond to galvanic and faradic stimulation of 

the peripheral segment of the nerve gradually disappeared 

during the first 10-14 days. The faraöio excitability of the 

muscle also disappeared, but slightly more slowly. The 

galvanic excitability of the muscle, on the other hand, declined 
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for the first week, but during the second week it began to 

increase rapidly, exoeeding the normal value by about the end of 

the second week and attaining a maximum value considerably 

greater than normal about one month after denervation. From 

this point onwards in the absence of regenerati i of the nerve, 

the galvanic excitability slowly declined (atrophy and cirrhosis 

of the muscle fibres), until the excitability vanished, but 

this decline might continue for more than two years without 

complete disappearance of excitability. 

The developxent of the galvanic hyperexoitability was 

associated with a change In the nature of the contraction, 

which became aluggiah and 'worm like', - i. e. it tended to 

spread slowly along the muscle, in contrast to the brisk 

synchronous twitch of all the fibres found on stimulating normal 

muscle. The contraction also tended to become tonic in nature, 

being sustained for the duration of the passage of current, and 

relaxing slowly on interruption. 

Erb also reported a change in the 'Law' of contraction, 

which is sometimes referred to as a reversal of the 'Polar 

Formula'. He found the relative efficacies of Cathodal 

Closing (Ca Cl), Modal Clotting (An Cl) Anodal Opening (An 0) 

and Cathodal Opening (Ca 0) stimuli to be in the ratios 

4: 2s2tl for normal muscle. During the development of the 
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Reaction of degeneration he found that the An Cl effect increased 

and became as great as Ca Cl, and in most cases considerably 

greater. He also found that the Ca 0 became approximately 

equal to An 0. 

If regeneration of the nerve occurred, voluntary motion 

and indirect excitability to galvanism and faradism were 

recovered slowly, accompanied by a decline in the galvanic 

excitability of the muscle and a return of its faradic 

excitability. Faradic excitability of the peripheral region 

of the nerve, and of the muscle, were belaa# normal long after 

the return of acme voluntary motion. 

In Erb's defy, accurate quantitative measurements of 

intensity and duration were not very practicable. Galvanic 

intensities were expressed in terms of the number of cells used, 

without reference to the e. ®. f. of the cells, and Faradic 

intensities were stated in terms of the separation of the coils 

of an unspecified induction ooil$ durations were either short, 

(faradio), or long, (galvanic). It is therefore not surprising 

that Erb laid great stress on the diagnostic value of the 

changes in the quality of the contraction and of the reversal 

of the 'polar' effects. 

Dubois (1891) plotted intensity-duration curves on normal 

and denervated muscle using condenser discharges. He found 
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that denervated muscle obeyed the constant-quurtity relationship 

which he had established (1890b) for normal muscle, but a =oh 

larger quantity of electricity and a longer duration of 

discharge were required. He tabulates the results obtained 

on a denervated muscle and on the contralateral normal muscle. 

The results show that the denervated muscle was approaching 

the minLmum quantity regime at a duration (CR) or 0.5mS, when 

7.33 mia'oooulomba (70V x 0.105/&) were required for minimal 

stimulation* For an intensity Just above the threshold, 

112/4 (24V x SpP) was required, and the calculated utilisation 

time at the longer durations was 27 , By contrast, the 

uuscle on the normal side required a constant quantity of 

rather lese than 0.4 Jut3 for durations from 0.025 to 0.07mS, 

(70V x 0.003/i? to 26V x O. 0]i). At the other end of the 

ranger stimulation was achieved with 3.9, x0 (3.6Y x 0.7'')/" 

Adrian (1917) remarked that little advance appeared to 

have been made since Erb's work was first publishsdt this is 

perhaps a little unfair to Dubois. Adrian used Lucas's (1907a) 

pendulum technique . to, plot complete intensity-duration curves 

for the electroäia$nosis of human nerve injuries. lie found 

the chrcnaxie of normal muscle to be 0.12-O. SmS and that of 

denerYated muscle to be 8-3OmS. He showed a number of 

compound curves exhibiting both ac and Y exaitabilitiei, from 
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recovering facial paralyses and polios. (N. B. - The curves 

may be similar, though the etiology and prognosis are quite 

different: ) Adrian's vice was that nerve injury abolished the 

Y curare and exposed the « curves which persisted more or less 

unchanged in denervation. He makes no mention of changes in 

the nature of the ac curve. 

'watts (1921) investigated the effects of curare and 

denervation on frog muscle, using a Lucas pendulum in conjunction 

with micro-electrodes and slot electrodes. He found that the 

x excitability was slightly depressed, but otherwise practically 

unchanged in 30 day denetwated frog eartorius. 

Doupe (1943) using electromyography during constant-current 

rectangular pulse stimulation of human muscle, found that the 

lengthening of the duration of contraction was due to repetitive 

firing of muscle fibress i. e. it was a 'tetanus' accompanied by 

repetitive action potentials, rather than a 'silent' contracture. 

In this he was opposed to Bremer (1932) who, in a rather confusing 

paper, found the opposite. 

Grodins, Osborne, Johnson and Ivy (191.4) using alternating 

currents to stimulate denervated dog gastroonemius muscles, found 

that threshold stimulation of an unloaded muscle was achieved 

most effectively (lowest current strength) by stimulation at 
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lo/as but frequencies below lOc/e were ineffective in producing 

tension: the optimum trequencoy for the production of a large 

tension was about 25o/s. 

Pollock and his co-workers (1924,1%5arb, 1%G, 1947) 

carried out an extensive investigation of the changes in 

excitability of cat Muscles iolloiing experimentally produced 

section of the sciatic nerve. Their findings were as fof º.: 
during degeneration there is an initial rise in rheobase, and 

a fall as denervation is approached. The polar ratio gradually 

diminishes. There is an initial rise and fall in the threshold 

for galvanic tetanus and galvanic tetanus ratio, threshold for 

progressive current and progressive current ratio, and progressive 

current tetanus- ratio. The intensity-duration curve is dis- 

continuous " chroriazie increases. 

During the state of done rvation, the rhaobase is at its 

lowest, as are the threshold for galvanio tetanus and progressive 

current. The galvanic tetanus ratio, progressive current ratio, 

and polar ratios approach unity. The I. D. curve is continuous 

with a lang chronaxie. 

During regeneration, theýnccobase is high, the thresholds 

for galvanic tetanus and progressive currents and the progressive 

current and galvanic tetanus ratios are very high. The polar 

ratios increase. The I. D. curve is discontinuous and the 

chronazie decreases. 
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Their results are not expressed in a form which permits a 

calculation of )r but ) would appear to have been about 1 sea for 

both normal and denervated muscle. Threshold for progressive 

pulses rose reaching about 3x Rheobase at 3 seas rise time. 

For this reason they used 3.8 sec rise time for most of the 

progressive pulse determinations. The galvanic tetanus ratio 

and the progressive pulse ratio seem to be the most obvious 

indices of the course of degeneration and regeneration, provided 

that they are followed all the way through. [The (1946) paper 

is a symposium of all the results plus apparently some of Crodins 

and othersi the (1947) paper is mainly expressed in terms of 

'Facilitation Ratios' ant 'interval Ratios' and is almost 

impossible to interpret. ] 

Do Cmedt (1950a) investigated the changes in excitability 

(I. D. curve for condenser discharge, rheobase, ohronaxie, and a) 

of muscle, as distinct from the 'unmasking' of muscular 

excitability described by Adrian (1917), Bºuwens (1941). He 

used rabbits, the anterior tibial and gastrocnemius muscles 

being denervated by crushing of the peroneal and posterior 

tibial nerves, taking care not to damage the external saphenus 

nerve. Stimulation was by condenser discharges and 

exponentially rising currents, the effective impedance of 

the circuit (given) being about 14CC). 
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De Dmodt distinguished two types of I. D. curve in normal 

muscle, one (type 1) having mean values: Rheobase 24.5Vi 

Chronaxie 0.245mS and ). 27.7mS. These values, except for 

the rheobase which is higher (elf 8V), are almost identical 

to those of nerve. The other (type 2) was frequently obtainable 

by a slight movement of the electrode (motoe point or 

longitudinal stimulation) and produced a compound curve of 

which the lower (long-duration) part had the tollaaing constants: 

8heobase 6.8V; Chronaxie 2.93mZt a 104.3ns. This type 2 

curve de cedt assigned to the normal muscle fibres, and he 

found that the muscle constants changed on denervation, co that 

the denervated (21'-40 days) muscle had the constants: Fheobase 

1.56Vs Chronaxie 14.62=81 ). 349.5m1. Lightly curarised 

normal muscle gives a type 2 normal response, with constants of 

e. g. 1OV, 2mS and 86m3. 

De Smelt found that 2 days after denervatian1 a normal 

type 2 response was unmasked; the rheobase then rose appreoiably, 

with a alight reduction in chrona=ie, and the curve then moved 

bodily to the right (towards longer durations) - 4th to 15th days, 

and then fell vertically (15 - 30d) to a very low intensity 

level characteristic of denervstion, During regeneration, the 

rheobase rose and the chronaxie shortened, until a rather 

elevated normal type 2 response was obtained (76d). A normal 
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type 1 response was not obtained until the intra-muscular 

nerve fibres attained sufficient maturity, (200d). 

The galvanic (oath. closure) threshold rose to about 3 

times normal during the first 34 days and then tell steadily 

to reach a minimum of about one fifth of the normal level 

during denervation. The galvanic tetanus threshold was very 

high initia ly, but fell rapidly reaching a value of 2-3 times 

the rheobaee at. about 20 days, and the value remained constant 

during prolonged denervaticm. 

Do Smelt says that 'kinky' I. D. curves may be found during 

degeneration and regenerations but these are not due to dis- 

continuities in the response of individual fibres, they result 

from the simultaneous presence of fibres at different stages of 

recoverys in this respect, the possible number of types of 

curves available is very much greater than the two (v and Y) 

allowed by Adrian! 

De axedt (195Qb) pursues the matter in more detail. He 

concludes that accoamodation increases during degeneration and 

regeneration, ) falling to 30mS cor pared to normal 10 S, and 

acoo wtodation decreases during the state of degenerations 

(a a 250-500m3) - (20 days). 

The galvanic tetanus ratio is normally 5-81 it reaches a 

very high value about the 5th day, and falls to about 2-3 during 
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denervation. It risen to very high values during regeneration, 

and the start of the rise precedes reoovery of voluntary motion 

by 10-3 days, as does the fall in W. 

The anodal and cathodal closure thresholds do not appear 

to be related by any special formulas Erb's polar inversion 

is only rarely observed. The anodal opening contraction 

disappears in the later stages of degeneration, showing complete 

absence of aoooiodation, but this is difficult to observe. 

During regenerations the motor axon is able to induce 

regression of the degenerative changes in musole fibre 

excitability more than 10 days before transmission of impulses 

is established. This confirms the notion of a trophio influence 

of the nerve an skeletal muscle which is independent of its 

eioitatory function. (Cit Young l º2, Gutmsnn and Young 19U, 

who found anatomical evidence of the arrival of regenerating 

axons into intimate contact with muscle fibres 10 or more days 

before the return of indirect excitability. ) 

The confirmation by de Snedt and Pollook at al., of Erb's 

finding of an increase in the galvanio excitability of muscle 

during ienerration stands in direct contrast to the findings of 

Ritchie and his co-workers on nerve injuries resulting from 

the second World War. Ritchie (1934) reports that hyper- 

excitability was only rarely observed. There are probably 
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two reasons for this both arising from the properties of the 

equipment used. 

The stipulator used by Ritchie was a 1o impedance 

voltage-calibrated type, with a maximum stimulus duration of 

300mS. It is probable that this duration it' barely long 

enough to obtain a true estimation of the rheobaset this is 

confirmed by an examination of Wynn Parry's (1933) results 

showing series of I. D. curves obtained during the recovery of 

patients suffering from poliomyelitis. Wynn Parry's curves 

representing total denervation are still falling at the longest 

duration used, and if plotted on a double logarithmic scale, they 

are still falling linearly. One of the earliest signs of 

recovery is a rise of the threshold at the longest duration, 

(300m5), and a curvature of the log-log plot, although this is 

not mentioned by Wynn Parry. This, and the multiple., kinks 

observed are consistent with de : medt's findings. 

Another factor which may have some bearing on the anomaly 

is the fact that (as will be shown in part II of this thesis), 

lour stimulator impedance can lower the rheobase of normal 

muscle, (Y or type 1 response) by a factor of 2 or 3 times, 

but scarcely affects the rheobase of denervated muscle. A 

denervated threshold which would be regarded as abnormally low 

oorpared to the true (high-impedance) rheobase of normal muscle 
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would not be so lair compared to the low"impedanoe threshold. 

These remarks are by no means a criticism of the use of 

low impedance stimulators, which as. will be seem later have 

many advantages in clinical practice, nor of the practice of 

limiting the stimulus duration to 300mS for eleotrodiagnosis, 

since the use of longer pulses is very painful and produces 

very little. information of diagnostic importaneel the intention 

of the remarks is to resolve an apparent anomaly in the 

observed properties of denervated muscle, and to draw attention 

to the need for extreme caution in-attempting to draw conclusions 

from clinical observations performed with apparatus designed 

for clinical purposes as distinct from the elucidation of the 

specific problem in which a subsequent investigator may be 

interested. 

De fnedt's results are also of interest in relation to 

those of Giovine, (1957), who reports the observation of 

'kinked' ('e and Y) curves in normally innervated human leg 

muscles, particularly when cold, using high impedance 

rectangular and progressive pulses. 

Nicholls (1956) investigated the properties of single 

fibres of denervated frog muscles, using the same micro- 

electrode technique as was used on normal frog muscle by Katz 
(1948). Rena temporaria were used, 2 am of the sciatic nerve 
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being removed 3-4 weeks before the experiments. The operation 

was performed unilaterally, and the normal and denervated. 

muscle pairs were compared later. 

The length constant was found to be 1.46ßm compared to the 

normal value of 1. O6mm. The time constant of the membrane was 

29mS compared to the normal l7mS. Specific membrane resistance 

was 10,300 na compared with 4970 0/am'. lLembrane capacity 
was 3.1/''/x° c/f 4.1 JAF/omm. 

T ere was no change in the resting potential (85mV) or 

the aotion potential, (25.3(V reversal). 

Using external electrodes for stimulation, the mean value 

of the critical depolarisation required to produoe a response 

was reduced by halt (13.9 a/P 30.6mV), and the mean value of 

the threshold current strength by two thirds. 

Using internal electrodes, the critical current was reduced 

by one third (mean), the greatest reduction being three quarters, 

(i. eo to 0.2514). The critical depolarisation was reduced from 

36 to 3lmV mean, or 29 to 180 maximum. The actual critical 

membrane potentials were 47mV denervated and 38mV normal. 

(Some errors from inserting 2 electrodes. ) 

Acetyl choline in concentrations of 10"0 (w/v) producod a 

just visible depolarisation of the 'end-plate' region, which 

increased progressively up to 5x 10" and persisted for mote 
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than 15min in the presence of prostigmine. Normal muscle 

threshold is at least 5x 10'0. mike threshold was 8x 10'' 

elf 8x 10'x0 Bathing only the proximal 'nerve-free' and of 

the foot muscle gave thresholds of 10-0 A Ch for denervated 

muscle o/f 10-2 for normal. 

The thresholds for electrical and A Ch stimulation were 

not further affected by prolonging the denervation beyond 3 creeks. 

Nicholls remarks that these results confirm the previously 

reported reduction in rheobase but do not account for the apparent 

decrease in sensitivity to currents or short duration observed 

in denervated muscles in situ, where the ohronaxie is increased 

(Pollock et a2.194.6; de Smedt 1950*). He says, t'Poesibly 

the membrane capacity is increased in denervated mammalian 

muscle; alternatively the decreased sensitivity in situ may arise 

from atrophy of the fibres and consequently increased shunting'. 

I am more inclined to think that the lengthening of the 

ohronaxie arises from the diminished accommodation of denervated 

muscle reported by De ktedt (1930b), which would increase the 

utilisation time, giving a reduction in rheobase and an apparent 

increase in ohronaxie, though the changes are all really at the 

long durations as is pointed out by Hill (1936). Another 

factor might be the reduction of excitability due to reduced 

temperature in the affected limb, as found by Doupe (1943). 
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Nicholls' (2956) findings with regard to the localisation 

of A Ch sensitivity in the end-plate region of denervated frog 

muscle are significantly different from the findings of Axelsaan 

and ihesleff (1939), using the isolated tenuisaimus muscle of 

the oat. They used the eleotrophoretio micro-electrode method 

of Nastuk (1933) to apply controlled local ppplioationa of A Ch 

to various parts of the membrane of a muscle fibre. They 

found that normal tenuiesimus muaole was highly sensitive to 

A Ch in the end-plate regions only, but about t. days after 

denervation the size of the sensitive area starts to increase, 

and 3-6 days later covers nearly all of the muscle membrane. 

One to two weeks after denervation, the whole surface of the 

muscle membrane is about as sensitive to A Ch as the end-plate, 

which has retained its original sensitivity to the drug. The 

action of A Ch is to cause a non-seleotive increase in permeability 

to Na and K, and anticholinesterases do not potentiate the drug 

(.: no cholinesterase). 

The denervated fibres were found to be electrically excitable, 

giving propagated responses threshold depolarisation unchanged. 

It was suggested that the increased area of the sensitive 

region was sufficient to account for the increased sensitivity 

of the muscle to A Ch. 

Thesleff (1960a) found that the sensitivity bf skeletal muscle 
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could be increased by the application of Botulinum toxin, which 

prevents the release of Acetylcholine from the nerve terminals, 

without any degeneration of the axon. This production of a 

'denervated response in a muscle fibre, without disruption of the 

histological structure of the motor unit sheds a new light an the 

nature of the trophio influence or the nerve axon on the muscle 

fibre discussed by De Snedt (1930) and Young (1912). 

Recent electron microscope etudiee of the fine etruoture 

of the motor end-plate in normal frog aartorius saueole, by 

Birks, Huxley and Katz (1960a) eham that the terminal portion 

of the nerve axon lies in a groove in the muscle fibre, with 

transverse trenches or 'Junctional folds' (Robertson, 1956b) 

at regular intervals (about 5/1). The non4synaptio surtaoe of 

the axon is covered by a nucleated Schwarm cell. Within the 

axon are mitochondria and 'vesicles' of 500, diameter, which 

recent evidence suggests are concerned with quantal release of 

'packets' of Acetylcholine giving rise to miniature endplate 

potentials as well as normal tranemisiion. (Fatt and Katz, 19521 

del Castillo and Katz, 19361 Katz, 1958). The mitochondria 

and vesicles are often concentrated in separate regions in the 

axon, and the vesicles tend to accumulate in regions adjacent 

to the post-synaptic folds. 

Birke, Yatz and M11edi (1960) investigated the effects of 
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degeneration on the sartorius r. yoneural junction. They found 

that the spontaneous miniature end-plate potentials 'G'att and 

ratz, 1932) ceased a fee days after nerve section, but re- 

eommenoed at a slower rate and with variable size (in contrast 

to the normal quantal behaviour) after a longer delay. The 

'silent' period coincided with the failure of synaptic trans- 

mission, and it was found that this failure took place suddenly, 

without a transitional period of reduced endplate responses to 

nerve excitation. The sudden change coincided with the dis- 

in±egration of the axon terminals. The Schwann cell took the 

place of the disintegrated axon, and it was suggested that it 

was responsible for the renewed wall"soale production and 

release of 'Acetylcholine packets. 

Xiledi (1960a) differs from Thealeff (1960a) in that he 

finds the spread of A Ch sensitivity to be independent of Ach, 

he sayd that the situation might be summarised by suggesting 

that the receptor molecules of the muscle fibre are produced 

continuously at the end-plate, and would overflow and spread 

along the muscle fibre but for the restraining influence or 

the motor nerve. He found (1960b) that regenerating nerve 

fibres grow to the regions of the denervated end-plates, and 

that both the frequency and acplitude or the spontaneous 

subthreshold potentials and the A Ch sensitivity of the muscle 
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fibre return to normal before neuromuaculw transmission is 

restored. He interprets this as shoring that the 'receptor 

oontrofiig' factor is not the transmitter substance, and that 

it is liberated independently. The mode of action and the 

nature of the neurotrophio influence remains obscure, but 

further elucidation would appear to be imminent. 
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(3) Dijeostio and Therapeutic Stimulation of Vuscle 

(3 1) Diaostio sti,; ulsticn 
The earliest coherent account of a basis for the eleatro- 

diagrnosis of peripheral nerve lesions was given by Erb (1848, 

1869,1883). At this time accurate quantitative measurements 

of excitability were not practicable, andconsiderable diagnostic 

importance was attached to qualitative changes, such as the 

sluggishness of the contraction and reversal of the polar 

effects of a galvanic current, in identifying what was described 

as the 'Ieaotias of Degeneration'. Quantitative observations 

were limited to the fact that whereas tiairmal muscle could be 

excited either directly or indirectly via its nerve by both 

Faradic and Galvanic currents, totally denervated muscle could 

be excited by the direct application of Galvanic current only. 

Little technical advance was made until the Crest Isar when 

attempts were made to apply the eleotrophysiological techniques 

developed in the immediately pre-war years to the diagnosis of 

nerve injuries resulting from the war. Adrian (1917) used the 

Lucas (1907a) pendulum method to plot complete rectangular 

pulse intensitv+duration curves, Be showed that normal human 

muscle was characterised by aY curve, and that denervation 

unmasked the cc curve of musole. He also shored that partial 

denervatioa resulted in compound curves exhibiting both Y and ac 

component s. 
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Adrian expressed the view that the plotting of I-D curves 

by this method was not necessary except for research purposes, 

since all the information required could be obtained from the 

presence or absence of a response to a faradic coil, provided 

that it was known that the coil used was incapable of exciting 

denervated muscle if the intensity were kept within reasonable 

limits. 

Since the Incas pendulum was a rare and costly device, and 

not very portable, clinical testing continued to be performed 

by a comparison of galvanic and faradic exoitabilities. 

An alternative more or lese quantitative method, which had 

the advantages of greater convenience and portability, was 

advocated by Cluset (1913), who used a variable condenser 

charged to twice the rheobase to estimate the ohronaxie of 

muscle. This method was used in various forms by Lewis Jones 

(1913), Dourgignon (1923), %apioque and others. The main 

disadvantages of the method were that the time-constant of the 

discharge was rather indeterminate, being influenced by the 

electrical impedance of the patient circuit through which the 

condenser was discharged, and that the excitatory effectiveness 

of a condenser discharge of a given duration was not directly 

comparable with that of a constant-ourrent pulse of similar 

duration. 
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These disadvantages were to some extent overcome by 

Lapioque (1926), who showed that ohronaxies determined by the 

condenser discharge method could be rendered comparable with 

rectangular pulse ohronaxies by multiplying the time-constant 

of the condenser discharge by an empirically determined factor 

of 0.37, and the influence of patient impedance on the discharge 

could be minimised by discharging the condenser through a low 

fixed resistance, connected in parallel with the patient circuit, 

and including another resistance in series with the patient. 

A compromise had to be made, however, between the achieving 

adequate compensation and avoiding the use of excessively high 

voltages. 

It was not until the second world war that what would now 

be termed 'electronic' methods were applied to the generation 

of current pulses of controlled duration. Bauwens (194lb) 

introduced a stimulator using thermionio valvest he was also the 

first to appreciate the importance of the distortion of the 

current waveform produced by the electrical capacitance of 

the body tissues. Bauwena (1941a) gave a qualitative 

description of this problems and pointed out how this trouble 

could be avoided (1911b) by making use of the constant=current 

properties of the saturated diode, (as had been done by Fabre, 

1927a), or of the more versatile tetrode, He described and 
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gave the circuit of a stimulator used by him, which oontgined a 

thyratron relaxation oscillator which determined the pulse 

repetition rate: this triggered a mono-stable cathode-coupled 

multivibrator, which determined the pulse duration; und this 

in turn drove the output stage, which consisted of a large 

tetrode valve. The patient was connected in series with the 

anode of the output tetrode which was held in a 'out-off' condition 

by a positive bias applied to its cathode by another similar valve. 

The push-pull arrangement of the two tetrodes simplified the 

power supply regulation requirements, because the current through 

one valve decreased an that through the other increased. 

Unfortunately Bauzens did not give any information as to 

the component values used in his circuit, and this proved a 

source of embarrassment to other workers in the field. Ritchie 

devised a simpler unit, in 194.2, consisting of two large triode 

valves in a nultivibrator circuits with the output taken from 

a 1,500 fl potentiometer in the anode circuit of one of the 

valves, Practical trials showed it to be adequate and 

comparative trials undertaken by Grey Walter at the Burden 

Neurological Institute showed that the improvement in accuracy 

obtainable by using the constant-oucrent design was not so 

marked in practice an to justify its greater ocmpiexity. The 

simpler low-impedance twin triode unit was therefore adopted, and 
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full technical details were published% Ritchie (1944a, b), 

Walter and Ritchie (1945 ). 

Denny (1944) published a design for a stimulator which was 

based on the ßwens unit, but which used a hard valve multi. 

vibrator in place of the thyratron to determine the pulse 

repetition rate, and which also had provision for surging or 

interrupting the outputs using an extra pair of double triode 

valves. The unit provided a wide variety of output currents 

suitable for diagnosis and therapy, but was rendered thereby 

too complex and expensive. It also contained a rather curious 

'calibrating' device, consisting of a lOKfi variable resistance 

which could be switched in as a dummy load, in place of the 

patient. Denny's instructions for the use of this device 

were that it should be switched in and adjusted until the current 

was the same as that taken by the patient, when 'conditions in 

the dummy circuit will now be the sa=e as those in the patient 

circuit which may be considered as a purely resistive load'. 

This has two implications: 

(a) that the output was by no means 'oonstxrxt-ourrentIf or 

adjusting the resistanoe would not have affected the 

current, and 

(b) Denny did not appreciate that the human body is not a 

purely resistive load. 
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Mix problem of the distortion or the simulating current 

waveform by the electrical impedance of the tissues was 

appreciated by the early physiologists who frequently went to 

great lengths to avoid its by using non-polarisable electrodes 

and placing large resistances in series with the preparation. 

It was appreciated by Bauwenst who avoided it by using a very 

high impedance stimulator. It was also appreciated by Ritohie 

who drew attention to the different waveforms produced by high 

and low impedance sti ulators, and to the differences in the 

obronaxie which remultedi Ritchie (191.4b, 191j, 1948,1934). 

Practical experience has shown that the low impedance 

stimulator is more ocnvenient to use and better tolerated by 

the patient. This was oonfirme&. by comparative trials undertaken 

by a subcommittee of the : edioal Research Council's Nerve 

Injuries Committee (1952-3), which were published in the British 

1£edioal Journal (1938). The conclusions reached by the committee 

were that a 'voltage-calibrated' stimulator, having an output 

impedance not greater than 500 A at any point on the (output 

potentiometer) scale, was rather more effective than the 'current- 

calibrated' type in revealing discontinuities in the T. D. curve, 

and that it was better tolerated by sensitive patients and more 

satisfactory for routine clinical electrodiagnosia. 

This oonolusion was supported by Wynn Parry (1956) who 
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publiahed details of a comparative test of constant-voltage (CV) 

and oocistant-current (oo) stimulators on 77 subjects, including 

50 with normal musolea, 19 with partial innervation and 8 with 

denervated muscles. The CV stimulator was an R. A. F. ? Type VI 

unit, in which the output is taken from a 1,000 R potentiometer. 

No details of the CC unit were given. 

on nor al =clap all of the CV curves were level damn to 

0.3mS, and 39 per cent rose at O. 1mS. All the CC curves were 

level din to 10a:, 8 per cent rose at 3m5 and 100 per cent at 

0.2mS. The chronazie using CC was 40 ties that using CV. 

Two patients would not tolerate CC, and were not included in 

the series. Of the 60 per cent who did not show a contraction 

at 0.01®S, 23 per cent found the current too painful to tolerate, 

a fact which was justifiably described as 'surprising'. 

On co 3otely denervated muscle, (2 polio, 6 peripheral 

nerve injuries, ) the CV and CC curves were of similar shape, but 

the CC curves were allays steeper at the shorter durations. On 

one patient only five points could be plotted using CO before 

the pain became intolerable. 

on partially innervated muao1e, (15 peripheral nerve 

injuries, k polio, ) three cases yielded identical CV and CO 

curves. In a further three oases both ouiwas has 'kinks', but 

the CV and CO curves had different ahLpes, In 11 cases both 
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curves had 'kinks' but the CC kinks were more to the right and 

more extensive. The number of points which were obtainable 

was the same in three oases, but CV yielded one more point in 

nine oases and two more in five casee. All oases preferred CV 

to C0, and in nine oases the CC test could not be completed, 

whereas no CV test had to be abandoned. 

Wynn Parry quotes A. T. Richardson as saying, in a personal 

cxm*mication, that a CC stimulator is more satisfactory in 

detecting scattered areas of denervation, that CV is possibly 

suitable for peripheral nerv, injuries, but Ca is perhaps better 

for polyneuritis and poly yositis. 

The electrical properties of the patient, the exact nature 

and extent of the distortion they produce in the current waveform 

of a lour-impedance stimulator, and the extent of the influence 

of this distortion an measurements of muscular excitability 

have not been very extensively investigated. A fundamental 

feature of the problem was revealed by Dubois (1897,1898) 

when he observed that a galvanic stimulus from a source of high 

resistance was much less effective than a stimulus of the same 

intensity from a lour-resistance source, and that the introduction 

of as little as 100 A of additional resistance in series with a 

patient made a considerable difference. lie showed that although 

the d. c. resistance of the body might range from several thousand 
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to several hundred thousand ohms, the apparent resistan** at 

the moment of completing the circuit seldom exceeded a few 

hundred ohms. 

Unfortunately these observations were made several decades 

too early for their full implioations to be appreciated, and this 

work seems to have been overlooked later,, 

strohl (1951) published the results of a theoretical 

analysis of the errors likely to arise from distortion of the 

stimulating current during measurement of chronazie by condenser 

discharges. Strohl assumed that the body could be represented 

by a condenser with series and parallel resistances, all of 

the oompanents having fixed values. He derived an expression 

for the instantaneous current during the discharge of a condenser 

through a circuit of this type, and evaluated this expression 

for a total series resistance of 330 Qj for skin resistances in 

the range 31(2 to 50M and skin time-oczistants in the range 

0.1-1m.. His results are expressed graphically in the form 

of curves of relative error (presumably in terms of fractions 

of chronaxie). Ilia estimates of suitable values of skin 

resistance and capacity are based entirely on the published, 

results of earlier (frequently much earlier) workers, the 

analysis is entirely theoretical and no attempt was made to 

verify the conclusions experimentally, 
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Soldring and Booking (1953) gave a brief qualitative 

description of some of the effects of skin impedance on 

chronaximetry. They stated that in measuring the excitability 

of nerve and muscle through the intact skin, the skin influences 

the form of the I. D. curve. The effect is clearest when the 

stimulator has an internal impedance of the same or lower order 

than the skin. In that case the strength of the current 

passing through the tissue is entirely determined by the time- 

constant of the akin, so that the shape of the I. D. curve is 

partially determined by this constant. 

Even when the stimulator impedance is greater than that of 

the skin, to that current density is not changed by skin imppedance, 

it is zoßetimes found that the I. D. curve is determined by 

factors other than the time factor of the stimulated tissue. 

The curve has two parts, and the rhoobase is lower than would 

correspond to extrapolation of the short-duration part. The 

short-duration part is modified by heat, exsanguinaticzi, electrode 

manipulation in a reproducible manner: but the long-duration part 

is erratic. . 
7here seems to be a correlation between this effect and 

the shape of the impedance/frequency curve (20o/s-2OT, /s). The 

sharp bend in the I. D. curve corresponds to the 1cC factor 

computed from the impedance curve. This suggests that skin 
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influences current distributions dermal capacities condition 

short durations, resistances the long durations, The 

resistance appears to be unevenly distributed over the skin, 

and may give rise to considerable disparities in the ultimate 

distribution of electric current. No experimental. details were 

given. 

The author has published (5tephensr 1956) some observations 

on the effects of the output impedance of stimulators on the 

Z. D. curve for normal muscle. Attention was drawn to the fact 

that the output impedance of a rectangular pulse stimulator 

is generally lower during the delivery of pulses than during 

the quiescent intervals between pulses, and typical results 

were given showing the influence of independent variation of 

each of these parameters on the current and voltage waveforms 

and on the I. D. curve. 

This problem has also been investigated by Brennand, in 

connection with the work of the l . R. C. Nerve Injuries Sub- 

Coamittee. ßrennsad (1939) has given a brief description of 

the equivalent circuit of the patient, and its influence on the 

current and voltage waveforms and on the I. D. curve during 

stimulation through small surface electrodes, (ynn Perry, 1933). 

Irennand represented the patient by linear elements of 0. OliiF 

&hunted by 3.3tut, in series with 470 n. 
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A more general account, indicating the nature and extent 

of the distortion of waveforms of various types and discussing 

the practical significance of the distortion, has recently been 

published, (Stephens, 1961) but considerations of space and time 

prevented a full account, which has been reserved for this thesis. 

Various methods other than the plotting of rectangular 

pulse I. D. curves have been used. For example, Rodriquez, 

ICeadell and Ivy (1951) used alternating current strengtb/frequenoy 

curves. They found aharaoteristic, 4ohanges in poliomyelitis 

and peripheral nerve injuries, but the method appears to be 

unreliable and difficult to interpret. 

Mannier Gaillard and Tallon (1956) used 'resonance sous- 

iiminaire'. This is virtually the same method as that of 

Rodriques, et all with the addition of a brief pulse superimposed 

on the crest of the A. C. waveform every 2 seos. The combined 

effect of the stimuli permits a subthreshold intensity of A. C. 

to be used, but the method would appear to have the same 

disadvantages as that of Rodriquez at a1. 

talthard (1933) described a condenser chronaximeter, giving 

a metered D. C. output for the measurement of rheobase. The 

voltage was then doubled by a switch which brought in a condenser 

discharge circuit for the measurement of ahronaxie. Falthard 

stated that chronaxies of 0.03-0. BmS are nearly normal, 
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0.8-7m9 slight disfunotion of good prognosis, and &m8 or over 

indicates severe damsge. Illustrative examples of the errors 

which can arise from diagnoses based on a single index of this 

sort are given by Wynn Parry (1961). 

The use of slowly rising pulses for selective stimulation 

of denervated muscle was suggested by L ppicque, (1915), but as 

he complains later (Lapicque, 1940) the suggestion appears to 

have passed unnoticed. The idea was revived later, (Duhem, 193k) 

and has been used to some extent, particularly in Europe. The 

studies of Pollock at al (194 49 1545a, b, 1946) showed that the 

use of slowly rising 'Progressive' pulses, and measurement of 

galvanic tetanus ratio (ratio of thresholds for tetanio and 

twitch responses to galvanic stimulus of long duration) might be 

of considerable value in diagnosis. 

As Ritchie (1954) has pointed out, hovever, the application 

to human patients of currents of several seconds duration, such 

as those used on ansa sthetised animals by Pollook and his co- 

workers for the measurement of galvanic tetanus ratio and progressive 

pulse threshold, is accompanied by extreme discomfort and risk of 

damage to the skin. Ritchie also remarked on the disappointingly 

wide range of variation in the results obtained by these methods. 

A similar conclusion was reached by /amok and Hickey (1959) in 

their investigation of recent proposals to establish a diagnostic 
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'index' by comparing the ratios of the thresholds for stimulation 

by progressive pulses of 3.8 seconds rise time and by brief 

rectangular pulses. 

in the author's opinion there are several factors which 

have operated to prevent the more general acceptance of the use 

of progressive pulses in diagnosis, quite apart from a lack of 

availability of suitable apparatus. One such factor is a 

failure to appreciate the influence of stimulator output 

impedance which, as will be shown in part III of this thesis, can 

modify the apparent rheobase by a factor of three under certain 

conditions. Another factor is the perpetuation of a rather 

unfortunate choice of progressive pulse durations the rise- 

time of 3.8 seconds adopted by Pollook at al in most of their 

animal studies was quite suitable for their purpose, which was 

to use a stimulus slow enough to permit aoooaimodation of the 

slowest tissues, but it is to slow that all tissues aoooomodate 

maximally to it, and stimulation is achieved by failure of 

accommodation, as described by Skoglund (192). Such a stimulus 

effectively measures galvanic tetanus ratio, and is quite 

unsuitable for comparison of the rates of accommodation of 

various excitable tissues. 

Since the time-constants of accommodation are approximately 

27m 3,103mS and 33015 for nerve, normal muscle and denervated 
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riusole respectively, (for rabbits- De smedt, 1930a), it would 

be more logical to use linearly rising progressive pulses of 

various rise times in the range 10mS to l5ea, to measure the 

aooosmnolation of the muscle under investigation. A fair 

assessment of accommodation would appear to be possible without 

the use of large currents or excessive durations, together with 

the advantages of selective stimulation and avoidance of 

discomfort. 

This technique does not appear to have been used, although 
the plotting of intensity duration curves with pulses having a 

slow exponential rise and a rapid fall has been employed in the 

continent of Eprope (Giovine, 1937). The author believes that 

the use of pulses having a more or less 'isosceles triingular' 

waveform can be of considerable value, particularly in regard 

to the detection of the presence of small amounts of denervation 

in cases involving impairment of conduction, such as facial 

and ulnar nerve palaies* lie has had the privilege of assisting 

Professor Ritchie in the examination of a number of clinical 

neurological oases, and practical experiences have tended to 

support this vier. This, and the influence of output impedance, 

will be discussed in more detail in part II. 

It is felt that this review would not be cooplete without 

some mention of recent advances in the art of eleotrodiagnosia, 
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despite the fact that they are not directly concerned with 

excitability measurement. For a number of years, information 

obtained by 'blind' stimulation, (i. e. by deduction from the 

shape of I. D. curves), has been supplemented by passive 

electromyography, (Vide e. g. Richardson 1952, Richardson and 

Wynn Parry 19574 dis yielded information on the state of 

innervation of a muscle, in the form cf small brief fibrillation 

potentials, indicative of the presence of denervated contractile 

fibres, high-amplitude long-duration discharges from giant 

motor units characteristic of chronic slow 2y progressive lesions 

of the lower motor neurone, but it does not yield any information 

on the state of the nerve. 

Current practice (ßauvrens 1960,19611 Vynn Parry 1961) makes 

use of measurement of nerve conduction velocity to yield direct 

information an the state of the nerve. The motor nerve is 

stimulated at an accessible point and action potentials are 

recorded from the appropriate saZsole. An abnormally long delay 

between stimulation and the appearance of action potentials 

indicates impaired conduction peripheral to the point of stimulation. 

Stimulation of the nerve at different levels, when practicable, 

can yield information on the site and extent of the lesion. 

Bauwena (1960) has proposed the terms 'axonostenosialr 

'axcnocachexia' and 'axonotmesis' for cases involving a local 
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reduction of nerve fibre diameter and conduction velocity, an 

extension of these conditions to the whole of the distal portion 

of the nerve, and extirpation of the peripheral portion, 

respectively. He suggests that these conditions may result 

from a maintained local 'neuropraxia', as a result of restriction 

of the peripheral flow of metabolites in the axon. 

A similar technique for the examination of sensory nerves 

has been described by Gilliatt and Sears (1958). The sensory 

nerve is stimulated by means of electrodes applied to the finger, 

and the nerve action potential is recorded from the wrist or 

elbow. Wynn Parry (1961) reports that significant slowing of 

sensory conduction can be detected in the oarpal tunnel syndrome 

when there is a normal motor conduction velocity, a normal Y. D. 

curve, and a normal RX. G. 

Johnson, Guyton and Olsen (1960) investigated motor nerve 

conduction velocity in poliomyelitis. Moir results show 

conduction velocities in the normal range (40-69 metres/sea) 

for 92 patients, 52 with laboratory evidence of poliomyelitis. 

Six patients, had velocities at least 40 per cent below normal, 

but none had laboratory evidence of polio, and all were subsequently 

diagnosed as acute infectious polyneuritis. Johnson, et al, 

mention the reduction of conduction velocity by reduced temperature, 

(of the order of 5 per oent/60, -- Olsen, unpublished). May 
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suggest that the moderate reduction of conduction velocity 

sometimes found in polio (down to about 40n/s) is attributable 

to the effects of reduced temperature rather than to the selective 

destruction of the larger and faster-oonduoting neurones . postulated 

by earlier investigators. 

These new techniques demand very sensitive recording 

amplifiers, and synohronisation of the E. M. G. time-bass with 

the stimulus, but they pose no new problems from the point of 

view of electrical stimulation, except in regard to avoidance 

of blocking of the recording amplifiers by the stimulus. 

(3 ii) TheraDeutio Sit mulaticn 

It is a curious fact that as knowledge of electricity and 

physiology has Increased, so belief in the therapeutic properties 

of electric currents has diminished. Cumberbatch (191+1) 

describes many of the older forms of electrotherapy, including 

the application of static electricity, (Static Efleuve), and 

high-frequency discharges from the Tesler coil, galvanic and 

sinusoidal baths (for total imersion), the use of galvanism and 

iontophoresis for the treatment of swellings and local infections, 

and many other interesting methods. Most of the conditions for 

which these treatments were prescribed can now be treated with 

at least equal success by modern drugs and antibiotics, and the 

electrical methods have fallen into disuse. 
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This is not to suggest that it seems altogether improbable 

that the equilibria at Cell membranes or the walls of blood 

vessels, for example may be modified by the passage of electric 

currents in such a way an to produce detectable endosmotio 

effects, for example, but the author is not aware of any 

adequately controlled experimental evidence for the existence 

of such effects, and they do not fall within the scope of the 

present investigation. 

A wide range of physiologically unlikely effects were 

claimed for a therapeutic stimulator which was rather pressed 

upon the author recently by its manufacturers. The current 

which was alleged to produce these remarkable effects was 

generated by applying two alternating currents along mutually 

perpendicular axess one of the currents had a frequency of 

4Ko/s and the frequency of the other could be varied manually or 

automatically between approximately 4Yx1s and 4. M/s, It was 

claimed that this created a revolving low-Frequency field in the 

tissues, and to achieved all manner of remarkable effects which 

could not be achieved by any other type of current. The 

author was and is of the opinion that the field produced in the 

tissues would more accurately be described as a modulated 14cc/s 

field which waxes and wanes at the difference frequency along 

each of the two current axes in turn, interspersed with periods 
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of circularly polarized 4Xc/6 field, but at no time is there any 

appreciable low-frequency component. This and other related 

viers were comrcuaioated to the manufacturers, together with a 

request for documentary evidence of the experimental confirmation 

of any of the unusual results claimed. This was not produced, 

and the stimulator was taken elsewhere. 

The author has also investigated privatel,, y, at the request 

of a third party, a device which has recently achieved wide 

publicity as a result of litigation. It was claimed that 

diagiioeia and therapy could be performed, remotely if required, 

by methods which could not be explained on the basis of the 

known laws of physics. A considerable amount of evidence of a 

circumstantial nature was produced, but since it proved impossible 

to obtain a demonstrations of any phenomenon which was not capable 

of an alternative physical explanation, the author was obliged 

to recommend that financial support should be withheld. Anything 

of this nature, and any stimulation by electric or other waves 

which do not obey the normally accepted laws of electric 

technology are expressly excluded from this thesis. 

Also ezcluded, though for different reasons, are certain 

Forma of electrical eti=lation of what is normally reoognisea 

an excitable tissue, ouch as eleotro-oonvu1 ant therapy, 

electric anaesthesia and electro-narooeis. The author is 
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purely oonaerned with excitation of human voluntary muscle 

directly or via the lower motor neurone, by means of electric 

currents applied through electrodes placed in contact with 

the skin. 

With regard to the therapeutic stimulation of innervated 

muscle, the general consensus of opinion expressed by a 

number of notable personalities in the field of physical 

medicine at a recent meeting of the M. R. C. Working Party on 

Therapeutic Stimulation, at which the author was present, was 

that the main use for this type of stimulation was 'educational' 

in the restricted sense that it could be used with advantage in 

conjunction with voluntary effort to encourage the development 

of proprioception and oo-ordination during rehabilitatioon. 

It was also suggested that it might possibly have other 

appl oationso for example in oases where it seemed desirable 

to attempt to induce compensatory hypertrophy of a postural 

muscle$ It was generally held that exercise by voluntary 

contraction was to be preferred. 

with regard to degree of tension which can be produced by 

electrical stimulation, Geraten, Gilmore, Virtue, Wood sind 

i as+ashima (19%) found that sine-waves and brief pulses at 

frequencies of 1-M/s produced equal isometric tensions in 

normal human muscle. A sensory field block increased the 
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current intensity which could be tolerated, but either decreased 

the tension which could be developed or produced no change. 

They concluded that reflex innervation influences the muscle 

tension which can be produced by electrical stimulation: a 

view which seems quite reasonable in view of the work of 

Coombs at al, (1935). 

C. B. Wynn. Parry, R. Brennand and the author (unpublished) 

in a brief Intensive study undertaken in this department in 

Earoh 1935 in connection with the u. R. C, working party 

investigation, found that the maxim= tension which could be 

developed in a voluntary contraction of the biceps nueole by 

six normal subjects was of the sam4 order of magnitude as the 

tension developed during the application of a suitable 

electrical stimulus at the greatest intensity which could be 

tolerated. Supplementary experiments had indicated that the 

best available tam of stimulus was a series of 0.1m9, or 

shorter pulses at about 50 per second from a low Impedance 

stimulaºtar. 

The general questions of whether hypertrophy can be produced 

by exercise, and if not what methods of training are most 

effective, are outwith the scope of this thesis, though there 

is some evidence to suggest that sustained maximal contraction 

is best, The same, problem arises in the case of denervated 
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muscle, though here there is the additional question of whether, 

if atrophy can be delayed by electrical stimulation, the 

extent of functional recovery after re-innervation is thereby 

improved. It is very difficult to obtain conclusive evidence 

of the effectiveness of therapy on human muscle because of the 

great variation of the extent of spontaneous recovery, and the 

difficulty of securing satisfactory 'controls', but a good deal 

of information has been obtained from animal experiments. 

Langley (1916) working on rabbits, denervated both legs, 

and stimulated one side for two and a half hours daily with 

galvanic current. He found no significant difference in weight 

loss between the treated and untreated limbs. 

More recent workers have been more suooessful. Osborne, 

txrodi ns, Ihittelmann, Rilne and Ivy (1944) surveyed previous work, 

and decided that alternating current stimulation had been rather 

neglected. They developed a stimulator, consisting of a Wien- 

bridge R-0 oscillator with a frequency range of 1.8-180,000o/s 

ink ranges, plus an amplifier consisting of a cathode-coupled 

twin-triode phase-Splitter directly coupled to four 6I6 tetrodes 

in a parallel push-pull arrangementr the output being taken from 

twin 500 A potentiometers in the tetrode anode circuits, 

Subsidiary circuits allowed the amplifier to be driven from 

alternative sources, and provision was made for obtaining 
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ocndenser discharges, exponentially increasing currents, or very 

low frequency (down to 0.0$o/s) alternating currents derived 

from a motor driven potentiometer. Alternatively the 

potentiometer could be arranged to modulate the screen-grid 

voltage of the output valves, to produce 'surging' of the 

J. C. output. 

Using this stimulator, 4odins, Osborne, Johnson and Ivy 

(1944) stimulated experimentally denervated gaetroanamius 

muscles of the dog. They found that whereas the intensity 

required to produce a minimal contraction of normal muscle 

exhibited a broad minimum from about 10-10000/s, but see note 

in Part II ) denervated muoole showed a fairly sharp minimum 

at lo/s. The optimal frequency for deneraated muscle was found 

to vary according to the degree of muscular tension at which 

the intensity was observed, on to put the matter more clearly, 

it was found that although a feeble contraction was most readily 

evoked by a la/s ourrents powerful contractions were more easily 

produced by, using higher frequencies. The greatest tension was 

obtained at 25o/s. The We response was believed to be a 

galvanic tetanus, consisting of repetitive firing of a small 

number of fibres, as described by Skoglund (1942) and Doupe (1943). 

Grodins, Osborne, Johnson, Arana and Ivy (1%4) used the 

sane technique to investigate the relative efficiencies of 
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various types of stimulation in preventing atrophy of denervated 

rat muscle. They found that 25a/a A. O. stimulation was 

effective, interrupted galvanism much leas effective, and 

surged galvanism was ineffective. 

Kosmaa, Osborne and Ivy (1%7a, b) using supra taximal 

stimuli on rat denervated muscle, found 10-230% best for the 

prevention of atrophy, and confirmed the close correlation 

between the abilities of a given current to produce tension and 

to maintain weight. 

In humans, Jackson and Seddon (190) Pound that daily 

stimulation with interrupted galvanism at an intensity sufficient 

to move the joints, considerably reduced wasting in treated 

patients selected from 161 cases of ulnar or ulnar and median 

palsies. Recovery was claimed to be more complete, and small 

muscles appeared to benefit more than large ones. 

Oabor7le (1951) investigated the effects of electrotherapy 

in children, suffering from the effects of poliomyelitis. He 

used alternating current of the frequency which gave the best 

contraction, (in range 2-6,000c/s). He found a statistically 

significant increase in size of the treated muscles compared 

with untreated muscles. 

Shatter, Ianes, Wak3m, Sayre and Gruse» (19%. ) stimulated 

the . cbnervated tag musoles of rata and dogs with 1mS pulsesp at 

a sufficient intensity to give a good contraction. The treatment 
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was applied for 15 minutes twice daily, and In the case of 

rats a statistical study was made of the relative effectiveness 

of early and late treatment, with and without stretch and 

load:, ng of the muscles. May concluded that weight loss was 

retarded by treatment, and that the benefit was enhanced if 

the stimulation was carried out under stretch and against 

resistance. 

Wakim (1958) mentions the increase in circulation in the 

lege which can be promoted by vigorous percutaneous stimulation. 

The increase amounted to ni per cent for denervated limbs 

(range 30-3tßO per cent) and 80 per cent for normal. The fact 

that stimulation of weak or flaccid muscles is ineffective 

suggests that the effect is due to activation of the muscles. 

In another study of the influence of frequency of stimulation on 

circulation, he found that the frequency of l6c/s gave the 

greatest increase in blood flow. 

The effects of tissue impedance in modifying the stimulating 

current do not appear to have been considered at all in relation 

to therapeutic stimulations These effects are very small in 

the case of slozly varying currents, but can be very considerable 

in the case of the brief currents used to stimulate normal muscle. 

Sinusoidal currents are not distorted in forms but the amplitude 

may be greatly affected. Distortion of brief 'progressiv. ' 
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pulses may also occur. Mesa effects will be discussed 

later in detail. It should be noted, however, that although 

slight distortion of a current waveform may have little effect 

on its therapeutic properties, errors in measurement of 

intensity alone can be important in experimental investigations 

of therapeutic stimtilatian. 
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(4. ) Electrical kRodanoe of-the 

(4. i) Direot Current and D. Q. Pulse Studies 

Noteable among the earlier studies of the electrical 

properties of the body is that of Dubois de Berne, (1890a, bj 

1891,1697,1698). Since it was undertaken in a remarkably 

successful attempt to correlate the effects of body impedance, 

stimulator iapedance, and stimulator waveform during percutaneous 

stimulation of human muscle, it in also highly relevant to this 

thesis. 

Dubois (1890x) mentions the earlier work of Gartner, Jolly, 

Stinsing and Graeber, who found that a galvanic current reduced 

the resistance of the cutaneous envelope enormously. Dubois 

investigated the relationship between resistance and voltage by 

measuring the current produced by the application of a known 

voltage between two plates of nickel-plated copper (8 x 8au) 

covered with cloth well wetted with warm water, placed on the 

nape of the neck and the anterior surface of the forearm 

respectively. At intervals of one minute, the voltage was 

increased by 1.5V by introducing an additional cell into the 

circuit. 

The resistance, as defined by V/Z, fell from an initial value 

of 30KII at 3v to 1O at 10.5V, 3Kn at 16.5V, 1.5Kn at 211, and 

730 11 at 30V. This represented the maximum intensity which 
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could be tolerated (with a current increasing from 414 3.5mA in 

1 minute) and the applied voltage was then decreased step-by. 

step to zero again. The descending figures were 678n at 28.5V, 

750 flat 21V, 954) at 10.5V, 1818f at 3V and 3,330 Cl at 1.5V. 

The polarisation bank-e. m. P. at the and of each minute was 

estimated by interrupting the current and connecting t6(the 

electrodes a condenser which was then discharged through a 

ballistic galvanometer. Baok-e. n. t. s up to 1.85V were observed. 

On subtracting a nominal 1.5V from the applied e. m. t. s in the 

descending series, he found that the body resistance remained 

belot K) from 30V down to 3V. 

Dubois mentioned the rectifying effect of the body on the 

? aradio current, discovered by G. Gaertner in 1888, and explains 

this by saying that the high 'opening' e. m. f. passee through the 

skin even where the contact is poor, (e. g, due to microscopic air 

film) but the lower 'closing' er., m. f. cannot. He concludes that 

Galvanic current gives a true and lasting reduction of skin 

resistance, but Faradic current gives merely a transient 

variation of contact resistance, or iresistanoe de passage', 

which the Germans call ! Uebergangs-riederatand'. 

Dubois, -(1890b) stimulating the median nerve at the wrist 

through a tampon of 3am9 area and a 64ome electrode on the nape 

of the neck, found that a minimal contraction of the thenar muscles 
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was produced by a current of O. 5mA, when an e. m. f. of 7Y was 

applied directly to the electrodes, (circuit resistance IM). 

No contraction was elicited, however, by the application of 70V 

through 140K), and a current of 1.5-2mA was required from a source 

of high resistance. H. attributed this to prolongation of the 

'periods d'etat variable du courant'. 

Dubois (1891) investigated the effect of variation of 'ls 

periods d'etat ascenscionelle' on the physiological effioaoy of 

induced currents, in the hope of explaining buohenne'a observation 

that the primary 'extra-current', when applied through large wet 

electrodes, made a powerful and painless muscle stimulus, but 

the secondary current applied through small electrodes was more 

effective in producing pain. Also the paradoxical tact that the 

predominance of the primary current remained if one used large 

wet eleotrodes for both windings. 

He Shared that the teutonic explanation that this was due 

to the greater resistance of the secondary winding was invalid 

because the effect remained with a secondary resistance of 560 

and a patient resistance of 5W. By the use of large and small 

secondary coils, and substitution of series resistance and 

inductance, he showed that the effective resistance of the 

secondary was 15.7W. He deduced that the superiority of the 

small coils was not due to lower ohmic resistance or greater 
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quantity, but to their ability to produce a greater terminal 

voltage on load. 

Dubois (1697) reported the observation that the introduction 

of a resistance of 1001 in series with a patient of D. C. 

resistance greater than 50Ki abolished the contraction produced 

by a galvanic current of 0.21 mA, and the contraction was not 

restored until the intensity was 0.21lmA. He ogre to the 

conclusion that the body had a high ohmic resistance but an 

almost negligible apparent resistance, whereas his resistors had 

a loan ohmic resistance and a high effective resistance, (due to 

self-induction, despite their 'non-inductive' construction). 

Dubois (1898) investigated the apparent resistance of the 

body, during the 'periods d'etat variable du courant', and bf 

resistors and coils, by observing the charge acquired by a 

condenser momentarily interposed between the teat object and a 

source of kno-an e. m. f, by the contact of a steel ball with a 

block of steel. Using resistors, he found that the charge 

acquired was inversely proportional to the ohmic value of the 

resistance, (which restores confidence in their non-induotive- 

ness). The human body, on the other hand, presented (during 

periods d'etat variable) a resistance much less than its ohmic 

valuer 'its capacity annuls its resistance'. 

Dubois found that the apparent resistance of the human body 
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was less than 750 fl, despite variation of the ohmic resistance 

from 3-500, The apparent resistance varied with the length 

of the path, being 400A from wrist to forearm, 460A f on wrist 

to upper arm, 6000 from wrist to neck, and 9000 from wrist to 

wrist or foot to foot. The apparent resistance also varied 

with surface area (of electrode presumably) being 2.1R! )ß 

700; ), and 4000 for electrodes having areas in the ratios 406s64. 

1? ubois concluded that the bbdy was an electrolytic capacitor 

having a capacity of 0.165ýuP. 

Onanoff (1691) also mentions the observation that the 

Trapesius muscle contracts with a current of 0.25-0.35mA from a 

lot-resistance souroep but with 350M interposed, 1nA is required, 

lie suggests that the time taken by a current to reach its final 

intensity is proportional to the product of resistance and 

capacity (CR). Supposing that C is not augmented by inserting 

Rr increasing R will increase the time of arrival at the final 

intensity: in, other words the curve of elevation of intensity 

will be more protraoteds although it arrives at the same height. 

This statement is true it applied to the electrode voltage, but 

not to the current: the effect of added series resistance is, 

of course, to diminish the magnitude of the initial overshoot 

in the current waveform. A similar confusion is detectable in 

the papers of Dubois. It is obvious that a complete and accurate 
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interpretation of these highly pertinent observations was not 

possible at the time that they were made, due to lack or 

knowledge of electric circuit technology, and that the full 

implications of the observations were not appreciated at the 

time. Unfortunately the observations appear to have been 

overlooked by later workers. 

Einthoven and Bijtel (1923) investigated the current 

overshoot which occurs when a constant e. m. f. is suddenly 

applied to the body. They used a string galvanometer, with a 

rise-time of about Im . "at Their records show that the current 

during the first millisecond is buch larger than the steady-state 

value attained after several milliseconds. They also found 

that as the applied e. m. f. was increased, the ratio between 

the initial and final values of the current decreased: they 

show three recordings of the current through two fingers in 

one per cent Na01, at applied e. m. f. a of 0.1,9.5 and 19 volts. 

A detailed examination of these records shows that the resistance 

during the initial spike (deep tissue only) is 1.91,1.57 and 

1.27 in the three records, (in arbitrary resistance units, sinoe 

the absolute sensitivity of the galvanometer is not known) 

whereas the ateaW-state resistance is 10.15,3.24 and 1.52 in 

the same arbitrary units. In other words, the steady state 

resistance falls off rapidly as the voltage is increased, but 
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the initial resistance is much leas affected. Since the 

actual duration of the initial current spike is of the order 

of 25/uß, the records obtained with a string galvanometer 

having a rise time of 1m3 cannot be regarded as very faithful 

reproductions of the current waveform. 

Einthoven and Bijtel also measured the impedance of the 

body at various frequencies, using an alternating current bridge. 

They concluded that the deep tissues were of low resistance, 

(1Knfingers= 300-4OO0 forearm), whereas the skin was 

equivalent to a resistance of about 10OLI per om° (finger) to 

30-70KO/cros (arm), shunted by a capacity of 0.007, uF/cm° (finger) 

to 0.01-0.015ýuF/an° (arm). 

Uiozawa (1928) used a refined version of the pendulum method 

of Dubois (1897). The pendulum first opened a normally-closed 

contact, thereby admitting a known e. m. f, into a circuit 

containing the test subject in series with a low resistance R1. 

After a variable interval the pendulum struck an arm, so completing 

a circuit which was almost immediately broken again when the arm 

moved away from a fixed contact under the impact of the pendulum. 

During the period or contact (25, Sec) of this ('Punktkontakt') 

device a 4/1? condenser was connected across! Ri in series with a 

high resistance, and acquired a charge proportional to the 

current through R1 at the moment or impact. At a later point 
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in the wring, the condenser was discharged through a ballistic 

galvanometer. In this wady, Hozawa was able to sample the 

current intensity during any 25/iSeo epoch. 

iioaawa's results showed that the initial current, through 

3.6ama electrodes soaked in 0.9p. o. NaCl Was 10-100 times as 

large as the steady-state current. During the first 50Ju; eo 

the current fell exponentially with a tie-eenstant of 20-30/u3, 

but the curve rapidly becare non-exponential and the time- 

constant increased, being for exanplo 50 J113 after 1zS. From 

mathematical analysis of the initial part of the discharge, 

fiozawa deduced (tabelle 9) a capacity of the order of 0.02 
/AV/am 

and a resistance of the order of 60-100)M/om° for skin (though 

the 0»02 JuF/em2 seems at variance with K4.0l u1? /3.8& of 

Labelle 8! ) and a deep tiscue resistance of the order of 

300-1+000 for the 3. -Scan electrode system used. 

The current reaches a minimum after about 1 or 2 uw, but 

with strong currents (e. g. 18V applied) the current may pass 

through a minim= at 0.5"1 and start to increase again, 

though very slowly. For discharges without this 'enprise' 

(Endanstieg) the miniarm is approximately proportional to the 

applied voltage, but for discharges with 'endrise' it is 

generally fauch higher than it ought to be by proportionality, 

(i. e. the equivalent resistance tails with increasing voltage). 
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iiozawa also concludes (5) that the second phase (of the 

discharge) in which the current sinks always more eloaly with 

time, if (als) this one be supposed to follow the named 

exponential course, can be explained to a first approximation by 

the hypothesis that the total polarisation capacity grows larger 

with time through the approach of the diffusion capacity to the 

double layer capacity, and that with it also the time-constant 

oa increases, it being assumed that W' and a' (the skin and irrer 

resistances) remain constant meanwhile. 

Levis and Zotterz an (1927) investigated a pbenomnenon first 

described by Ebbecke (1923). If a battery of e. m. f. ZV is 

connected between a large indifferent electrode and a small 

electrode consisting of a needle point laid lightly in contact 

with dry skin, the needle being the cathode, little or no 

current flows when the circuit is first completed, but after 

about 15 seoonda, the current increases abruptly and a burning 

sensation is felt at the needle point. 

Lewis and Zotteriran confirmed this observation but disagreed 

with Ebbecke's view that the increased current resulted from 

an increased permeability of the epithelial cells. They found, 

by microscopic observations that at the instant when the passage 

of the current became painful, minute bubbles of gas were seen 

to form around the needle point and others to collect within the 
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horny layer of the skin, lifting and disrupting it. They 

concluded from this, and from other observations on the 

pricking and abrasion of normal skin and the skin covering 

blisters, that the high resistance to direct currents found in 

uninjured skin resides in the superficial horny layers, and 

that changes in resistance due to abrasion, current flows 

pricking etc., are due to breaks in the continuity of this 

horny layer. 

Burger and van pilaan (1943) investigated the specific 

resistance of the body to direct currents, with the object of 

assessing its effect on the electrocardiogram. They used a 

four pole method, the IR drop along the limb between the two 

central electrodes being compared with the drop across a known 

series resistance. A valve-voltmeter was used for the 

comparison. They found that Ohm's law was obeyed by the deep 

tissues in 0.5-10cm length of arm, for currents from 0.08-0.85mA. 

The specific resistance for uniform longitudinal distribution 

in the arm was found to be 2300cm (range 190-2600)t the value 

increased from 22.00 to 5000 as the electrode spacing was reduced 

from 15 to 5cm, suggesting the existence of a badly-conducting 

layer underneath the akin. Corresponding figures elsewhere 

weres fingers 235Pcm, hand 280; )om, neck 2800cm, and trunk 4150cm 

(455f) with maximal inspiration, 3730 deflated). 
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Rosendal (1943) studied the resistance of the human skin to 

direct currents of long duration. His method was to pass a 

direct current in one direction for 1 minute, measure voltage 

and current at the end of that time and then reverse the current 

for 1 minute. The resistance of the skin was calculated from 

the ratio of voltage to Current. 

Using a non-polarizable Ag-AgCl electrode of 7cm' moistened 

with 1 per cent NaCl, he found that the skin resistance was 

300-400KCI initially, falling to about 20K! ) after 10-15 minutes, 

and to about 10K) after 20 minutes. After the first initial 

rapid fall in resistance, it was found that the resistance to 

voltages between 1 and 2.5V was about twice as large for anodal 

currents as for cathodal currents. If voltages greater than 

2.5V were ppplied, the skin resistance decreased, the process 

became rather painful at about 4V, (1-2 mA) and at 12V the 

resistance had fallen to 1-2Kn and the difference between anodal 

and oathodal effects had almost disappeared. This fall in 

resistance was irreversible, and subsequent application of lower 

voltages revealed resistances of 2K! for anodal currents and 

1.5K for cathodal currents. 

In a later paper, Rosendal (1944) defines the Percentage 

Resistance Difference (P. R. D. ) as 100x(1inodal res. - Cathodal 

res)/Cathodal resistance. He found that the P. R. D. was highly 
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variable between different individuals, between different regions 

of the skin of the same individual, and from day to day in the 

same individual. Increasing the electrolyte concentration 

from 0.19 to IM typically halved the Modal resistanoe, reduced 

the cathodal resistance by 3-4 times, and doubled the P. R. A. 

Increasing the valency of the cation caused a fall in cathodal 

resistance and increased P. R. D. and the use of large anions, 

(e. g. Sodium i3enzoate, Citrate, or Taurocholate) reduced the P. R. D. 

Rosendal also measured the impedance and phase angle of the 

akin at 200a/s and 20000/s during the passage of direct current, 

lie found that the phase angle was greater for anodal currents, 

and that the e, uivalent parallel capacity was little changed; the 

phase angle changes corresponded to changes of shunt resistance. 

He failed to find any polarisation voltages of more than 

20-50mV with a valve-voltmeter, after switching off the direct 

current. 

Moore (1949) studied the 'initial spike' phenoaºenon, using 

a low impedance stimulator, and observing the oýjrrent waveform 

on a cathode ray oscilloscope. He underestimated the impedance 

requirements, and found that his stimulator voltage was 10 

per cent low initially, and was within 3 p. o. after 70, u3. 

Ilia oscilloscope had a frequency response which was 3 db. down 

at 100Ko%, (i. e, rise time of 2-3, S probably) aM his amplifier 
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had a rise time of ? /iS. (presumably the feedback circuit of 

the stimulator). 

Joore recorded the current wavetorw photographically, and 

measured the deflections trau enlargements. The results were 

pc3.: otted with a logarithmic current scale and a linear time 

scale. 1ioore found that the initial portion of the curve 

(up to o. 50-60, iS) had a time constant of about 23, i$. and 

thereafter the time constant was about 170Ju5. The electrodes 

were of Crook's metal covered with Eedux electrode paste and 

fastened by straps, the areas are given as 150cm and 24= 

(sio, presumably ans). Pulse durations of 111.4OO, iS were used. 

1toore does not give any absolute values for body impedanoes. 

The equivalent circuit which he uses for comparison (though not 

on a 1t1 basis) consists of a resistance of 1151) in series with 

a condenser of 0.2, »P which is shunted by 3800 the aeoond 

time-constant is obtained by planing f condenser of O. 1,, uF in 

series with a resistance of 1,200) across the 0.2, iP condenser. 

No indication is given of the intensity levels at which the 

tissue measurements were made. 

(4 ii) AlternatingCurrent studies 

kost of the other measurements of tissue impedance have 

been made by alternating current bridge methods# which yield 

results in terms of the impedance and phase angle at various 
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frequencies. An alternative method of specifying a complex 

impedance im to quote the equivalent series reeietance and 

reactance: 
Rm Zcoas'i and Xa Zaino(, 

where Z  impedance 
ofs phase angle 

In the case of an impedance containing one condenser with 

series and shunt resistances, if the impedance is plotted for 

all frequencies from zero to infinity and the impedance components 

are represented on two mutually perpendicular axes (the normal 

convention ins abscissa - resistianoe and ordinate, - reactance) 

the points will be found to lie on a semi-circle, centred on 

the resistance axis. If the power factor of the condenser is 

not unity (coci 10 1) the centre of the oircle does not lie on 

the resistance axis. 

Cole (1932) investigated the particular case of a network 

containing one capacitive element Z, s which was assumed to have 

a constant phase angle j at all f'requenoieso but whose impedance 

became zero at infinite frequency and infinite at .. zero 

frequency. This element was connected in series with a 

resistance R1 and shunted by a resistance RQ. 

The impedance of the whole circuit is therefore By at 

infinite frequency (designated RR p) and Rj+ Ra at zero 

frequency (designated %). By straightforward 'complex algebra' 

Cole showed that the impedance locus for finite frequencies is a 
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circle oentred at the point (Ra+RO )/2, -m(Rp-R )/2 and having 

a radius %(1 + me) (where m« cot 00. (N. 13. Slope of 
2 

radius to 4 is m. ) 

Cole states that the classical theory of a simple diffusion 

capacity calls for mal and o  C' .rr'°'ae and he states that Fricke 

(1932) has shown that if oa C'. &i' where cc is a constant, then 

ma tan a7/2, and it is possible to compute the value of ce for any 

given tissue from the value of m in the range for which m in 

constant. This theory of Frickes was extended by Cole (1934. ) 

and Iurdooh and Zi=ermann (1936) who showed that Zpols pol and 

Rpol could all be represented in the form k. i«. 

Since the circle diagram and the constant phase-angle 

theory have both been widely used in biological impedance 

measurements, and since F7ricke's theory was worked out from an 

initial assumption of a law of decay of the charge on a 

polarisation capacity, which seemed to offer a chance of finding 

a method of relating A. C. impedance measurements to pulse 

measurements, it seemed to the author that Fricke's (1932) paper 

should be examined carefully. 

Fricke's initial assumption iss 'Assume that an alternating 

current represented by i" iocos(wt) is passed through an electro- 

lytic cell and that the passage of the quantity of electricity 

idt, at the time t, produces a counter-electromotive force, which 
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at the time T has the value V (T-t ). ' He then writes dawn the 

expresziori for the total counter-electromotive force und for 

convenience in a subsequent integration makes a change of 

variables by writing x for T"t and -dec for dt. He goes on 

to derive expressions for and p 
in terms of V(z) and 

angular functions of +wt, and vice-versa, stating that V(x) can 

therefore be calculated when the impedance-frequency curve is 

known 

Fricke then aalrot ! To shall oonsider here only the case 

where V(x) is some power of x, .... , since it in found for wzy 

eleotrodea that the polarisation capacity and resistance vary 

as a power of the frequenoy... ' He then assumes that V(x). Vo. x-° 

(where m lies between 0 and 1) and on this assumption Fricke goes 

on to shoe that p is proportional to w", and the phase-angle its 

constant and equal to i: jm-1)j 
. {N. B. Fricke'a m is not the 

was as Cole's m: ) 

AU i8 well so far, but if we attempt to determine the law 

of decay of the counter-electromotive force corresponding to the 

assumption V(xj sVo. x. 0 
, we find that the passage of quantity idt 

at time t produces a counter-e. m. f. Vo, which at a later time T has 

decayed to the value va Vp. (T-t) , which is rather extraordinary, 

because the initial c ouunter-e. m. f. (at the time T at) is 

infinite, and this infinite e. m. P. is the result of the passage 
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of a very small quantity of electricity idt 

This, in the author's opinion, is sufficient to cast some 

doubts on the validity of the relationships derived by Frioket 

it also effectively prevents this method being used to compare 

A. C. and D. C. pulse measurements. It seems possible, ho never, 

that by a similar method and using a suitable physically realisable 

discharge law, it might be possible to arrive at results similar 

to Frioke's, with possibly some restrictions at the extreme ends 

of the frequency range. 

Mary Frazier (1933) carried out measurements of the phase 

angle and impedance of the human body using an A. C. bridge method 

in the frequency range 500-50,0000/. For electrodes she used 

arm bathe containing 10 litres of 1 per cent NaCi, in which were 

immersed 3"m 2" electrodes and the patient's forearms. She 

found an impedance of the order of 3000 at the higher frequencies 

and a phase angle which was constant from 5-5OKo/s. She 

quotas a phase angle of 0.145 for male subjects, and 0.115 for 

females: the units do not appear to be stated, but probably 

radians are intended which gives values of approximately 8.3° and 

6.60. Jury Brazier claimed that the phase angle measured by 

this method at 10Kc/a was related to B. it. R. and provided a 

valuable aid to the diagnosis of thyrotoxioosiee the method was 

discussed in medical journals, (e. g. Robertson and Wilson, 1934), 
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but did not prove very euccesatui, 
Horton and van Ravensweay (1933) developed a lour terminal 

A. C. bridge method of measuring body impedance. They used 

separate current-carrying and measuring electrodes, and by 

subtraction of the impedances observed between different pairs 

of electrodes they were able to separate the observed impedance 

into deep and superficial cotponents. They found that the 

deep tissues exhibited a low and almost constant resistance over 

the frequency range 50-10#000o/e, (being about 4.511 per on length 

of arm)I shunted by a slight capacitive reactance which increased 

gradually with frequency reaching about one tenth of the ohmic 

value of the resistance at 10Rc/s. The resistance between two 

electrodes 10cm above the elbow on each arm was about 1500s and 

the reactance about 15f at l0I(o/s, corresponding to a shunt 

capacity of O. 1/*Pý and adre-o ctant of the oder of 15/is. 

(The author's calculations, from Horton and van Ravenewaay'a 

results. ) 
For the skin under one electrode# Horton and van Ravenewagy 

Found that the resistance and reactance were of the order of 

400A at 50%. The electrode used was a 3cn wide strap round 

the upper arm, which puts the probable area in the region of 75cra". 

The equivalent resistance is therefore greater than 3OKt7/cros. 

Since the capacitive reactance is the aeries reactance, the value 
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of 0.1/p/omR is larger than the equivalent shunt capacity at 

low frequencies, (quite apart fron the 'Frioke effect') and a 

closer approximation is obtainable at higher frequencies. The 

capadtive reactance is down to 50R at about l. 2Ko/ which 

corresponds to a capacity of about 0.03, iF/om". 

Horton and van Ravenweaay state that the impedances of the 

various parts of the body vary with frequency in a manner which 

closely resembles that of circuits containing fixed resistances 

and condensers connected in parallel, and that X0. R at a frequency 

much higher than lOKo/s for the deep tissues and at a frequency 

less than 30c/s for the skin. They agree with Robertson and 

Tilson (1934) that there in no connection between phase angle 

and thyroid condition, and they criticise Brazier's methods of 

impedance measurements on the grounds that the effects of skin 

impedance are considerable and variable when using her method. 

Barnett (1938) suggested that the four electrode method of 

Horton and van Ravenswaay suffered from inaccuracies due to 

voltage gradients and edge effects under the electrodes, and he 

made use of a three electrode method which he claimed minimised 

these effects. The measuring electrode used by Barnett consisted 

of a current-carrying electrode in the form of a ring or 34= 

outer diameter and 20mm inner diameter, with a 6cm diameter 

electrode mounted concentrically inside it. Thee central 
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electrode was used to measure the potential of the tissues 

irr. ediately under the akin. The current circuit was completed 

by a large indifferent electrode at some distance from the 

concentric electrode. 

Using this electrode system, Barnett found that the phase 

angle of the skin of 120 normal subjects was between 64° and 7 

at 15,300c%y with a mean value of 71.3° and a standard deviation 

of 2.650. keaaurements were also made at 11,200 and 14, COOo/e 

on a smaller number of subjects, and the phase angle was found 

to be constant over the range. 

Direct impedance measurements, calculated from V/2 were made 

at 2,000v 5,001 11,160 and 41,800c/a, and it was found that a 

plot of log Z against frequency yielded a straight line of slope 

0.8. From Cole's (19341 Mc/f Fricke, 1932) relationship this 

gives a constant phase angle of 0.8 x 900, or 720. It was 

concluded that the normal human skin has a constant phase angle 

of about 720 at all frequencies from a few hundred cycles to 

50Ko/s, The absolute impedance values are given as series R 

and C values, ranging from 7008 and 0.035pP per cmma at 2Ko/s, 

to 700 and 0.018/cm at 50Ko/s. 

Rosendal (1940) gives an extensive review of impedance 

literature, and a large number of A. Q. impedance measurements on 

skin. He used a four electrode technique similar to Horton and 
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van Ravenawaay, using carbon electrodes 3.1om in diameter 

(7.55cma) as well as concentric electrodes in the manner of 

Barnett. He also studied the effects of mechanical abrasion 

of the stratus cornsum, 

He found that he impedance of the skin is inversely 

proportional to the area of the electrodes, while the phase 

angle is independent of electrode area, in the range 30-20,00Oo/s. 

He agrees with Lewis and Zottervan (1927) in locating the 

impedance of the skin in the stratum corneum. He finds that 

the impedance can be expressed in the form Z. k. w ° "" over the 

frequency range 500-20,000c/s, and for 5,33cme of forearm skin, 

Z. 172-219f at lOKc/a. The phase angle was found to be 810A 0.36° 

over the same frequency range, but ' decreases with frequency belog 

500c/a. 

For the deep tissues of the forearm he found an impedenoe 

of the order of 200 ohms, decreasing by about 15 per cent with 

frequency over the range 20-20,000c: /et over the same spectrum 

id inorea$eci from 0.5 to 10° . 

Cougerot (1948) used sub-cutaneous needle electrodes in 

ooJunotion with an A. C. bridge technique to investigate akin 

impedance, lie considered that it was debatable whether Rosendal, 

l3arnett and Horton and van Ravens a., W had achieved matiefaotory 

differentiation between skin and sub-cutaneous tissue iaapedanoes, 
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He concluded that there were two parallel circuits in the skin, 

the first representing the layers of the epidermis, (0,, 4/IF 

shunted by 20KR), and the skin without glands (represented by a 

series resistance of the order of 200fl). In parallel with this, 

he suggests another circuit representing the glandular shunts 

(mainly sweat glands) coupling the surface to deeper tissues; 

the bottom of these culs-de-saa containing the greater part of 

the impedance in the form of a shunted capacity, which appears 

in series with a very low resistance due to the electrolyte in 

the lumen of the tubes. This circuit he represents by a 

capacity of 0.2 ?F shunted by 20M, in series with a very low 

resistance of the order of 500 or less. This is apparently 

considered to be more or lese comparable to the properties of 

the skin under 7x8,50m electrodes (c. 60oms) though no lil 

comparisons appear to be made, and 'adjustments' are vaguely 

mentioneds This corresponds to a total shunt capacity of about 

0.01/aP/aa0 and a resistance of 600Kt'2/cs. 

Cougerot and Bulliard (1930) investigated the non linearity 

of the electric characteristics of the skin for low frequency 

alternating currents of high intensity. They used Barnett (1938) 

electrodes, and compared the skin voltage with the voltage across 

a series resistanoe-condenser network by means of Lissajous 

figures on an oscilloscope. An RO bridge filter was used to 
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ensure freedcao from third barmonio In the applied 50cß/e waveform. 

In five subjects it was found that third harmcnio (as revealed 

by loops in the Lissajous figure - in this case a straight line) 

appeared and the impedance fell above 0.5mA. In a typical case, 

at 0.2mA (presumably R. 8:. 5. ) the phase angle was 27°30' and the 

impedance was l3.3KS): at 0.7 a&, d was 1611 j and 7, was 9.60. 

The tjjeshold for the onset of third harmonic distortion 

was found to increase with frequency, being about iM at 100c/a, 

2.5M at 250o/s and 5mA at 5000/s. At higher frequencies the 

trace was in the form of an $I i. e. phase angle of third 

harmonic zero. 

Cougerot, 'onoin and Bulliard (1950) used Barnett electrodes, 

and measured skin voltage on an oscilloscope and current on a 

milhiemmneter, (presumably R. 1 . S. j. At 1 Kc/e no impedance 

changes were detected up to the maximum output of the generator 

(8mA). At 250 and 500e/s there was no change up to several 

tenths of a millismp, but abovd 1-2mA at those frequencies, and 

from about O. imA at 500/s, the modulus and phase angle of the 

skin impedance fell with increasing intensity. They found no 

simple law to describe the effeota, as there was a slow fall of 

impedance with time as well as a hysteresis effect. Nearly all 

the subjects experienced a pricking feeling from the intensity 

at which the impedance began to fall, with exeematous patients 
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the impedance was very low, and did not vary with intensity up 

to maximum available. 

The skin capacity was found to be o: astant within ten per 

cent. In one cases the values were 0.293,0.318,0.346 and 

0.318,41P at the lour frequencies used, They felt that Rosendal 

and Lewis and Zottercaan too readily attributed the lowering of 

skin impedance to impregnation of the stratum corneum with saline, 

and suggest that it is possible that the skin is excited as 

suggested by Ebbeoke. 

9 "garst Krepsky (1930) used a 'compact instrument set up 

by physicists' which one balanced by matching 'eyes'. the 

used 1OKo/s applied through 10 litre arm baths at body temperature 

to investigate the reb<tionship between impedance angle and 

thyroid dysfunction. She confirmed Diary Brazier's finding of 

0.11 radian for Women and 0.14 radian for men. the gives a 

graph, with 'tan' for ordinate and some apparently random figures 

(possibly 13. b . R. ) along the absoissag showing a rise from 0.26 

(ordinate) to a stable 0.11 during thyroid therapy, the claims 

that 0' is decreased by increased cell permeability in hyper- 

thyroidism, but is not affected by meals or exercise as is B. U. R. 

A table is also given of an arbitrary index 'developed from the 

logarithmic ratio by Dr, Danziger', but no definition or inter- 

pretation of the index. 
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Burne (1950) studied skin iuipedanoe with the objeot at 

determining its effect in the potentials recorded in electro- 

myography. He measured the A. 0. impedance between two 0.73 inch 

diameter copper electrodes placed in contact with the skin, 

with a spacing of one inch between the edges. With the 

electrodes on shaved dry skin, the impedance fell from about 

300W at 20o/s to 51W at lOka/eI using electrode paste on 

shaved skin, the impedance fell from 51 at 200/a to 6000 at 

l0kc/al with dry electrodes on shaved and sanded skin, the 

impedance fell from 20 at 20 c/a to 5000 at 10ke/as and 

using electrode paste an shaved and sanded skin the impedance 

was 3000 at 20c/s and 2000 at 10ko/s. Burns concludes that 

electrode paste should be used on sanded dein. 

Burns also Shama a graph of the impedance of intact skin 

over an extended frequency ranges the impedance curve is :i 

shaped, being asymptotio to about 60Kf) at 20c/s and 150) at 

lOOkc/s. He says that the electrical characteristics of the 

body can be represented by an equivalent circuit consisting of a 

50Kt1 resistor shunted by a 1000 resistor and a 0.03 ` capacitor 

in series. 

£otgren (1951) investigated the a. o, impedance of rat kidney 

and its relation to changes in volume and fluid distribution. 

Be gives a typical impedance diagram, which is a circle of phase.. 
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angle 38° from 15Mc/e to IOKo%, and a cirole of phase-angle 

78.541 from SXc/s to 20c/s. 

Sohwan, Y4y, Bothwell and Fbltz (1934) investigated the 

electrical resistivity of living tissues to low frequency 

alternating currents. They found that the resistivity of 

internal tissues was of the order of 1,000fbm at 1Ko/s, 

increasing by about 20-30 per cent at 10o/s. The resistivity 

of fat was found to be considerably higher, (l. 5.3KO n). 

>chwen (1959) given an analysis of the electrical properties 

of biological substances based on the results obtained from 

alternating current spectroscopy over the frequency range 1-1011o/s. 

Ife describes the mechanisms which are responsible for the observed 

phenomena at each particular region of the frequency spectrum. 

These mechanisms fall into three broad categories orientation 

of polar molecules, accumulation of charges due to inhomogeneous 

structure, and Interface polarisation. 

Schwan states that the molecular orientation etteats due to 

the polarity of water molecules are located in the region of 

10 i0-10uo/s. The dielectric constant of water is slightly 

lowered by the addition of salts, but dielectric constant and 

conductivity of electrolytes at biological concentrations 

remains fregaenoy-independent up to about 1090/s. E. olecular 

orientation effects due to hydrated proteins and other macro- 

molecular particles arise in the range 10t-109c/s, and those due 
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to the bulk polar properties of proteins are found in 'the 

lox me range's (i. e. above I0'ßo/a). 

Although they are of critical im4ortsnoe in the field of 

microwave radiation hazards, which provides much of the impetus 

for Schwan's works and they have obvious applications in the 

measurement of the hydration of proteins# these phenomena are 

of minor importance at the frequencies used in electrostinulation. 

They are not totallyyirrelevent, as some of the pulse-%enerating 

equipment ecnstruoted by the author has rise times of less than 

1, uSp which implies a Fourier spectrum extending up to more 

than Imo/s. 

The second mechanism reflects the time needed to charge 

the capacitance of the cell membranes through the 'access 

impedances' of cell interior and exteriors there is considerable 

dispersion of structural characteristics, and Schwann uses the 

term ß dispersion to distinguish these phenomena from the polar 

molecule effects (Y dispersion). Typical cell dimensions 

result in characteristic frequencies in the range 106.107o/s, 

for a dispersion of biological cells in a conducting medium. 

Similar effects of a smaller magnitude arise in the low ao/a 

range, due to sub-cellular components such as nuclei and 

mitochondria. 

The third mechanism, (x dispersion) is interface polarisation. 
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This involves 'surface admittance' arising from displacement 

currents in the ionic cloud surrounding charged particles of 

colloidal size (e. g. cells and protein molecules). The 

polarisation effects are most pronounced at lower frequencies 

(at or near audio-frequencies). 

Schwan states that the capacity per unit area of a great 

number of cell membranes has been found to be near 1/uF/cma. 

It appears likely that the membranes consist of a central bi- 

molecular lipid film about 30-40 A thick, covered on both sides 

with layers of protein to give a total thickness of about 

100-150 9L. This calls for a dielectric constant of 3 if the 

capacitance originates from the lipid layer only, and 10-15 if 

the whole membrane is involved* Schwan is rather inclined to 

favour the latter view. 

At radio frequencies, the membrane material exhibits 

the alight frequency dependence of the capacity, large frequency 

dependence of conductance, and nearly constant phase angle which 

are characteristic of many lax-loss dielectrics. At audio 

frequencies there are ccnaidcrable changes in the observed 

values of membrane capacity and inductance. Schwan attributes 

a large part of these effects to 'surface admittance', but points 

out that it is impossible to separate the components due to the 

membrane, per es, and to surface admittance except indirectly 
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by inference from observation of the surface admittance of 

particles not equipped with membranes. If the total blame 

for observed low frequency phenomena is put on the membrane, its 

capacitance and conductance appeait to vary with frequency. 

Schwan gives results for the membranes of lysed erythrocytes, 

which show a 50 per cent fall in membrane capacitance and a 

large rise in membrane conductance over the frequency range 

600-8,000c/s. 

In a personal communication schnn (1960) expressed the 

view that at lour frequencies a biological membrane (e. g. akin) 

could be regarded as a structure having relatively large inherent 

capacitance and shunt resistance with relatively small frequency 

dependence, placed in series with smaller surface polarisation 

and access icpedanoe elements having a relatively larger f'requenay 

dependence. He also confirmed that all of his measurements 

were ocnduated at intensity levels so lax as to avoid all non- 

linearity effects. 

The properties of bidogical roaabranea in general, and akin 

in particular are far from being understood at present. Sams 

light was shed on the relationship between permeability and 

histology of akin by Treherne (l936). Its used clipped skin 

from the belly of freshly-killed rabbits, clamped over the mouth 

of a cell containing stirred oxygenated Ringer's solution, to 
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measure the rates of penetration of radioactive non-electrolytes. 

The diffusion constants were found to be proportional to lipoid 

solubility. This, together with a slight delay in penetration 

and a 'reservoir effect on washing out' suggested that the 

diffusion barrier consisted of an aqueous layer sandwiched 

between two lipoid membranes. Treherne suggested that this 

might be identified with a closely packed layer of cells. 

Autoradiographs of sections of skin showed that the 

diffusion barrier was located in a region 5-10, u thick lying 

between the kalpighian layer and the cornified epithelium, 

corresponding to the site of the stratum granulosum. Separate 

observations on the dermis alone showed that it behaved like 

an aggregation of liquid-filled spaces much larger than the 

molecular diameter. Diffusion, rates were at least two orders 

of magnitude greater than in the epidermis. 

Joseph& and Engel (1959) investigated the colloidal charge 

density of human epidermis at various ph levels. Briefly 

their method consisted of measuring the Junction potentials 

produced by immersion of the iapidermis in (1N) X01, (0.15N) 

NaCl, and (0.015N) Naal solutions. By subtraction, the Darman 

potential and the 1t10 dilution potential were determined, 

enabling the Donnen ratio and the colloidal charge density to 

be calculated by two separate methods. The procedure was 
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repeated at various pH levels, 

At pH 2.2 the epidermis was found to have a positive 

charge of about 0.15 equiv. /kg. water. At pH 794 the charge 

was of the & me magnitude but negative. The isoeleotrio 

point was round to be near pH 4.5. 

Teore11 (1948) showed that time-lag effects in the 

changes of resistance and potential caused by passage of current 

through a membrane could give rise to an apparent inductive 

component in the la "Prequenoy empedanoe of a membrane. He 

has recently (Teorell 1959a, b) advanced the theory that osmotic 

pressure and bulk transport of electrolyte due to eleotro- 

osmosis must be taken into account in the analysis of the 

effects of the passage of electric currents through membranes. 

U. describes a model using a sintered glass membrane, in which 

sustained oscillatory responses can be produced by a suddenly 

applied electric stimulus, and gives a mathematical analysis 

of the mechanism involved. The link between electrical and 

osmotic effects is provided by the variations in membrane 

resistance caused by bulk flow of the solvent. 
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Mote added in proof. 

Davis an3 Kennard (1962) have studied the influence of currents 

of very low intensity on the resistance of the skin, in an attempt to 

determine the level below which such effects may be neglected. They 

passed current from a high impedance source through a small liquid 

electrode filled with half-normal saline solution, the content of ions 

being similar to that of sweat, and recorded the voltage produced. 

They found that the voltage-level attained was steady up to a 

value of 10'7amp/cm° at room temperature of 22.25°C, and appearei to 

follow the Ohmio law. Creater currents evoked more complex responses, 

which varied with time and were not Ohmic. In a graph showing the 

results of a typical experiment, the skin resistance per cam" of skin 

fell from 6.3x 10°0 to 3.2z 1050 in 1 minute, from 4x 1010 to 2.4x 10110 

in 1.5 minutes, and from 3. lx 100 to 1.5x 1030 in 11 minutes, as a 

result of the passage of a current of l. lAx 10'OA/cma. After each 

of the shorter periods of current flow there was a slow rise in skin 

resistance, amounting to about 25 per cent in 5 minutes, but finally 

after the passage of 1.1+x 10'3 coulombs/ems, there was little 

recovery in 16 minutes. A current density of 2.3x 10"A/ans was 

used for resistance measurements. 

During a recent personal discussion, (1562), Karel Janacek of 

the Biophysics Department in Edinburgh informed the author that he 

has observed a similar slow fall in the resistance of frog skin in 

sulphate Ringer solution, during the passage of currents of the order 
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of 10'6 A/cm2. Examination of a typical record shared that the 

maxim= effect was produced in about 60 secs, i. e., after the 

passage of about x 10'4 coulombs/cm9. 

In similar experiments with human skin, ( see frame 6, Fig. 19 

of Part III p. 40. ,) the author has found that a large fall in skin 

resistance is caused by the passage of 1 mA through 7 n2 of skin for 

5-10 secs. The quantity involved is about 10'' coulombs/cm", 

it is interesting to note that these experiments carried out 

under widely differing conditions, and with current densities 

ranging from l. l6x 10"' to 1.3x 1014A/ema, give rise to similar 

effects after the passage of about 10-3 coulc nba/cm'. This 

tends to support the ion-migration hypothesis put forward in 

Part 11 of this thesis. 
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(applied directly to Y plat4s. ) 
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(1) PWT, RixTs 

(1.1) Performance ofuipment 

In the first instance some pilot experiments were carried out 

using existing equipment in the form of a Cossor 1049 oscilloscope 

and an R. A. F. Type V stimulator. 

The Cossor 1049 osoillosoope uses a 1. " diameter double-beam 

C. R. tube of the single-gun tgiit-beam type. There are two 

amplifier channele, both having a frequency response level within 

+ 15 per oent from D. C. to 1OOKo/s. The Al channel has a gain of 
40 
900, corresponding to a wAximum sensitivity of 3.5rVAwn, and an 

input impedance of 0.5-0.75acn shunted by l0-4OpF. The 22 channel 
has a gain of 25, corresponding to a maximum sensitivity of 1OOnV/ate, 

and an input impedance of 0.5-13. ), shunted by 7OpF. 
'Negative 

feedback is used to improve the ttequency response of the amplifiers# 

so that the pulse response is not a simple exponential rise with a 

time constant of 2-3, st but has a faster rise with slight overshoot 

and small damped transients of longer duration. The input 

attenuator is frequency-compensated by means of shunt capacity, but 

the compensation is not perfect, and the response varies slightly 

from range to range. 

The pulse response of the 1049 osoillosoope is shown in fig 1, 

which shows the same pulse applied direct to the Y plates, and via 

the oscilloscope amplifiers. 
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The Type V stimulator delivers rectangular pulses of 

10,30,100, uZ...... 300mS duration at intensities variable up to 

200V. The output is taken from a 1,0000 potentiometer, to that 

the output impedance varies from zero to rather less than 1Kri, 

depending on the intensity setting. The rise time is of the 

order of 1 pS, with small transients, and the pulses are free 

from droop at long durations. The maxizum (short-circuit) current 

is 150 mA. Figure 2 shows the output of the stimulator connected 

directly to the Y plates of the oscilloscope. 

(1.2) ? mpedance Xeasurei e_ is 

Method 

The Type V stimulator was connected to the patient through 

various electrode& of the types stated. A 100: Q resistance was 

included in the earth (positive) lead. The applied voltage was 

monitored by connecting the A2 channel of the oscilloscope across 

the stin.. ulator output, and the current was monitored by connecting 

the Al channel across the 100Q resistance. 

It was found that the current exhibited a large initial peak 

value (Zpk) and decoyed more or less expocientially to a much lower 

value (I, ). This corresponds with the behaviour of an equivalent 

circuit consisting of a condenser 0 shunted by a resistance R5 in 

series with a resistance R. 
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Where the values may be calculated from the equationst 

Ris V/Ipk 

Raf Ria " V/Im 

CRI o CR ýRý/(R1ýRýe jR time constant of 
current spike 

Results 

A typical not of results is sho+n in table 19 which shows the 

results obtained with the following electrode arrangements: 

(a) Two small metal electrodes (area o. lam°) moistened with tap 

water and placed one in contact with each hand. 

(b) letal electrodes of 5am9 and 20oms applied one to each arm, 

the skin having been well-prepared with Cambridge electrode Jelly. 

(a) The three possible combinations of three electrodes, consisting 

of metal discs of the stated areas wrapped in absorbent material 

soaked in 1 per cent saline: discs having areas of Tans and 20cros 

were attached to the right forearm, and a disc of 7ems to the left 

forearm. 
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Table_1 - Subject W. G. S. S., (18/11/53 
(0.5 Volt pulses applied) 

R1, (») & R2 (n) CR' (ms) 0Y Up) ORB (MS) 

Tap water 1300 23000 0.03 0.023 0.53 
ml lam° 
III lama 

Paste 2300 1500 1.0 1.3 1.95 
RA 20ams 
IA ? cma 

Saline 280 5000 0.1 0.35 1.75 
RA 20=a 
RA Tom' 

Saline 500 1500 0.3 1.0 1.5 
RA 20& 
LA Toms 

Saline 500 5250 0.15 0.3 1.6 
RA 7csas 
LA 7 cm 

Values given for RI, include 1000 external series resistance. 

It is evident that the series resistance (Ri) is very low, 

(e. g. 2000) when both eleztrodes are placed on one arm, but rather 

higher, (500-13000) when one electrode is on each arm. The shunt 

elements (C and R5) are leas affected by positioning of the electrodes 

but are much affected by skin treatments Ra is reduced and C 

increased by preparation of the skin, but the product CRS, is 

relatively little affected. It would appear therefore that C 

and 1 19 the properties of the akin, and R1 represents 

the properties of the deep tissue pathway. 
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It is also clear that the events during the first few micro- 

seconds are of critical importance, and that if the stimulator is 

to maintain its output voltage during this period, its output 

impedance requires to be negligible compared with Ri, - i. e, an 

output impedance of the order of tens of ohms in desirable for a 

proper investigation of Constant-voltage stimulation. The author 

therefore started to designs a stimulator which would meet this 

requirement: such a stimulator, and the results obtained with it, 

will be described later. 

ý1.3ý Correlatt of current waveform with I. TI. curve 

properties of current waveform 

The current waveform during constant-voltage stimulation 

exhibits a large initial 'spike' or overshoot. The excitatory 

effectiveness of brief, as compared with long, constant-voltage 

pulses is therefore greater than the relative effectiveness of brief, 

as oompared with long constant-current pulses. It therefore seems 

reasonable to attempt to compare the C. V. and C. C. pulses on the 

basis of quantity of electricity. This can be done by expressing 

the C. Y. pulse in terms of its average current intensity, i. dt 

and comparing this with the required intensity of a C. Q. pulse of 

the same duration. 

)0 

For an equivalent circuit of the type considered above, (O, Rz, R3) 
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the current is easily shown to be or the form 

Vf Ra 9 -t't R' 

where OR' a CR SR$/(R i+ R2 ) 

and by integration the quantity in a pulse of duration t im 

v 
t/CRI i. dt s R---+ R (t + 

CRIR2 (1 "8i) 

eth 

The equivalent circuit was determined by what in current jargon 

might be termed an 'analogue' methods the patient, and a duse{y 

circuit made up of non-inductive standard variable resistances and 

a condenser, were connected in parallel across the stimulator output 

terminals, a 330 resistance being included in series with both the 

patient and the dummy. The two channels of the oscilloscope were 

connected across the 3311 resistances, and the dummy circuit components 

were adjusted to secure the best match between the two current 

waveforms. The component values were observed, and the dummy 

circuit was removed. 

Next a Constant-voltage duration curve was recorded, using type 

V stimulator. 

A Constant-ourrent stimulator was not available, but an almost- 

constant-current I. D. curve was plotted by inserting several thousand 

ohms in series with the patient. M almost rectangular current 
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waveform was obtainable at the longer durations by this method, 

but the series resistance had to be reduced at the shorter durations: 

the waveform departed from the rectangular fom under these conditions, 

but a sufficiently high resistance could be used to make the cdrrent 

decay with a time-constant longer than the stimulus duration, so 

that the current could be averaged readily over the stimulus duration. 

The current intensities were observed by means of the osoillosoope, 

which was connected across a 330 resistance in series with the 

patient. 

Result 

The results of a typical experiment are shown below. These 

results refer to stimulation of flexor digitorum subliming using 

saline pads of 3= diameter and motor point stimulation. The 

equivalent circuit values were found to bet Ri - (180 + 338)1 

Hs a 2.801 and 0"0.1, uP. These values were used to calculate 

the ratio ac . (average current/Ia) which is a measure of the ratio 

of the quantities of electricity in Constant-voltage and Constant- 

current pulses of the same duration and the same final steady 

state current, Im . 
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Figure .- Observed thresholds for constant-voltage and 

constant-current stimuli plotted to same rheebase as 'effective 

C. V. intensities in mA. ' The latter were calculated from the 

current, averaged over the stimulus duration, which would be 

delivered by a C. V. stimulator of negligible internal impedance 

into the circuit shown in the inset diagram, wich represents 
the measured electrical constants of the pdtient. 
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Tameable 2- Subject O. G. S. S. (30/11/53) - flexor digitoarum 

0a0.1 pP, R&R,, :2. ä. Ktt. 

Duration (m$) 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0 10 

Ob s. C. V. (v) 85 30 16 12.5 11 9 8.5 

Cabo. cc (Iav/Z») 11.4 8 3.52 1.85 1.23 1.1 1 

Cabo. efteotive 
current a cc. Io (mA) 300 84 18.8 7.7 4.6 3.3 2.85 

Obe, C. C. (mA) - 30 13.3 8 3.7 3 2.84 

The results are shown in fig 3, in which the three curves are 

plotted to the same rheobase. It is obvious that the correlation 

between the Constant-current curve and the effective Constant- 

voltage curve is not very goods part of this discrepancy can 

probably be accounted for by the fact that the effects of the output 

impedance of the stimulator have been ignored. At 85V, (O. OlmS) 

the output impedance is of the order of 4000, which is twice as large 

as Ri. This would reduce the effectiveness of the Constant-voltage 

stimulus below the calculated value, necessitating the use of 

higher intensity. Further errors arise from the fact that the 

equivalentt circuit was not a very good approximations it was found 

that an exact fit could not be obtained using only three variable 

elements, and values were chosen which gave the best fit at short 

durations. It is probable that the impedance of the equivalent 

circuit is rather too low at long durations. Further errors may 
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arise from the assumption that the excitatory effects of two 

pulses, of the same total duration but of different Waveforms, are 

proportional to the quantity of electricity in the pulses, though 

the results of G. Weiss (1901) suggest that this is true. In 

order to test the validity of this assumption, and to remove the largest 

source of error (i. e. neglect of the output impedance of the stimulator) 

further experiments were attempted using a different method. 

correl o Conetant, 
_ýltaae 

I. D. Curve with Ob42Evod 
Current Vavef on 

lie.... 

The patient was connected across the stimulator terminals in 

series with a 330 resistance, and the current waveform was observed 

an the Al channel of the 1049 osoillosoope, connected across the 3312 

resistance. Pulses of about threshold intensity were applied., and 

the current waveform was determined by measurement on the tube of 

the current ordinate at various durations. The current waveform 

was then drawn up on paper to a large scale, and the current was 

integrated over short intervals by visual inspection. The ratio 

roe x Average current/I0, was determined from the ratio quantity at 
time t/LD t. 

A Constant-voltage intensity-duration curve was plotted, using 

the osoilloeoope to check the applied voltage, and it was found 

that this was quite practicable except at the shortest pulse 
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duration, (O. OlmS), when the voltage was still rising at the eng of 
the pulse because the stimulator output impedance was becoming 

excessive, and no reasonable estimate of the applied voltage could 

be made. A high series resistance in series with the stimulator wag 

used to plot a Constant-current curve, the current intensity being 

measured by means of the oscilloscope and the 33A series resistance. 

The results of a typical experiment are shoos in table 3. 

MU 
-It a 

Table - Subject . (3. S. S. - flexor digitorum (2/t2t3) 

Duration (ms) 0,01 0,03 0,1 0,3 1.0 3.0 10 

Relative current 
intensity of C. Y. 24 9 6 4 3,5 3,5 3.5 
pulse at t MS 1 

cc   rav/I0 w q/t 5.34 3.94 2.58 1.83 1.28 1.1 1 

Obs. C. V. (V) (87) 26 15 11.5 11 10.5 10 

Calo. effective C. Y. 
Current = OC1; m (MA) (447) 103 39 21 24 12 10 

Obs. O. C. (mA) as 100 42 23 13 11 10 

1 The values for relative current at time t during 

a Constant-voltage pulse refer to a pulse having a peak observed 

current of 20mA s- due to defects of the stimulator and 08011.1080O. Pe 

this peak value was attained at about 0.003ß: S and persiated to bout 
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0.006mS. A conservative value of 18mA was assumed for the average 

current during the first O. OlmS in the calculation. 

The results are plotted to the same rheobase in fig 4. It 

would appear that correlation of the stimulating effects of pulses 

of the same duration by different waveforms can be performed very 

approximately on a basis of quantity of electricity in the pulse. 

It is obvious, however, that a stimulator of better rise time and 

much lower impedance is required for accurate investigation of 

Constant-voltage phenomena, and that a Constant-current stimulator 

is also required for comparison. It is also evident that the 

electrical properties of the patient are too complex to be represented 

accurately by an equivalent circuit containing only three elements, 

though such a circuit suffices for a first order approximation. 

The equivalent which most nearly represents the properties of 

the patient in the above experiment is shown in the inset in figure i, 

The values were obtained by the 'analogue' method described above. 



(a) (bý' (c) (d) 

Figure 5. 

Stimulator and oscillograph performance: (a) 40V 100 pS pulse 

applied directly to Y-Plates, Rq = 1,0000; (b) as (a) but with the 

addition of a 1000 non-inductive load across stimulator terminals; 

(c) as (a) but with output connected to 2cm diameter saline pads on 

forearm; (d) same pulse as (a) applied via the oscillograph 

amplifiers, - Al lower trace, A2 upper. 

Rz R; E R3 

C2 Cl 

Figure 6. 

Dummy circuit used to match the electrical properties of 

the patient. 
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(2 j I14PFDA ICE OF m BODY 

(2.1) Equivalent circuit of whole body for brief D. C. Pulees 

Apparatus 

Since pilot experiments had sho n that the series resistance 

component of the equivalent circuit of the body was of the order of 

1000, and that the observation of current transients during the 

first fear microseconds of a stimulating pulse were desirable, a 

pulse-shaping and power-amplifying unit was constructed. The pulse 

waveform was improved by 'clipping', to remove initial transients 

and to It-prove the rise time, and the output impedance was reduced 

by means of negative feedback. The available output (short-circuit) 

current was apc, roximately 400mA, and the maximum output voltage was 

100V. The circuit used is described in the Appendix. 

The output impedance during delivery of pulses varied with the 

intensity level, being about lOn at 30V, rather less at higher levels 

and rather more at lower levels. During the quiescent interval 

between pulses, the output valve was out oft', and the output impedance 

was equal to the anode load resistor: this was normally 11«), and 

this value may be assumed to apply unless otherwise stated. 

The stimulator pulse waveform, and the effects of loading, are 

shoran in figure 5. 

Originally the Cossor 1049 oscilloscope was used, but as the 
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rise time was rather excessive for the work in hand, the possibility 

of acquiring a more suitable commercially built oscilloscope was 

investigated. The ideal was represented by an oscilloscope having 

a double-gun tube, ted by twin aarplifier channels each having a 

sensitivity of the order of lmv/rm over a bedwridth of 0-3Yo/e, 

preferably with balanced (push-pull) amplifiers. It was found that 

this performance was not available, though it could be approached at 

a cost in excess of one thousand pounds. Alternatively the choice 

lay between various direct-coupled single-beam oscilloscopes or 

the Z: ullard L 101, which is described as a 'dual-trace' unit, in 

which the outputs of two identical pre-amplifier channels are 

presented independently on alternate sweeps of the time-base by 

means of a beam-switching arrangement. In the en, a kullard L 101 

was obtained. 

The maxi== sensitivity is 0.2mV/mm. The rise time is 0.1)1S 

critically damped, compensated on all attenuator settings, but this 

excellent high frequency response is unfortunately obtained at the 

expense or a relatively poor low frequency response. The L. F. 

response is ld8 down at 10 oyales, which means that long-duration 

D. C. pulses droop with a time-constant of about 20mS: this makes 

the oscilloscope unsuitable for the observation of pulses having 

durations greater than one millisecond. 
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Y. e t hod 

The patient and a 'dumy' circuit were ooaaeoted in parallel 

across the output terminals of the stimulator. A low resistanoe, 

(generally 10 or 330) was inserted in series with the 'earthy' end 

of each of the parallel circuits, and the current wavefcrms were 

oom3ared by connecting the two channels of the oscilloscope across 

these low resistances. The duuaºy circuit was then adjusted to 

secure the best match of the two current waveforms. To facilitate 

comparison, the two traces were superimposed. 

R8 silt s 

It was found that the current waveform could not be matched by 

a circuit containing one time constant only, but a fairly accurate 

match could be obtained, (particularly for pulse durations up to 

about lmS), by using a circuit containing two time constants. There 

are a considerable number of possible configurations for such a 

circuit, and it is not possible to distinguish between many of them 

by means of a single two-terminal measurement. The forty shown in 

figure 6 was selected for the present purpose, mainly because it 

seemed to be the one most likely to lend itself to identification 

of the components with particular physical structures in the body. 

As will be seen, the results tend to endorse this. 

It was found that the component values required in the equivalent 

circuit varied widely with electrode sire, placing, pressure of 
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application,, wetness, and salinity, and they were also affected by 

such factors as prior preparation of the skin, the peculiar character- 

istica of individual subjects an-3 many other factors. Certain 

general properties, homever, emerged as being surprisingly constant. 

The results of a typical experiment using the aethod described 

above are summarized in tables 4 and 5 and in this particular 

c4eriment the current wavefarns ware photographed (with the traces 

superimposed) to show the do rce of catching obtained. The 

oscillograms are reproduced in figure 7, together with the component 

values of the duarc circuit in each case. (N. B. - IA a left arcs, 

III a left hand, LL : left lag, sta. ) 

Frame 
1pig 7) 
13, uº 

16,17 

$5,6 

7,8 

9-11 

12 

Table-4 - Effect of size of eleotrodeo on equivalent circuit 

Subjects W. G. S. S. (28/7/55) - All IA-LA 

Electrodes Duration Ra R', 02 RI Os 
used (ms) (n) (n) (PP) (n) ()IF) 

5cm discs : 3,1 160 185 0.4. 11(n 0.1.3 
(skin degreased) 

5c, ß discs "1,. 3 150 100 0125 800 0.36 
Sam discs "l, "3 100 80 0.4 2.9K 0.25 

3cm discs "3,1 1G0 140 0.4 2.5K 0.3 

tom discs 01-1 200 575 0.1 1.5K 0.2 
(wet, tightly covered, firmly applied) 

lcm spheres "1-1 390 1900 0.02 9.4K 0.033 
(wet, tightly covered, lightly applied) 



(13) LA-LA 

1600 1650 lxn ý11 
0.4 0.43 

(18) LA-L. Hand 

273c 225) 1.6xn 
0.2 0.37 

(19) iA-R. Wriat 

5000 31511 1.7x0 

0.2 0.35 

(20) LA-R. Hand 
ý;..: 6oo0 2250 1.75x0 

0.2 0.35 

Figure---7b. 

Shaving the effects of electrode positionings 5cm discs and 

imS pulses used throughout j same presentation as figure 7a" 
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Table - Effects of electrode spacing on equivalent circuit 

Subjects W. G. S. S. (20/55) - ALL 5cmDISCS, lm3 
Pulses 

Yrame No. Eieotrode 
(Fig. 7) Positions Ra Rs Ga Ri as 

13 IAA-LA (aloohol prep) 160 185 0.4 1K 0.43 

18 LA-L hand 275 225 0.2 1.6K 0.37 

19 LA-R ; rist 500 315 0.2 1.7K 0.35 

20 LA-It Eland 600 223 0.2 1.75K 0.35 

IA-R Nand, (light press) 600 510 0.1 lOK 0.16 

LA-IA 150 173 0.25 1.6K 0.4 

LA-L Hand 160 260 0.4 2.9K 0.43 

IA-R Cheek 300 160 0.2 1.11( 0.42 

Discussion of Results 

It is clear from Table 5 that Rs is proportional to the length 

of the deep tissue pathway, being about 1500 for the transverse 

resistance of an arm, about 300() for the longitudinal resistance of 

an arm, and reaching a maximum value of about 6000 from hand to hand. 

From Table 4 it is evident that Rs is not much affected by electrode 

size, unless very small (e. g. lcros) electrodes are useds it seems 

likely that this rise in Rs is caused by the very small cross section 

of the deep tissue pathway in the region immediately under the 

electrodes, as a result of which the first few mm of the pathway 
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contribute as much resistance as the whole of the rest of the 

+athwsy. (The situation is similar to that which causes corona 

discharge from high-voltage lines. ) 

Ri, on the other hand, is very much affected by electrode size 

and pressure, and by preparation of the skin, but is little affected 

by the spacing between the electrodes. The minimum value obtained 

with large electrodes and careful preparation is 800n, and the 

maximum value is 10KO. C1 varies more or less inversely as R&, so 

that although the product CtR1 is not constant it varies much lese 

than either of the components, having an extreme range of about 

0.4-1.55 for a range of values of more than 10s1 of the components. 

it is noticeable that R1 tends to be more variable than Cis so that 

extremely high values of Ri tend to be associated with high values 

of the product C1R1, but in other experiments time-eonst4ints of the 

order of 1.5 have been observed when R1 was as high as 40W. 

Re and Ca are more difficult to identify, but Ra seems to be 

affected by electrode size and preparation more than by electrode 

positioning. Again the product varies much less than either 

component (range 3sl c/f 20,1), a typical value for C5R2 being about 

50 pS. 

It seems that CiR1 and much of C5R3 are attributable to the skin, 

or the superficial tissues. (Ihether the two components represent 

the membrane impedance (0 Rij and the series phase-boundary 

impedance (Schwan, 1959) or whether they represent the properties of 
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parallel paths through the akin, (e. g. pores, glands, etc., as 

suggested by Cougerot, 1948), cannot be decided by two-terminal 

measurements, and ituould therefore appear to be desirable to attempt 

to record the voltage waveforms appearing across various parts of 

the body during the passage of a given current pulse. 

The results have been discussed with reference to one particular 

experiment in the interest of clarity. It has been found in the 

course of a great zany observations of this nature that the variations 

between different subjects are generally small compared with the 

variations caused by, for example, a slight alteration In the pressure 

with which the electrodes are applied. But the measured impedances 

have always been of the same order of magnitude as the ones shown 

above, and alteration of any given parameter invariably produces a 

similar type of impedance change. Anything which increases the 

length of the deep tissue pathway or decreases its cross section 

causes an increase in Ra, and anything which reduces R19 such as 

the use of large electrodes, wetter electrodes, heavier pressure, 

de-greasing the skin, etc, also increases 01 and, to a lesser extent, 

tends to reduce Rg and increase C. 

The equivalent circuit proposed above, and the values given are 

capable of representing the impedance of the skin during the 

application of pulses of about las duration, and of an intensity 

corresponding to about the threshold for the stimulation of muscle. 
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If pulses of lower intensity and longer duration were used it was 

found that Ri tended to be rather larger, and a rather more complex 

circuit was sometimes necessary to ensure an adequate representation 

over the whole pulse duration. Instead of attempting to synthesise 

even more complex models, which would be even less intelligible, 

attention was turned to the measurement of the voltage distribution 

in the tissues during the passage of current pulses. 

The values of C and R1 per square centimeter of a single skin 

surface, (i. e. assuming two similar surfaces of twice the capacity 

and half the resistance, in series), are approximately 0.035 and 

171t7 for 5om diameter discs, modified to 0.043p& and 10M by 

alcohol preparation of the skins 0.075 and IOM for 3cm discs; 

0.13)& and 2.35K0 for very firmly applied 2cm diameter discs; and 

0.023-0.11 pF and 3-161M for the lam diameter spherical electrodes, 

depending on the estimate of the area of contact in the range 

0.6-j®s. In the case of the smaller electrodes it is very difficult 

to form any reasonably accurate estimate of the area of contact, since 

the absorbent covering permits contact over a diameter appreciably 

greater than that of the enclosed metal electrode, and area is 

proportional to the square of the diameter. It is probable that 

the area of contact of the smaller electrodes is considerably greater 

than the nominal diameter assumed in the above calculation. 
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(2.2) Volt Me distribution in body tissues during current Rul ees 

(2.2.1) Uoin % single-ended reoor, eii litier 

'eth 

Using a single-ended ampUPier with one of the input terminals 

earthed, it is not possible to observe the e. m. f. between two points 

unless one of them is at earth potential. It, as was the case, the 

stimulator also has one terminal at earth potential, it is not 

possible to observe the e. m. f. between two internal points in the 

body during stimulation. It was felt, however, that it would be 

worth while to attempt to observe the voltage waveform between each 

electrode in turn and the internal tissues, using a needle electrode 

inserted obliquely under the electrode. It was also thought that 

if the skin impedance could be made low enough by using one very 

large electrode, a fair approximation to the deep tissue voltage 

waveform would be obtainable by comparing the voltage waveforms 

recorded between the large electrode and two needles inserted under 

the large electrode and the other small electrode respectively. 

The patient was connected to the feedback stimulator by means 

of a 5cm x 10cm pad placed on the extensor surface of the left 
e 

forearm and a smaller pad placed elsewhere. Each electrode was 

earthed in turn, and in each case the voltages between that electrode 

and hypodermic needles inserted through the skin at various positions 

were recorded, using the Dullard L 101 osoillosoope and a 35 sm hand 

Osmez a" 
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Current 

u 
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Voltage 

_ 0.05 0.28 

45 
75 1,000 
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Fie 8. 

Voltage distribution in the arm during stimulation by 

0.3 MS constant-voltage pulses. (1/8/55) 

A- Active electrode: 3cm disc, on flexor surface. 
I- Indifferent electrode : 10 x 5cm pad, extensor surf aCe- 

Na - Hypodermic needle under Active electrode 
Nd - Hypodermic needle under distal electrode 

NJ-Hypodermic needle under Indifferent electrode. 
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esults 

A typical set of results obtained is shown in figure B. In 

this experiment, the current was applied through the large indifferent 

electrode (5cm x 10cmº) applied to the extensor surface, and a 2.5® 

diameter pad applied to the flexor surface of the subject's forearm. 

Pulses of 0.3 mS duration were applied (Rp a 1011, Rq " 330a) and 

the voltages were recorded between each of the pads and needle 

electrodes . inserted under the small 'Active' electrode (Na), under 

the large 'Indifferent' electrode (Ni) and at a distant point on the 

wrist (Nd). The arrangement of the electrodes is shorn in figure 8. 

It is evident that at the and of the pulse about 0.8 of the 

applied voltage appears across the skin under the small 'Active' 

electrode, (VAHa) and about 0.1 each across the deep tissues 

(VNa_I less V, '. 
) and the skin under the 'Indifferent' electrode, 

(VNi�I) " 

VAS attains its final value with a time constant of the order 
a 

of 0.03 mS, but the waveform exhibits a slight initial 'step' at the 

beginning of the charge and discharge which suggests the existence of 

some series resistance in the skin. lt seems probable, however, that 

most of this series resistance is attributable to that part of the 

deep tissue path which lies between the inner surface of the stratum 

corneum under the centre of the electrode and the site of penetration 

of the oblique needle. 
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Figure 9b. - Voltage distribution in tissues during C. V. 

Stimulation. Presentation as in figure 9a. 
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Fi u±e 9a - Voltage distribution during constant-voltage 

stimulation. (11/8/55) 

A- Active electrode of size stated on flexor surface 
of forearm. 

Na-Needle inserted obliquely under edge of active 
electrode. 

I- Indifferent electrode: lO x 5cm saline pad applied 
to extensor surface of forearm. 
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VNi_Z is very similar in form to YNa_A, but the step is rather 

more noticeable, (which is consistent with the above explanation), 

and the amplitude is reduced by a factor of eight approximately. 

(It is of interest to note that the Areas of the two electrodes are 

in the ratio of about 8s1. ) If YNiýI is subtracted from YNa-I one 

obtains the deep tissue waveform VNa"Ni, which cannot be measured 

directly: it is clear that this is very similar to the current 

waveform, showing that the deep tissues are almost purely resistive. 

Another series of waveforms obtained by the same teohnique, but 

using active electrodes of various sizes applied in various positions 

relative to the indifferent electrode, is shorn in figure 9. A 

particularly interesting case is shown in figure 9a, frame (6), where 

the skin voltage under a 1cm dia spherical electrode is seen to fall 

again after reaching its peak. This is an example of'non-linear 

behaviour of the akin at high current densities which will be 

discussed in a later section of the thesis: in this instance 

tissue damage resulted, in the form of a small ulcer. 

(2.2.2) Theoretical analysis 

An alternative explanation which might account for the voltage 

acsoes one skin surface exhibiting a maximum with a rapid rise` nd a 

rather slower decal might be that the tire constants of the two £kin 

areas were different. Suppose, for example, that the two skin 
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capacities were equal but the two skin resistances were quite 

different, and that both skin resistances were large compared with 

the deep tissue resistance. 

Then it a constant-voltage pulse were applied from a low impedance 

stimulator, the two skin capacities would charge initially to one half 

of the applied voltage with a time-constant given by the two 

capacities and the deep tissue resistance in series. The charge 

would subsequently be redistributed between the two capacities in 

the ratio of their shunt resistances: this redistribution would 

take place with a time-constant much slower than the initial charge, 

and would be accompanied by a gradual rise of the voltage across 

one skin area and a fall of the other. It also seems likely that 

the series current (e. g. as drawn from the stimulator) would 

exhibit two exponentially decaying components having different time- 

constants, and incidentally a circuit similar to figure 6 would be 

required. 

The general equation for the current produced by the sudden 

application of a fixed voltage to a circuit of this type is not such 

that it can be readily written down by inspection, nor is it a 

standard result which is to be found in textbooks of electrical 

technology, and it was therefore found necessary to derive it from 

first principles. The mathematical derivation is given in the 

appendix. 
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The rigorous theoretiodl analysis confirms the above reasoning, 

and shows that the voltage across the skin surface which has the 

shorter time-oonstant should pass through a maximum and decay. 

With typical values, the initial charge occupies some tens of 

microseconds and the subsequent decay some hundreds of microseconds. 

Solution of the current equation for various numerical values of 

the circuit parameters shows that the current waveform contains two 

exponential terms, but unless the time-constants of the two skin 

circuits are very different, the coefficient of the term having the 

longer time-constant is extremely small. 

(2.2.3) Voltage distribution u ling balaýoed om1i&rr, t1 

Tb examine in more detail the conclusions reached above, that 

the deep tissues were core or less purely resistive, whereas the skin 

could be represented by a capacity shunted by a resistance, and that 

the voltage waveform across the skin under the smaller electrode 

might exhibit a maximum, a differential amplifier with balanced inputs 

was constructed. 

Such amplifiers are used frequently for physiological recording, 

when it is desired to record a sma11 'differential' or 'push-pull' 

sigial between two given points and to reject 'in-phase' or 'push-push' 

signals which may exist between both points and earth potential. 

The rejection ratio of the amplifier is the ratio of 'push-push' to 

'push-pull' signals which give equal outputs, and ratios of several 

thousand are ooD nonly obtained. 
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These figures, however, refer to the rejection of a low- 

frequency sinusoidal signal (e. g. 50e/s) by an amplifier which is 

required to have a bandwidth of only a few thousand cycles (and 

frequently only some tens of cycles). In the present investigation 

it is necessary that the rejection ratio should be applicable for 

step inputs having a rise time of the order of a microsecond or 

lese, and this involves a bandwidth of the order of £egaoyeles. 

It is also desirable that the input impedance should be as high as 

possible to permit the recording of very fast transients from the high 

impedance source presented by small probe electrodes without undue 

leading-edge distortion. A rather unorthodox design was therefore 

tried for the amplifiers the circuit is described in detail in the 

appendix, but the general prim iple will be mentioned here. 

Since cathode-follo*ers were indicated for the input stages to 

provide the high input impedance, it was decided to use the input 

valves as 'concertina' phase-Splitters with unity gain, and to 

attempt to obtain rejection of unwanted signals by addition and 

subtraction of the outputs fron the two anodes and the two cathodes 

in an accurately balanced bridge before further amplificatien was 

carried out in a balanced amplifier. The advantage of this system 

is that the rejection ratio depends on accurate balancing of the 

passive bridge, and it is easier to achieve this than to match two 

amplifier channels over the bandwidth required. Also the balance is 



Balanced 
Amplifier 

Constant-voltage fij7m 
Stimulator 

Rp = 100 

Rq = 3000 

Figure 10. 

Al Channel 
Cossor 1049 

Block diagram of the arrangement used for simultaneous 

observation of the voltage waveforms produced across both 

L 

skin surfaces during stimulation. 
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lese affected by variations in valve operating parameters. The 

amplifier was designed to have a rise-time of lese than l ýu5aa. 

'eethod 

Constant voltage pulses were applied to the patient through 

saline paä eleatroaee from the feedback stimulator (R.. 3001)),. 

One channel of a double beam oscilloscope was used either to observe 

the current waveform by means of a 13.5) resistance incluled in the 

earth electrode lead, or to record the voltage between the earth 

electrode and various other electrodes. The balanced amplifier and 

the other oscilloscope channel were used together to record the 

voltages between other pairs of electrodes (not earthed). In 

measuring the 'voltage across a single layer of skin, it was found 

that there was no obvious difference in the results if a surface 

electrode placed near the current-carrying electrode was used as 

the #sub-cutaneous$ electrode instead of a needle inserted obliquely 

under the edge of the current electrode, and surface electrodes 

were therefore used in most instances for convenience. The 

arrangement used for the simultaneous observation of the voltage on 

both skin surfaces is shown in figure 10. 

RCýs 

The results of a typical experiment are shown in figure U. In 

this experiment p (4/6/58) r the current was applied through two saline 
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(7) 
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.. 

(6 ) (5 ) 

(5) Katching of channels: skin voltage under 5cm diameter 

electrode, both traces superimposed, 3mS pulse. 

(6) Comparison of skin voltages under 3cm and 5cm electrodes, 

The trace with overshoot is 3cm electrode, lOmS pulse. 

(7) Rejection ratio: - exactly as (6) but with both pre-amp. 

leads connected to Active electrode, ( i. e. no visible 

deflection with full stimulus voltage applied 'in-phase. ') 

(13) (i2 ) 

(13) Calibration: 1V steps, applicable to all records here. 
(12) Current waveform measured across 13.512 resistor, 0.1r. S. 

Upper trace pre-amplifier, lower A1. Approx 8V applied. 

.) 
(9) (g) 

(9) Deep tissue voltage and current waveform, O. lmS pulse. 
(8) Skin voltage at 5cm disc and current with O. imS pulse. 

Figure 11. 

Voltage distribution during constant-voltage stimulation. 
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pad diso electrodes having diameters of 5cm and 3cm respectively, 

the skin being washed with soap and water beforehand. The earth- 

free recording channel consisted of the type I pre-amplifier connected 

to the Az channel of the cossor 1(9, and the other channel was Al 

of the 1049. 

The performance of the amplifiers may be judged from frames 5 

and 12, which show the saue signal applied to both amplifier channels 

in parallel, and from frame 7, in which the As, channel was connected 

across the akin under the 'earthy' electrode and both input terminals 

of the pro-amplifier were connected in parallel to the 'active' 

electrode, (i. e. a push-push signal of about twice the Al amplitude 

was applied to the pre-amplifier), - it is clear that the reject on 

ratio is adequate. 

Frame 6 shows that the voltage on the smaller electrode attains 

its maximum value in a fraction of a millisecond and then decays 

with a time-constant of the order of 2- 3mS, whereas the voltage at 

the larger electrode attains about 2/3 of its final value in lmS and 

then rises slowly. The equivalent circuit of the patient was 

calculated from measurements of the film records, and the current 

and akin voltage waveforms were calculated by the method mentioned 

in (2.2.2) and detailed in the appendix. The calculated current 

waveform crass 

-t'2 itV (3.9x10'4 + 7xl0_3x8-t/`20+ 2.5x10-4x800) 

where t is in iaioroseoanda. 
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ý--- Skin voltage, O. lmS. 

Both channels 
Traces superimposed 

ý, ý 
(18) 
As in (17) above. 

Upper, pre-amplifier 
=ý 

Lower, Al amplifier. 

(15) 

Current waveform and 

deep tissue voltage. 
- ý% O. lmS pulse. 

(7) 

Current waveform and 

deep tissue voltage. 
O. lmS pulse. 
(smaller trace is 

current) 

 ý" __ (13 ) 
Current waveform 

0.03mS pulse 

Traces superimposed 

Higher trace is Al 

(6) 

Current waveform and 

deep tissue voltage. 

0.3mS pulse. 

.. ý. r.. --- (12 ) 
Current waveform and 

deep tissue voltage. 

0.03mS pulse. 

Figure 12. 

(5) 

Current waveform and 

deep tissue voltage. 
0.3mS pulse. 
(current upper trace) 

Comparison of the waveforms of the current and of the 

voltage produced in the deep tissues of the forearm during 

constant-voltage stimulation, using type 1 pre-amplifier 

and J ullard L 101 oscilloscope. (10/8A8. ) 
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The voltage across the smaller skin area was given by the 

expressions 
VaE (1 + 0.1376-t' - o. 578rt/2)) 

It is clear that the calculated expres3ione yield curves of 

the same shape as those shorn in frames 6 and, 12, but the time- 

constants are too short by a factor of ten. This might be duE to 

errors in the calculated values of the components of the equivalent 

circuit, but this seems unlikely in vier of the magnitude of the 

errors involved& it is more probable that the explanation lies in 

the variation of skin resistance during current flows which will be 

investigated in detail later, using a different technique* 

with regard to the question of whether the deep tissues are 

really purely resistive, which can be determined by the present 

technilue, an examination of frames 8 and 9, in which the deep 

tissue voltage is compared with the electrode voltage and with the 

current waveform, suggests that there is a considerable amount of 

capacitive shunting with a time-constant of about 5 pS, The rise 

time of the Cossor 1019 is rather excessive for the purpose, and 

further investigations of deep tissue impedance were made using the 

3 ullard L 101 plus the pre-amplifier. Some typical records are 

shown in figure 12. 

In frame 13 of figure 12, the current waveform is used as a test 

signal to compare the response of the oscilloscope channels with and 
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without the pre-amplifier: the discrepancies are minor. In 

frames 4,5,6,7,12,13 and 15 the current waveform is compared with 

the deep tissue waveform. It is again evident that there is 

appreciable integration, with a time constant of 5-10 p5. 

It is also evident that the rise time of the pulses is of the 

order of 3- 4/uS at the low voltages employed, and that improvement 

by a factor of 10 would be desirable. This would call for an 

improvement in the pre-amplifier rise-time of a similar order. 

(2.2.1. ) Deep tissue voltage using bslance3 amplifiers type 2 

In order to investigate further the above observation that the 

deep tissue pathNay is not purely resistive, a balanced amplifier 

having a shorter rise time was constructed. Since a rise time of 

the order of 0.1 K3 or less was desired, the bridge type rejection 

circuit could not be used because of the high resistance values 

required in the bridge arcs. It was decided to construct a 

conventional balanced amplifier with very low anode load resistors 

in order to secure the required bandwidth. The circuit is described 

in the appendix. 

The teedbaok sticsulator was modified for the purpose or this 

investigation by inserting 6i07 valves (steep slope R. F. pentodes 

with grid base of about 2V and maximum anode current of 15M) in the 

output stage in place of the original EL38 valves (output Pentodes 

with a grid base of about 16V and a maximum current of 200mA). 
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1(16 Chest, 12.5cm spacing. 

IIIZI- (17) Forearm, 5cm axial. 

.. ^ 
(18) Current waveform, 100 res. 

Traces superimposed. 

(20) 500Kc/s, i 0.1 per cent. 
Same time base as (16) to (19). 

Figure 13c. 

Comparison of current waveform with voltage in deep, 

tissues, using 10pS pulses. 
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Comparison of current waveform with the voltage 

waveform in the deep tissues during constant-current 
stimulation with pulses of 30 pS duration. 
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This increased the gain of the feedback circuit at lour output levels 

(at which the EL38's were nearly completely cut oft). The pulse- 

shaping circuits were also modified to produce a slightly better 

rise time. 

Results 

The results of a typical experiment are shown in figure 13. 

In this experiment stimuli from the feedback stimulator were appöied 

to 5cm diameter pads applied to the left forearm and the calf of 

the left leg, and the deep tissue voltage was observed by feeding 

the signsl picked up between a pair of ion spherical electrodes 

mounted on an insulated caliper Into the type 2 pre-. Amplifier and 

thence to one channel of the Mullard L 101. The other channel of 

the L 101 was used to monitor the current waveform with the aid of a 

low series resistance. 

Prames 6 and 18 chow that the rise time of the pulses is considerably 

less than 1, uS, and that the pre-amplifier performance is adequate. 

From an examination of frames 2 and 5 it appears that the 

longitudinal impedance of the deep tissues in the arm or leg can be 

represented by a circuit of the type shown in figure 13d: in other 

words the impedance is predominantly resistive but there is some 

capacitive shunting with a time-constant of the order of a few 

microseconds. The charge curve of the deep tissues does not appear 

to be a simple exponential, and it is probable that the impedance 

would be more accurately represented by a circuit having several 
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capacitive branches with time-constants dispersed in the range 

3- 30 pS. The longitudinal resistance of the arm is 5- 6D Per 

cm length, and that of the leg is about Wom length. 

Frame 15 shows that the chest is much less capacitive, but 

the existence of some shunting can be demonstrated by a more sensitive 

test, using the 'spiky' Constant-voltage waveform. The diminution 

of the spike of the Constant-voltage current waveform in frame 1tß 

shows the existence of slight capacitive shunting with a very short 

time-constant. 

It was observed that the deep tissue waveform appeared to be 

influenced considerably by the placing of the caliper probe electrodes. 

This was investigated further, and it was found that if the two probe 

electrodes and the current electrode lay in a straight line parallel 

to the axis of the limb, fairly consistent and reproducible results 

were obtained with the deep current waveform exhibiting a moderate 

amount of capacitive shunting of the type referred to above. If 

the probe electrode furthest from the current electrode were displaced 

laterally in either direction, the observed deep tissue waveform 

was 'sharpened$ - as thoui3htthe capacitive shunting had been reduoedl 

and if the electrode nearer to the current electrode were displaced 

laterally, the current waveform changed in a canner suggesting 

increased shunting. This phenomenon is illustrated by frames 8,9 and 

10 for the arm, and 11,12 and 13 for the lower leg. 

This phenomenon is rather difficult to interpret, since it is 

a manifestation of the variation with time of the three-dimensional 
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spatial distribution of voltage in the limb. But it would appear 

to indicate that the impedance distribution in the limb is 

anisotropiat- for example, that the transverse impedance is quite 

different from the longitudinal impedance. 

It was also found that the observed waveform was slightly 

influenced by the pressure with which the Srobe electrodes were 

applied, and by their wetness, etc., and this suggests that the 

electrode ic=pedanee is not negligible coa4ared with the input impedance 

of the amplifier. For a proper quantitative ingestigation of the 

above phenomena, it would be desirable to use more suitable (low Z) 

eledtrodes and a cathode-follower input stage. 

(2.3) Electrioal Properties of-Skin 

(2.3.1) Direct ourrents of_long duration 

Introduction 

Rosendal1s (1943) paper is the only one known to the author 

which given quantitative information on the resistance of the human 

skin to direct currents at various strengths up to the limit which is 

tolerated by the victim. The author has repeated some of Rosendal's 

experiments and has obtained results rather sic-ilar to those of 

Rosendal. The Author does not entirely approve of Rosendal's method 

of presentation of the results, and will therefore state and discuss 

Rosendal's results rather fully. 
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Rosendal applied the current to the body through liquid 

electrodes. The whole of one forearm was immersed in a vessel 

containing NaCl, and a small vessel of 7cm° area was strapped to 

the volar surface of the other forearm. Contact with the electrolyte 

was made through special Ag-AgCl electrodes prepared as follows: 

a silver plate 15 x1x0.1 cm was wound in a helix of 2-2.5cm 

outer diameter and fastened to a silver wire Son long{ the plate 

was covered with AgOl by electrolysis of O. 1N B01 for 10 hours at 

lOmA, then mounted in an ebinite vessel of 7c base and 2om high, 

with the silver lead taken through the bottom; finally the vessel 

was filled with saturated 301 with 2-3 per cent Agar. This 

electrode, in contact with saturated KC1 was found to have a contact 

potential of the order of 1mY and a resistance of about 200. 

Rosendal's method was to apply a known voltage across the whole 

circuit comprising two Ag electrodes of the type described in contact 

with the electrolytes bathing large and small areas of the patient's 

skin, and to measure the resulting current with a galvanometer. 

Since the resistance of the skin under the small electrode was small 

compared with the resistance of the remainder of the circuit, the 

ratio of the voltage across the whole system to the current was 

taken to represent the resistance of the skin under the small electrode. 

The results were plotted as Resistance versus Voltage. 

Rosendal found that the skin resistance measured by the above 

method was initially high, and that it fell steadily for about 20 
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Figure 15. 

Variation of skin resistance for higher applied voltages, 

after 20 minutes in contact with saturated KCL solution. 

Re-drawn from Rosendal (1943), Acta physiol. Scand. 
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minutes after the application of the electrodes. He applied a 

fixed voltage for one minute and observed the steady current attained, 

then applied the sarre voltage in the reverse direction for one 

minute and a ,n recorded the current. After each pair of 

observations the applied voltage was increased and the procedure 

was repeated. Figure 1tß. shots the results obtained by Rosendal. 

The gradual fall in resistance during the experiment is clearly seen. 

It is also apparent that the resistance falls with Increasing voltage 

in the case of a cathode, and rises with increasing voltage in the 

case of an anode. 

Figure 15 shows the variation of resistance for higher applied 

voltages! after 20 minutes in contact with saturated ZO1 solution. 

The cathodal resistance falls with increasing voltage above about 1V, 

whereas the anodal resistance increases with increasing voltage up 

to about Up and thereafter falls rapidly with increasing voltage, 

Repetition of the experiment after-the application of such 

oatastrphioally high voltages shows that irreversible changes have 

occurred, and the resistance remains lows modal resistance is still 

higher than cathodal. 

pparatue and Fettod 

The method used was similar to Roseudal'a, in that liquid 

eleotrodes were used and the airrent was passed from arm to arm, 

the right arm being immersed up to the elbow in a large measuring 

cylinder and a glass tube of 7cna cross section being ipplied to the 
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left arm. Instead of using non-polerisable AS-AgCl electrodes 

to carry the current into the liquid electrodes and observing the 

overall voltage including the electrode junction potentials and the 

lB drop in the electrolytes, plain metal electrodes were used to 

carry the current, and the voltage was observed by means of metal 

probe electrodes inserted in the electrolyte close to the akin. 

It was found that although such electrodes exhibit a rather 

unpredictable junction potential with respect to the electrolyte, in 

the absence of appreciable current flow the Junction potential was 

fairly stable. The voltages were observed by means of a valve- 

voltmeter having an input impedance of more than a megohm, so that 

maximum current through the probe electrodes was one or two microamps, 

and it was found that the passage of such currents for brief periods 

did not cause polarisation e. t. P. s greater than a few millivolts. 

In some experiments, the voltage was measured between a probe 

electrode in the electrolyte of the small liquid electrode, and a 

needle electrode inserted obliquely under the edge of the liquid 

electrode or a saline pad electrode apjrlied to the wrist just distal 

to the small electrode. In either cases the voltage measured was 

most purely due to the skin surface under the small liquid electrode. 

1 per cent NaCX was the electrolyte used in all cases, unless 

otherwise stated. 
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Figure 16. 

Typical current-voltage relationship for human skin, 
(Subject D. T. ) Curve 0 shows overall voltage between 

electrolytes in current-carrying electrodes, (2 skin surfaces) 
and curve I the voltage between the smaller electrode and 

a pad on the ipselateral wrist. (1 skin surface. ) 

Inset diagram shows variation of skin 'resistance' near 

origin for curve 0. (See text. ) 
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Results 

It was found that with the current-carrying electrodes open- 

circuited a potential of 50 - 10OmY was frequently observed between 

the electrolytes in contact with the two arms. This is presumably 

due to different rates of diffusion of ions through the skin at the 

large and small electrodes, plus any 'bio-electrio' potentials which 

may exist in the intervening tissues. This diffusion e. m. f. causes 

a certain asymmetry in the observed results and can give rise to 

some very curious phenomena if care is not exercised in the 

interpretation of the results. 

Figure 16 shown the observed relationship between ourrent and 

voltage in a typical experiment. Curve 0 shows the overall voltage, 

and curve I the voltage between the electrolyte of the email electrode 

and a pad electrode applied to the ipeelateral anriet. 

It co anmay use the term Oresistance' in this context, one might 

say that the resistance is fairly constant over the range -0.5V to 

+1.5V, and decreases rapidly for greater voltages of either sign. 

For a given strength of current, the resistance if higher for an 

anodal current than for a cathodal current, and the fall of resistance 

occurs at a higher intensity in the case of anodal currents. 

The author prefers not to use the term reststlnce, however, 

without first making certain reservations because of the errors and 

ambiguities which are liable to arise. If one adopts the normal 

definition of resistance as being equal to the quotient or voltage by 
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current, difficulties arise at lag voltages. In the case of 

curve 0 in figure l6, for exaiple, the current is zero at about 

-0.2V, and the corresponding resistance is infinite; a forward 

current of a few ricraamps is obtained at zero voltage, corresponding 

to zero resistance, and in the range -0.2V to 0V, the resistance 

is negative. The course of the resistance changes occurring near 

the origin is shown in the inset diagram in figure 16. 

The cause of the trouble is the fact that our 'resistarnos' has 

a 'built-in' e. m. f, of about 200mV, and the V/I curve does not pass 

through the origin. We are therefore faoad with the dilemma of 

whether or not it in permissible to move the origin to -0.2V, and 

thereby add 0.2V to all our observed voltages. Rosendal, rather 

cunningly under the oircumstanoes, does not plot values between 

A 120mV. 

It one ignores these disarepanoies around the origint which are 

relatively unimportant and might be reduced by an improved technique, 

one is still left with the choice between the Effective Resistance, 

as defined above, (Re a V/1), and the Incremental Resistance Rio 

defined by Ri . dV/dI. At the point P in figure 16, for example, 

the current is about ]J,. OpA and the voltage is approximately 2.5V, 

so that the effective resistance is about 1BK! ). On the other hand 

an increment of 10 ý1A corresponds to an increase of about 0.06V, 

so that the incremental resistance is about 6K). According to 

'Ohm's Law1, the ratio of V/I is constant for a given conductor, 



Figure 1 7. 

Rosendal's results (Fig. l1) re-plotted 

as a current-voltage graph. 
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and the constant of proportionality is known as the resistance of 

the conductor; it V and I are expressed in Volts and Amperes, the 

unit or resistance in the ahmt the purist may well ponder whether 

it is justifiable to express V/I and dV/dl for a non-linear 

'resistance' in ohms. 

It is convenient to use the term 'resistance' when one wishes to 

describe, rather loosely, the relationship between voltage and 

current, as for instance in making the general statement that the 

resistance of the skin is fairly constant at lot voltage and decreases 

with Increasing voltage, (this is true whichever meaning is 

attributed to 'resistance'). But it is desirable that results 

should bepresented in terms of voltage and current, and that all 

calculations should be done in these tents, thereby reducing the 

temptation to apply Ohm's 14w, or any of the other laws of electrical 

technology, to a non-linear circuit. 

The author's results are in agreement with those of Rosendal in 

all significant respects. If his results are replotted in the form 

of a current-voltage graph, they yield figure 17, which is not 

dissimilar to figure 16, except for a noticeably greater curvature 

near the origin. the author also confirms Rosendal's finding that 

the application of e. m. f. s greater than about 2V causes an irreversible, 

or at least long-lasting, decrease in skin resistance: at lower 

voltages the V-I characteristic is fairly stable and repeatable. 
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Figure 18. 

Block diagram of the circuit used 

for simultaneous passage of alternating 

and direct currents through the skin. 
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These results refer to the steady state attained after passage 

of a steady direct current for a period of the order of a minute. 

Since the currents used in stimulation rarely exceed one or two 

seconds in duration and frequently have durations measured in 

microseoonds, it is of immediate practical interest to know how the 

resistance of the skin varies during the first second or so of 

current flow. It was decided to investigate this with the aid of a 

direct-writing oscillograph, with a view to determining the 

relationship between current strength and peak initial voltage 

developed across the skin for both directions of current flow, the 

extent and time course of the subsequent decay, tend the canner in 

which it was affected by current strength. It was also of interest 

to determine whether similar effects occurred during the passage of 

low frequency alternating currents, and whether there was any 

evidence of rectification duc to the inequality of the resistances 

offered to currents in opposite directions. 

(2.3.2) The time course, of resistance changes, effects of A. C. and 

A. C, p_ er,, D` C. 

aratus an,. d Agt hod 

Current was appliel between a liquid electrode of 7o m' area 

on the front of the forearm and a 20cm° saline p. 4 electrode strapped 

to the rear surface of the forearm. The voltage developed across 

the akin under the liquid electrode was measured between a small probe 
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electrode inuersed in the electrolyte and a 3aß diameter calirne 

pth electrode placed on the skin near the liquid electrode. The 

arrangement of the electrodes is shown in figure 18. The skin 

voltage was recorded on a 'I&ingograf I direct-writing oscillograph, 

having an input impedance of 2 kegohms. 

Direct current was supplied by an earth-free circuit using a 

pentode vvalve, and having a source impedance of several hundred 

thousand ohms. Alternating current was supplied fron a D. S. R. 

L. O. 800A variable-frequency oscillator via a large blocking condenser 

and a 330M series resistance. The circuit arrangement was as shown 

in figure 18, and this permitted A. C. or D. C. stimulation, or both 

together. The source impedance& were so large compared with the 

patient impedance that a fairly high degree of current stabilisation 

was achieved. 

Re sultgs using direct current only. 

A typical record showing the nature of the skin voltage response 

to a constant current is shown in figure 19. A rest interval of 

approximately 1 minute was allowed between successive stimuli. 

When a current of 60, AA is passed, the resultant skin voltage 

is 0.71V. With the anodal current, the voltage rises about ten or 

fifteen per cent above the initial value during the ensuing few 

seconds, and with the cathodal current there is a slight fall from 

the initial value, then a current of 100 pA is passed, the voltage 



Figure 20. 

Initial and final values of skin voltage during passage 

of constant-current pulses, (16/2/57. ) Full line shows the 

initial peak voltage, broken line shows voltage attained 5-10 

seconds after start of constant current. 
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is about 1.2? initially, and the subsequent course is similar except 

that the anodal rise is rather smaller and the cathodal fall is 

rather more obvious. 

With a current of 200 
, UA, which produces an initial voltage of 

about 2V, the anodal voltage exhibits a short plateau lasting about 

1-2 seas, followed by a very slight drop; the cathodal voltage, 

on the other hand, decays by about 0.5V in the first 2 seas. The 

shape of the anoäal curve suggests an approximate balance of the 

effects of two opposing factors of slightly different tinge-oonstantso 

when larger currents are used, both anodal and cathodal voltages 

decay, bdt the decay is much two rapid and complete in the case of 

cathodal currents. 

Direct reversal of the current without interruption shorNs clearly 

that the skin voltage tends to be higher under the anode than under 

the cathode, but that the equilibrium voltages are only about 0.6 and 

0.5 respectively of the initial voltage (at 500, uA). The same 

process shows that the equilibrium voltage at both 500 and 1,000, uA 

tends to be about 0,8V for a cathode and 2.75V for an anode. 

The relationship between current and skin voltage for the same 

experiment, (v. G. 5.5., 1612A7) is plotted graphically in figure 20. 

The initial value of the skin voltge produced by a current pulse of 

given intensity is indicated by the full line, whereas the broken line 

indicates the value to which the skin voltage decays after 5- 10 sso&. 

The curve is fairly straight in the range -1 to f1Vp and has a slope 
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corresponding to a resistance of about 13Kft. The initial-voltage 

curve (full line) is fairly symetrical about the origin and its 

slope decreases as the current increasess at 200pAp for examples 

the slope corresponds to an incremental resistance of about 6K1)ß 

and at 400,9A the incremental resistance is about 41c0. 

Both V/I and dV/dI are also functions of the time of passage of 

the current, both tending to decrease with time. That this effect 

is not due to polarisation is demonstrated by two taotst in the 

tint place, the effect of increasing time is to decrease the back- 

e. m. t. for a given currents which is the reverse of what one would 

expect of a polarisation; in the second place, there is not an 

'after-potential' of time-constant comparable to the change in back- 

e. m. te under discussion, such as one might expect it polarisation 

were responsible for the phenomena. 

A much more convincing demonstration that a true change in 

resistance does take place, hawever, is given by the results obtained 

by the simultaneous application of A. C. and DC, 

Alternating currentat rectification 

If rectification is present, the application of an alternating 

current from a high impedance source should give rise to an 

asymmetrical voltages which would appear as an inequality of the 

amplitude of deflection of the trace an either side of the base line. 

One might also expect to find a residual charge left on the skin 
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after interruption of the A. O. Neither of these effects could be 

detected within the limits of experimental error for alternating 

currents in the frequency range 10 - 600o/s. 

-Influence of A. C. on skin resistance 

Frame 1 of figure 21! shows, on the left, the skin voltage 

resulting from the application of isA D. C. for about 2 seos, After 

a rest interval of 2 minutes, an alternating current of 0.171nA peak 
was applied 

(0.121mA R. u. S. ) at a frequency of 20o/sAfor 10 seconds. This was 

immediately followed by the applioatioh of 1mA D. C. for 4 seconds, 

when, as can be seen on the right in frame 1, the skin voltage 

response is identical to the response betme the application of the 

alternating current. 

Frame 2 of figure 21 shows a ten second application of 20o/a 

A. C. at an intensity of 0. nlsnA peak (0.573 R. ). S. ) followed Immediately 

by iM D. C. After a rest interval of 2 minutes, the ImA D. C. was 

repeated, and it can be seen that the response is almost identical 

with the exception of a slightly greater initial rate of decay. 

It should be noted that A. C. stimulation at this level was acutely 

uncomfortable (to the limit of what could be tolerated with any 

degree of equanimity), and 1mA D. C. also produces discomfort and 

irreversible lowering of the skin resistance. It should also be 

noted in passing that the initial 'bulge' in the A. C. trace in 

frames 1 and 2 of figure 21 is not due to variations in skin 
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resistance. It is an artefact due to backlash in the output control 

of the oscillators direct switching on of the alternating current 

at the intensities used could not be tolerated, and the intensity 

had to be increased gradually by hand to the level required. 

It is clear-that alternating currents at a frequency of 20c/s 

have a negligible influence on skin resistance up to the limit of 

intensity which can be tolerated. 

influence of D. C. on the A. C. resistance of skin 

Frame 3 of the figure 21 shows the effect of a5 second application 

of ]mA D. C. superimposed on a continued application of 0.43mA A. C. at 

20o/s, (0.3znA R. M. S. ). Prior to the application of the D. C. the A. 0, 

voltage is 2.8V. Immediately on application of the YmA D. C., the 

A. O. voltage falls to 2.25V, and this decays during the next 5 seconds 

to 1.33V. On cessation of the D. C., the A. C. voltage starts to 

increase again reaching 2.34V after 10 seconds. ' At this point the 

A. C. was interrupted for 5 seconds, and the voltage was 2.4V when 

the current was reapplied. 

Frame 4 of figure 21 shows the same experiment performed with 

Ano8a1 D. C. of lmA. The irüial A. C. voltage is äv, falling 

izmediately to 0.67Y on application of the D. C. and decaying to 

1.6V after 5 eeos. On cessation of the D. C., the A. C. voltage 

reverts to 1.9? and remains more of less stable at this value. 

Similar results were obtained in other experiments, using A. C. of 
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different frequencies. The results for 20/2/37, using 10c/s A. 0. 

show a alight decay and almost instantaneous recuperation for modal 

current, and the cathodal response is very similar to that or 16/2/57 

(see figure 21, frame 3). 

Since the time-constant of the akin (as determined in previous 

pulse measurements) was found to be of the order of 1m3, the 

reactance of the parallel capacity is equal to the skin resistance 

at a frequency of the order of 150c/s. The reduction of skin 

impedance due to capacitive shunting at frequencies of 10 - 20c/a 

is therefore likely to be of the order of 2 or 3 per cent only, 

(this is confirmed later), and the ratio V/I for a 20c/e alternating 

current can be taken to be a measure of the 'incremental resistance' 

of the skin with very little error. This is the reason for using 

20c/s A. C. 

The 20 c/s A. C. resistance was reduced to 0.8 of the initial 

value by the application of 1mA cathodal D. C., decayed to 0.5 of 

the initial value in 5 seconds, and recovered to 0.85 of the initial 

value 10 seconds after cessation of the D. C. The application of 

Ink anon D. C. caused an immediate reduction in A. C. resistance 

to 0.83 of the initial value, falling to 0.8 after 5 seconds, with 

an almost inunediate recovery to 0.93 of the initial value on cessation 

of the D. C. it should be noted that these values were obtained 

towards the end of a protracted experiments the skin resistance 
tends to fall slowly throughout such an experiment, and to become 
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more linear. The above effects are therefore more pronounced it 

observed with freshly applied electrodes. 

Ratio pf V/! for 20c% A. C. of various intensities 

iahen the strength of the applied alternating current is increased 

the ratio V/1 is more constant than in the case with direct currents, 

but slight non-linearity becomes apparent when the peak voltage 

exceeds about 2V. In the results for 16/2/7, at the beginning of 

the-experiient, a current of 83lAA. peak gave a peak voltage of 0.93Vo 

(Z a 10.9KA) and a current of 1 0, AA gave 1.63V, (Z " 9.61(0). At 

the end of the experiment, currents of 85,170,340 and 660114 peak 

at 20c/a gave peak voltages of 0.2ä7r 0.333: 1.0 and 1.83vß corresponding 

to impedances of 3.31+, 3.141 2.94 and 2.69 W. The peak voltage 

which can be tolerated during A. 0* stimulation is considerably less 

than that for D. C. 

Frequency dreier 4ence_of A. C. impeäarýce 

Shen the frequency or the applied alternating current is raised 

the ratio V/I is decreased due to capacitive shunting. In the 

results for 20/2/37, for example, a current of 190 juA peak-peak 

at 200/a gave a voltage of 1933V peak-peals, corresponding to'a 

$resistance# of 7Kft. The voltage was reduced to 0.707 of this 

value if the frequency was raised to (X)c/s, which corresponds to a 

capacity of about 0.28/uF in parallel with the resistance. The 

attenuation at higher frequencies is rather less than would be 
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expected from auch a model: at 320 o/s, for example, the measured 

impedance in 2.1Kt) compared with an expected value of about 2.7)A. 

This tends to support the view of Barnett (1938) that the skin 

capacitance has a phase angle of less than 90°, but there are several 

other factors which may also contribute. For example, the peak 

voltage across the skin was higher at 20o/a than at 320 c/s, so 

that the observed value of R would tend to be smaller (because of the 

non-linearity discussed above) at the lower frequencies. Also, due 

to the dispostion of the electrodes, the 'akin voltage' includes a 

considerable fraction of the deep tissue voltage: this is a 

negligible proportion of the D. C. skin resistance, but a much larger 

fraction of the skin impedance at 320e/s. Both of these factors 

tend to reduce the apparent rate of decrease of skin impedance with 

increasing frequency. It might be interesting to make a more detailed 

study of the impedance-frequency characteristic of akin using more 

suitable electrodes, and a constant (low) applied voltage, but this 

has not been attempted in the present study. 

Incidentally, calculation of the reactance of the akin capacity 

at 20c/s gives a value of 26=, and this in parallel with a resistance 

of 7Kt2 gives an impedance of 6.8Kf)s the error involved in assuming 

that the skin resistance is the same as the impedance at 20o/s is 

therefore about three per cent, and the true value or the skin 

resistance should have been 7.2i(Q, 
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(2.3.3 ) Charge and DisoharRe of kin, brief Constant-current MIses 

Introduotic 

The results obtained in the preceeding section show that the 

akin has a fairly high and constant resistance at low voltages. 

For voltages in the range 1.5 - kV two quite separate phenomena are 

observed, having different time courses: the initial resistanoe is 

the same for currents of equal strength in either direction, but the 

value of this initial resistance decreases for currents-of increasing 

intensity, the adjustment of the initial value of the resistance 

appearing to occur instantaneously if the current flow is maintained, 

the resistance tends to decay from the initial value with a time- 

constant of the order of a second, and this decay is most marked in 

the case of a cathodal current. 

The slow decrease of resistance with time is apparently due to 

the migration of ions into the skin, and deserves a separate study. 

Rosendel (1943,41) showed that the steady state attained after one 

minute of current flow was greatly influenced by the type and 

concentration of electrolyte in contact with the skin, (e. g. 1101 

gives a lower anodal than cathodal resistance). The author has 

attempted to study these effects by a number of methods, but the 

problem is complex because of the complex structure (biochemical and 

anatomical) of the skin and the large number of biological ion species 

involved. It appears that a study of the current-voltage relation- 

ships might be valuable, but would be best performed on a simpler 
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model initially: a suitable model has not yet been found. In 

view of the complexity of this problem# and bearing in mind the fact 

that it is only the behaviour of the skin with NaCl electrolyte 

which is relevent to the present investigation' the matter will not 

be discussed here. 

The relationship between the initial value of the skin resistance 

and the current strength, and the transition from this to the steady 

state have an immediate bearing on the current-voltage relationship 

which obtains during stimulation, and on the measurement of the 

electrical constants of the body during stimulation. So far as the 

author is aware this problem has not previously been studied, and it 

will therefore be examined in detail. 

The fact that the initial resistance is the same for equal 

currents in both directional and that the time-c natant of the 

euzequent tall in resistance is long compared to the time-constant of 

charge and discharge of the skin, suggests that it is worth while 

trying to calculate the theoretical charge and discharge curves of 

the skin in response to a constant-current pulse of duration short 

enough to avoid any appreciable ion migration effects. If this can 

be done it will provide a confirmation of the interpretation of the 

results and form a basis of a method of describing the behaviour of 

the skin during the passage of current pulses. 
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2heoretieal Analysis 

In the first instanoe, the simplest possible ass ptions will 

be made. The skin will be regarded as a perfect condenser, with a 

capacity of the order of 0.3,, uF for the (7am5) electrode used, 

shunted by a non-linear resistance of the order of lOKtt whose value 

decreases as the current Increases. 

Since the 'resistance' is a function of the skin voltage 

(or current) it is desirable to avoid introducing a third variable 

whieho as previously pointed out is ambiguous and difficult to defines 

the calculation will therefore be expressed entirely in terms of 

voltage and current. The simplest method of describing the relation- 

ship between current and voltage shown in figure 20 is to express 

the current as a power series of the voltage, e. g.:. 

ia Ay + Bv' + Cv3........ 

In practice quite a good fit with the observed values can be 

obtMined up to the highest Intensities which can be borne with 

equanimity by using the first two terms only of the series. It 

should be noted that such an expression (i   Rv + BOO is valid 

for positive values only, and cannot therefore be used for calculation 

of A. O. responses for this purpose, a series containing only odd 

powers of v would be preferable, but it is found that this leads to 

an extraordinary increase in the complexity of the mathematical 

expressions involved. Since the present investigation in concerned 
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with unidirectional pulses Daly, it is sufficient to find a solution 

tor positive pulses and to deduce the expression for negative pulses 

by sy e tzy. 

In the case of a condenser which is shunted by a linear resistance, 
(i. e. one which obeys Ohm's la'), the graph of voltage against time 

during charging by a constant-current pulse is of exactly the same 

shape as the graph of the tree discharge or the isolated circuits 

both follot simple exponential curves of time-constant CR. In the 

case of a non-linear circuit, however, it cannot be assumed that this 

will be the case, and it is necessary to derive the expressions for 

both charge and discharge from first principles. This calculation 

is set out in the appendix, and only the results will be given here. 

The skin voltage at time t during charge by a constant current 2 

is given by the expressions 

il e-tW) 

vhers a and 0 are roots 
of va+AvA3+I/ "0, and where w 

A" 4! i3 

The skin voltage at time t during the discharge of the skin 

from an initial voltage Vu is given by the expressions 

V= -=vý° 
At/b 

A+ BY0 (1 s-At/0) 
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It is of interest to note that both of the above expressions 

reduce to simple exponential expressions of the same time-constant 

for small values of I. For larger values of I, both curves are 

steeper than an exponential curve initially, and less steep at longer 

tires, but the curves are not of the same shape. The discharge 

curve is particularly interesting, because it reduces to a simple 

exponential discharge for large values of t, and it is readily 

shown that no matter how high the initial voltage may be, the 

discharge curve from high voltages is asymptotic to a simple 

exponential discharge from 2.5 volts for large values of to (i. e. 

the discharge curves from higher voltages merge together after their 

) initial very rapid fall. 

This problem was investigated experimentally by determining the 

coefficients A and ii from the observed relationship between current 

strength and initial skin voltage, and comparing the measured and 

calculated curves for the charge and discharge of skin resulting from 

the passage of constant-current pulses. 

Avpar_ý_tus and Vethod 

The electrodes and technique were the same as those used for 

the investigation of currents of longer duration in section (2.3.2), 

but the current from the pentode constant-current source was interrupted 

by a high-speed relay driven by a diagnostic stimulator. (R. )L. F. 

Type V. ) The stimulator permitted control of the pulse duration 
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Figure 22. 

Schematic diagram of apparatus used to observe 

charge and discharge of skin during constant-current 

stimulation. 
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and, after internal modification, provided triggering pulses for 

the timebase of the oscilloscope. The skin voltage was recorded 

by means of the Coasor 1049 oscilloscope and Iodel 1420 camera, 

using a triggered timebase and single shot photography. In some 

cases it was found convenient to record the responses to currents 

of several different intensities on one frame of the film. A 

schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in figure 22. 

The protocol adopted called for the making of a total of about 

60 individual exposures, with a considerable delay between successive 

exposures, so that a single experiment lasted between one and two 

hours. It was therefore necessary to take all possible steps to 

minimise changes in the properties of the skin under the electrode 

during the course of the experiment. It has been shown In the 

preceding section that the initial resistance of the skin is the 

sarge for currents of either polarity, and that the continued passage 

or cathodal currents brings about a greater change in resistance 

than does the passage of anodal currents: it was therefore decided 

that anodal currents only would be used in the present investigation, 

and the effects of anodal and cathodal currents would be compared later. 

Regult-t 

Similar results were obtained on a number of occasions, but 

since the analysis is rather cuxbersome, the results of one 

experiment only (I. G. S. S., 2/A/17, film 2) will be reproduced 
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potential whose magnitude is related to the duration of 

passage of current. 
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and analysed in full. The osoillogram9 of skin voltage are 

reproduced in figures 23-24, and the results of the analysis in 

figures 27-31. 

At low current densities (e. g. up to 50pA/cros, or 350 pA 
total current) which produce less than 1V, the skin charges and 

discharges more or less exponentially with a time-ocnstgnt of the 

order of 1-2 mS, (see figure 23r frames 3 and 7). At higher 

current densities, there is a marked shortening of the time-constant, 

(see figure 23, frames k and 8). When the current exceeds 1mA, 

(240 )uA/cros) which gives a skin voltage of about 2.5V, there is a 

noticeable overshoot of the voltage waveform during the first one 

or two milliseconds, (see figure 23, frames k and 9). 

It is evident that the previously described lowering of the 

resistance of the skin ranifests itself at high current intensities 

in a time comparable to the time taken to charge the skin capacity, 

which rather defeats the author's pious hope that it might be possible 

to study the charge and discharge of the skin at times short compared 

with the time required for the onset of ion migration phenomena. 

It was felt, however, that further light might be shed on the nature 

of these phenomena by a detailed analysis of the curves and by 

comparing the observed curves with curves calculated for (a) a simple 

exponential charge and dischvge, and (b) charge and discharge 

calculated for the non-linear equations given above. It was found 

that the resistance change phenomena could be approximated with 
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sufficient accuracy, up to the limit of the current strength which 

was tolerable without acute discomfort and irreversible da=age, 

(about lmA, ) to provide a reasonable description of the response 

of the skin in this range and to permit the detection of polarisation 

potentials. 

The first step in the analysis is to estimate suitable values for 

the constants A and B in the equations i  Av f ih*. Since the 

current strengths used ranged Prom 50 to 4s000 As (a range of 80t1)ß 

an accurate fit over the whole range cannot be obtained with an 

expression ocntaining only two arbitrary constants. The highest 

currents used, however, resulted in severe discomfort and irreversible 

damage. Since we are most interested in investigating the region 

lying between the linear portion of the curve at loi intensities and 

the maximum intensity likely to be used in -: practice (which ought 

not to involve excruciating discomfort for the patient) values of 

A and B were chosen to give a good fit at low levels and a reasonable 

fit up to the margin of discomfort (imA), in the case of the results 

of the experiment under discussion it was found that if i was expressed 

in xnicroamps and v in volts, suitable values for A and B were 170 and 

67, respectively. In figure 25 the plot of the equation 

i" 170v f 67v3 (i, 

is compared with the plot or peak akin voltage at various current 

strengths obtained by measurement from enlargements of the 

oscilloscope traces. 
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Comparison of observed waveforms with calculated exponential 

and non-exponential waveforms. Fall lines and crosses represent 

calculated non-exp curves for stated current intensity. The two 

chain-link lines represent calculated exponential curves. 

. Circles and filled-circles represent observed values obtained- 

by measurement from enlargements of the film of Expt. 2 of 1/4! ä7. 

The small index numerals refer to the frame-numbers of the film. 
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These values of A and B were substituted in the equations 

derived in the appendix, and used to calculate curves representing 

the rise of akin voltage during constant-current pulses of various 

strengths and the subsequent fall of skin voltage. For comparison, 

the curves for exponential charge and discharge were also calculated 

using the value of R (  I/A) appropriate at very low current strengths. 

The two sets of calculated results, and the observed results re- 

plotted from measurements on enlargements of the oscillograms, are 

plotted in figures 26-29. A capacity of 0.3 NF was assumed in the 

calculations for no better reason than that it gives good agreement 

between the time scales of the observed and calculated results. 

This value iss howevers consistent with the observed value of 0.28/u'F 

found in the experiment for 16/2t, 7 using the same subject, and is in 

the range of 0.25 - 0.35 ,F encountered in other unpublished 

experiments using electrodes of this size. 

Figure 26 ahoss the calculated and observed waveforms for the 

rise of akin voltage. It is clear that for currents up to about 

100 pA, both the exponential and non-exponential calculated curves 

provide a fair approximation to the observed curve. It is of interest 

to note that the determinant in the relevent equation is the factor 

/A" + 4131 s and the rate of departure from an exponential form of 

charging curve can be expected to become rapid when I exceeds As/11n 

inserting the appropriate values for A and B, we obtain for the 

critioll current intensity, Ia 108 . ZA. The growth of the divergence 
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between the curves for increasing current strengths is of course 

gradual, and there is already an appreciable divergence at 100puA. 

With larger currents it is clear that the exponential curve 

by no means fits the observed results, whereas the non-exponential 

curve nontinues to provide a reasonable approximation. With very 

large currents the non-exponential calculated curve fails to represent 

the results due to the drooping of the observed curves after the 

initial rise: this phenomenon, which is not allowed for in the 

simple assumptions made, will be discussed later, after the discharge 

curves have been examined. 

In figures 27-29 are plotted the observed and calculated results 

for the discharge of tho skin from different initial voltages. In 

figure 27 it can be seen that the steep initial portion of the discharge 

from 0.6V is represented fairly accurately by both the exponential 

and non-exponential calculated curves. «ith higher initial voltages 

the initial portion of the discharge curve tre=es relatively much 

steeper and it is not even approximately represented by the exponertial 

curve. The non-exponential curve still provides a reasonable 

approximation, especially in view of the fact that the constants A and 

S were not chosen to give a good fit at Z. V. 

It is also of interest to note that the prediction that the 

discharge of the skin from higher voltages should be asymptotic to an 

exponential discharge from about 2.5V is admirably fulfilled in 

practices as can be seen in figure 23. 
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During the later portico of the discharge the observed voltage 
is consistently above the calculated value and this excess residual 

voltage, which decays with a relatively long time-constant, appears 

to have a rAgnitude which is related to the time for which the 

stimulating current has passed. This effect is noticeable even 

when the stimulus is of quite low intensity, as can be seen from 

frames 23,22 and 21 of figure 24, where the discharge of the skin 

from 0.6V is shown after pulses lasting 3,30 and 3O0ra5. Oh the 

aase of the 3o3 pulse charging was incomplete at the end of the pulse, 

and the current was therefore increased from 140 to 200, uA to preserve 

the same initial voltage for the discharge. ) The US and 3OCmS 

pulses are plotted in figure 27. 

The variation with time of this residual voltage is rather 

similar to that of the initial 'overshoot' phenomenon observed during 

the charge of the akin by strong currents (e. g. figure 23) and both 

appear to result from the continued passage of currents it therefore 

seems possible that they may both be manifestations of the same 

process. This process ray be described as follows: the passage 

of direct current through the akin alters the electrical properties 

of the akin in such a manner as to bring about a reduction of the 

counter-e. m. f, with the continued passage of the ourrentl on cessation 

of the current, a residual e. m. fo is observed, having the same sign 

as the counter e. m. f. but of much smaller magnitude. It is important 

to notice that the sign of the residual e. m. f. is the opposite of that 
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which would be required to account for the fall in counter-e. m. f. 

during prolonged passage of the current. 

The following hypothesis is suggested to acoount for this 

apparent paradox. Suppose two solutions containing equal 

concentrations of NaC1 and HO1 to be connected by a capillary tube. 

In the absence of any externally-applied e. m. f. there will be a 

continual diffusion of Ht ions into the HCi. Owing to the greater 

mobility of the Hf ions, there will be a tendency for the Hf ions 

to migrate more rapidly than the Naf ions, resulting in the NaCl 

solution becoming positive w. r. t. the H01. The potential difference 

thus set up will discourage the migration of H+ ions and encourage 

that of Nay' ions, and incidentally initiate a movement of 01' ions, 

until a state of equilibrium is reached with the NaCl some millivolts 

more positive than the HCi. At equilibrium, both H+ and Na'' ions are 

present in varying concentrations throughout the tube, the concentration 

of H+ ions for example, being highest at the HCl end and falling 

towards the NaCl ends at the centre of the tube the concentration 

of Hf ions is likely to be higher than that of Na', and the tube as 

a whole contains rather more Hf than Nat. 

If the H01 solution now be made positive w. r. t. the NaCl by 

means of an externally-applied e. m. f., the migration of Hf ions will 

be speeded up and that of Naf disoouraged, resulting in an increase 

in the ratio of Hf to Naf ions in the tube. Since the H+ ions are 

much more mobile than Na+ ions, this causes a fall in the resistance 
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of the tube. When the external e. m. f. is removed, it can be argued 

that the conditions are exactly as they were originally, with the 

exception that the boundary between H and Na has been displaoed 

physically towards the NaCl solution, so that there should be 

little change in the equilibrium potential. On the other hand, 

a return to the status quo requires that the entry of some Na and 

the exit of some H+ should be superimposed= the normal diffusion 

flows this will be offset to some extent by local currents in the 

form of Cl' movements, but the net result ought to tend to make the 

H01 temporarily rather more positive than is required by the diffusion 

equilibrium, i. e. to produce a residual 'polarisation' e. m. f. of the 

same sign as the applied potential. The fall in reistanoe, and 

therefore of counter-e. m. f. during current flow and the small residual 

lpolarisatibn-e. m. f*I are both caused by the same process, migration 

of ions during conduction of the current. 

The behaviour of this simple mod6l resembles in many respeots 

that of skin, and is consistent with the findings of Rosendal (1943) 

that the resistance of the skin to constant currents of long duraiiont 

was proportional to the concentration of ions in the stratum eorneum, 

and to the mobility of the ions involved. The simple model does not, 

however, explain the marked and inoom letely reversible fall in akin 

resistance which occurse when the voltage, is raised above about 2V. 

This catastrophic tall in resistance suggests an electrical or 

physical breakdown, but on the basis of the available evidence one 

can do no more than speculate about. 
3the 

nature of the breakdown. 
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Mere is a definite correlation between sensory effects and 

the departure of the skin from reversible linear behaviour, but it 

is not known whether there is any direct causal relationship. 

For exariple, the application of currents of the order of SOO)uA to 

the 7cn' liquid electrode oausea a distinct prick to be felt at the 

beginning of the pulse, and this intensity corresponds to the 'kneel 

of the V-I curve (see figure 25). The application of currents of 

the order of 1. tA of more produces an intense burning sensation 

which persists throughout the stimulus, and currents of this strength, 

if continued for more than a fraction of a second result in a 

marked and largely irreversible lowering of skin resistance. 

It may be pure coincidence that the current strength required 

to stimulate the sensory nerve endings iä of the same order of 

magnitude as that required to alter the resistance of the skin, but 

the circumstances are suggestive of some connection. It is 

normally held (vide Rosendal 1940, Lewis and Zottercarm 1927) that 

the resistance of the skin is due almost completely to the stratum 

corneum. It this be true, it in rather interesting to find signs 

of a connection between the onset of electrical breakdown in the 

avascular and nerve free stratum corneum and the stimulation of 

sensory nerve endings which lie in deeper tissues. It suggests 

that the nerve endings are stimulated chemically by, or as a result 

of, ion migration or tissue electrolysis, rather than electrically 

as a result of the potential gradient in the vicinity of the nerve. 
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In short it is curious that the attainment of a critical potential 

gradient in the nerve-tree stratum corneun should be associated 

with stimulation of the deeper-lying sensory nerves. 

(2.3.4) Via, ry,, of the electrical properties of Toms of skin 

When short duration constant-current pulses are applied to a 

liquid electrode (i% riati) of 7cm2 area, the skin behaves at low 

intensities (up to 100 pA, or 1Q) as a condenser of about 0.3 ' 

capacity shunted by a resistance of about 10X , and the rise and 

fall of skin voltage follow more or less exponential curves. if 

stronger currents are applied for longer periods, the skin voltage 

decays from its initial value during the passage of the ourrenti 

this effect becomes noticeable at currents of 150-200pA (1.5-2V) 

for cathodal currents and 300 pl (2'2.5V) for anodal currents. 

With currents of 4 mA there is a dedline in the skin voltage 

amounting to about 10 per cent in the first 3inS after the application 

of the current, (peak voltage 5.3V) and the decline continues, 

particularly with cathodal currents at a decreasing rate until the 

skin voltage approaches after several seconds a value of 1. $V for 

a cathode and 2.7V for an anode. 

The relationship between the peak voltage reached during a 

constant current pulse and the current strength in microamps can 

be expressed approximately by an equation Ia 170v f 67v2. 

Vith large currents there is a shortening of the time-constants 
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timulation. (11/4/58. ) 
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of charge and discharge and the charge and discharge curves become 

non-exponential in shapes the initial slope is steep and the 

final slope is loan, and the shape of the curves can be calculated 

approximately from the equations given. 

After the passage of any but the shortest pulses of the 

lowest int=sity there remains a residual potential of some tens 

or hundreds of nV which decays with a time-constant long compared 

with the time-constant of the akin. The magnitude of this 

potential is related to the intensity and duration of the pulse. 

Skin sensory effects, like the non-linearity, set in about 

300 , and beoor e acute at 3vA. 

For pulse durations up to 3OmS or zooreg the response of the 

skin is very similar for currents in both directions. 

An of the properties of skin described above are illustrated, 

pore effectively than can be done in words, in figure 30. These 

oscillo, grrarrs were obtained by multiple-exposure single-shot 

photography of the voltage waveforms produced across the skin by 

anodal and cathodal constant-current pulses of increasing intensity. 

The apparatus used was that shown in figure 22. 
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(2.1r) Influence of Fleotrol_vte on the Electrical Properties of Skin 

Iatroduotion 

Rosendal (1944) found that the resistance of the skin to modal 

ourrenta was typically 2-5 times as large as the cathodal resistance. 

He found that increasing the concentration of the electrolyte from 

1 0.1 k to 1 la typically halved the anodal resistance and reduced the 

cathodal resistance by a factor of 3-4 times. Increasing the 

valency of the oaticn caused a narked fall in the cathodic resistance, 

and a rise in the difference between anodal and cathodal. The use 

of electrolytes with large anions, (e. g. sodium benzoate, citrate or 

taurocholate) reduced or reversed the difference. 

Rosendal suggested that the oonduotivity of the protein membrane 

'stratum corneum' was higher for inorganio anions than for cation., 

and that this was due to its having a positive wall charge on its 

pores. He cites a number of other workers as having found that 

protein has a positive charge in acidic conditions. (This is true, 

but protein is negatively charged at physiological pH levels, - see 

next reference)* 
Rosendal also found that when B01 at strengths up to 0.1Dä was 

used as the electrolyte, the anodal resistance was loser than the 

cathodal resistance. This he attributed to the five times greater 

mobility of the hydrogen ions compared with chloride ions. He does 

not went on the fact that a protein membrane might be expected to 

be relatively impermeable to hydrogen ions at pl2, due to the pores 
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being positively charged. 

Joseph and Bagel (1939) studied the colloidal arge density 

of-huaan epidermis by measuring Donnan potentials. One finger was 

inserted in a beaker containing isotonic NaCl solution, and kept 

there throughout. The other finger was inserted in a beaker 

containing the test solution. The second beaker was filled with 

O. 15N NaCli 0.015N NaCl and IN KQ1 soluticns successive3y# at various 

pH levels. The potential difference between the solutions in the 

two beakers was measured potentiometrioally. The Donnen potential 

was obtained by subtraoticn of the IN 1C1 and O. 15N h'aCl potentials, 

and the Donnen ratio and the colloidal charge density were oaloulated 

from this. The dilution potentials for 0.015N NaCI were calculated 

and found to be in good agreement with the observed values. 

Joseph and Fogel found that the skin carried a oolloid charge of 

-0.153 equivalents/)cg of water at pH 7.4, failing to -0.097 at pH 6, 

-0.009 at pH 4.6, +0.028 at pH 3.7, +0.083 at pH 2.9 and +0.153 at 

pH 2.2. The Doman ratio for NaC1 with total ionic strength of the 

solution being 0.15N (e. g. at pH 6,0.1352ia01 plus 0.015 equiv of 

sodium phosphate buffer) was 1.63 at p11 7.4 and 0.61 at pH 2.2. 

Zhe skin therefore behaves as a protein membrane carrying a positive 

charge at lox pH, and a negative charge at p17, and having an 

iso-electric point at pH4.6. 

The implications of this, in the absence of current floe, are 

that if isotonic saline is placed in contact with the skin at pH 7, 
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the relative concentrations of Na+ and Cl in the colloid phase 

after equilibration will be 1.6311. The ratio is of course unity 

at pH 406 and 0.61 at p11 2.2. Also if the saline solution is not 

buffered, there will be a tendency for the p1! to alter towards 

pH 6.6, which is in agreement with Rosendal (1913) who found that 

if 4co of one per cent IC1 at an initial pH of 5.73 were allowed to 

stand in contact with 7cm of skin for 45 minutes, the mean phi 
(24 experiments on 4 people) after standing was pH 4.97. There was 

no significant change on passing currents of up to 1.65mA. 

The results of Joseph and Engel refer to ionio equilibria of the 

Dannan type in the absence or current flow (other than diffusion 

currents) whereas Rosendal's results refer to the skin resistance 

measured after one minute of current flow. The author is interested 

in the behaviour of skin during the passage of currents for times 

less than one second, and has shown in section (2.3) that the initial 

conductance of the akin is the same for currents in either direction, 

but the conductance varies during the passage of current, the changes 

beginning almost instantaneously and continuing in a complex manner 

for many seconds. During this time there is obviously a transition 

from the conditions described by Joseph and Engel to those described 

by Rosendal, and the author has carried out a brief investigation 

in an attempt to determine whether the conductivity changes are due 

to alterations in the ionic concentrations in the skin due to ion 

migration, chemical action of the migrating ions on the skin, direct 

action of the current on the skin (by a process similar to insulation 
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failure in a non-conductor under the action of an excessively strong 

electric field) or a combination of these and other factors. 

iethod 

A four-terminal method of measurement was used, similar to that 

employed in section (2.3). Current was applied between a liquid 

electrode and a large saline pad electrode applied to a distant tart 

of the body, and the potential appearing between a stall metal probe 

inserted in the electrolyte of the liquid electrode and a large 

saline pad applied near the liquid electrode was reoorded using either 

the uingograph pen recorder of the Cossor 1049 osaillograph, depending 

on the speed of the phenomena to be observed. The apparatus was 

arranged as shown in figures 18 and 22. In some experiments the 

liquid electrode consisted of a bottomless glass cylinder of 30m 

diameter applied to the forearm, and in other experiments a finger 

was inserted in a 100 ml beaker. 

R.. e uults 

The majority of the results obtained were in the form of paper 

records from the pen-recorder and these are not very suitable for 

reproduction for two reasonsI firstly they are in blue ink on white 

paper which does not lend itself to photography, and secondly the 

minimum recorder speed was 0.5om/seo which means that the time scale 

of the records is much too long in comparison with the voltage scale. 

Typical reeponses have therefore been re-drawn to a more suitable scale 
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in Figures 31,32 and 33. These diagrams represent the voltage 

produced across the skin surface under the stated conditions of pH 

and electrolyte concentration by anodal and cathodal currents of 

equal intensity. 

the actual recordings were carried out in each case at a number 

of current intensities from 50, uA to 1 or 2 mA. In most cases it 

was found that at intensities up to about 200 pA (per 7cro11 skin) 

there was little variation in the resultant skin voltage during a 

10 second application of current, and the anodal resistance tended 

to be slightly higher than the cathodal resistance. Above this 

intensity, the voltage varied with time and current intensity, the 

effects increasing with current strength. Above about lnA, however, 

irreversible changes occurred, and stronger currents were therefore 

not used. In figures 31-33 only the strong-current results are re- 

produoedi the results at lower current strengths were similar but 

even less obvious. 

Figure 31 shows the skin voltage observed during a 10 sec 

application or 500, u. 4 to a liquid electrode of 7om2 area in contact 

with the forearm, using eleotroytes of widely varying composition and 

pH. Reoords as b and e are typical of the results most frequently 

observed with neutral solutions, in that with strong currents both 

the anodal and cathodal resistances fall, but the fall is greater 

and the final resistance loner with cathodal current. The results 

are influenced to a minor extent by electrolyte concentration and by 
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Comparison of the voltages produced across 20 cm° 

of skin of finger by a constant current of lmA using 

various electrolytes at two pH values. 
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the mobilities of the ions used. 

Record c is typical of the results obtained with strongly 

acidic electrolytes. *'hen a strong anodal current is applied, the 

voltage is fairly high initially and falls rapidly during the first 

second or two, it then gradually starts to rise again, and may 

continue to rise for 10 - 100 secs reaching a value which may be 

appreciably higher than the initial value. It the current is 

interrupted for a second or two, the voltage on re--connection may 

be lower than the original initial values but then rises rather 

rapidly (as indicated by the broken line in figure 31o). With 

cathodal currents there in a rapid tall in skin voltages and the 

final value may be less than one third of the initial value. 

Figure 31d shows the effect of applying 0. lN MOH solution to 

the skin. As might be expected, the skin is rapidly damaged by this 

solution as well as being induced to take up water, The resistance 

is reduced to a very low value (figure 31d is drawn to ten times the 

scale of the other records) and appears to be unaffected by current 

strength of duration. 

Figure 32 shows the results obtained at two pH levels with 

various electrolytes, during the passage of 3A through the skin of 

the index finger, (approximately 20cme). 

According to Joseph and Enger at pH 6 the skin carries a negative 

charge, and is therefore permeable mainly to cations. Comparing the 

results obtained with various electrolytes at phi 6, it is clear that 

the anodal voltage decreases in b and f, and increases in d. This 
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is consistent with the fact that an anodal current implies the 

inward passage of cations, and that b and f involve Na'' ions whose 

equivalent conluotance (50) is greater than that of the Lt* ions (40) 

involved in d. On the other hand, the passage of cathodal currents 

causes a large fall in resistance in b and d, and a slight rise in t. 

The ions involved in b and d are 01' (conductance 76), and in f the 

slower CUU3000` ions, (conductance 40). The fact that the cathodal 

effects are influenced in this way by the nature of the anion suggests 

that the skin is relatively freely peaceable to anions at pH 6, 

despite its negative pore charge. 

The results at low pH levels consistently show a higher ratio 

of final anodal to cathodal voltage than was found at higher pH, 

but the influence or the species of ions involved seems to be slight; 

the anodal response involving if (conductivity 350) in a and g is not 

vastly different from that involving Li'' (conductivity 38) in e, and 

similarly the cathodal responses do not suggest a great difference 

between 01' and CH3C00` (conductivities 76/LO). 

Figure 33 shows a further series of results taken from a series 

of records made one after the other. After each recording the finger 

was rinsed in distilled water, dried and inserted in the next solution 

and a few minutes were allowed for equilibration. The snodal response 

was recorded first, followed by the cathodal response, and in some 

cases the observation was repeated more than once, subsequent 

responses being shown by the broken lines in figure 33. 

The reason for the choice of electrolytes was that it was intended 
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to investigate the influence of electrolyte concentration. The 

reasoning behind this was that the application of an anodal current 

with a hypertonic UaCl electrolyte ought to involve mainly an influx 

of ? I&* ions through the skin, whereas with a hypotonio electrolyte 

it must involve an efflux of internal C1' ions. Since the skin 

charge is negative at high pH levels and positive at low phi levels, 

the hypotonio (Cl`) anodic resistance should be higher at high p1l 

than at low pH, whereas the hypertonie anodal resistance (Nay') should 

be lower at high phi than at low p11. 

Similarly the conduction of cathodal currents involves the inward 

passage of Cl` with hypertonio electrolytes, and the outward passage 

of internal Na* with hypotonio electrolytes. The hypotonio cathodal 

resistance therefore ought to be low at high pH and high at low pH, 

and the hypertonic cathodal resistance ought to be higher at high pH 

than at low p11. 

A detailed examination of the results shows that they are no 

more than slightly auggestivet what is much more obvious is that 

the skin resistance is rather lower for strong electrolyte solutions 

than dilute ones, that there is a slight progressive lall in 

resistance as the experiment progresses (especially initially) and 

that the skin appears to be rather more perý. eable at phi 4.5 than it 

is at either pH 7 or pH 3. 

It is concluded that the skin is a rather inefficient ion- 

exchange membrane. 
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(2.5) Electrical ConMuctanoe of Anionic Ton-exote ngo l emnbrrsne 

1ethod and Apparatus 

The ion-exchange hypothesis put forward in section (2.4) in 

an attempt to explain the conductivity changes in the skin is a little 

speculative, and neglects everything except gross first-order effects. 

The results obtained were rather disappointing, and it was felt 

that it might be worth while to examine the behaviour of a homogeneous 

ion-exchange membrane whose properties were more predictable, partly 

as a check on the theories advanced and partly to see if any light 

could be shed on the behaviour of skin. 

In the first instance a three-oopartment de-ionising cell was 

borrowed from a colleague and some preliminary experiments were 

carried out using this call. The results were sufficiently 

interesting to encourage further investigation, but it was obvious 

that the construction of the can was unsuitable for the purpose. 

The effective area of each membrane was about 70oa°, but the depth of 

each compartment (in a direction perpendicular to the membranes) 

was only 1.5em, and this was further reduced by bulging of the 

membranes during operation of the cell. It was round to be impossible 

to use a four-terminal method of measurement with the recording 

electrodes much closer to the membrane than the current carrying 

electrodes, and the results were complicated by the fact that the 

resistance of the electrolyte in each compartment was large compared 

with the membrane resistance, so that it was very difficult to obtain 
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anything approaching uniform current distribution over the surface 

of the membrane. Also it was found that ourrents of the order of 

LOOM were required to produce the effects which it was required to 

investigate. 

A more suitable cell was therefore constructed. Ten 6x6 cm 

squares were out from perspea sheet about loan thick and cemented 

together in two blocks of five, using chloroform as a solvent. A 

channel 2.5om wide and 1.5om deep was milled in the toi surface of 

each block, and one end of each channel was closed by subsequently 

cementing on a sixth 6x6 cm square of perspex. A clamp was 

constructed ooaprising two rods, threaded at the ends, two rectangular 

bars drilled to accept the rods, and four wing nuts. A piece of 

membrane was sandwiched between the blocks which were then clamped 

firmly together. This yielded a cell comprising two compartments 

about 5cm long, 2.5cm wide and 1.5 cm deep, separated by a membrane 

of 2.5 x 1.5cm. Current-carrying electrodes were inserted into each 

compartment at the end remote from the membrane, and the membrane 

voltage was observed by means of two brass strips about 0.5cm wide 

supported on insulating supports at a distance of about 0.5cm on 

either side of the membrane. 

It was found that with the electrodes in place, about 10oo 

of solution filled one compartment to a depth of lcm, giving a 

membrane area of 2.5cros. ýe-apps, atuaý-ie-shcwrc¬=##ura=. 
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The method used was an follows. Compartment B was filled 

with 0.1N NaCl solutions and was left undieturbeds this represented 

the internal tissue fluid. The test electrolyte solutions were 

placed in coepartment Al 10co of the first electrolyte was run in 

from a pipette, a suitable current (say 2mA) was passed from A to i3 

for about 1 minute, and the membrane voltage was recorded using a 

pen recorder. The current was interrupted for 1 minute and then a 

current of the same strength was passed from B to A, and the membrane 

voltage was again recorded. Compartment A was then drained and 

flushed thoroughly with distilled water and 10eo of the second test 

solution were pipetted in. The procedure was repeated for each of 

the solutions to be tested. 

Result 

The results obtained with an anionic membrane which carried a 

positive pore charge, and was therefore permeable to anions, in acid 

solutions, and which was permeable to cations in strongly alkaline 

solutions, are summarised in figure 34. 

The most notable feature of the results was that in the case of 

acid solutions of lour activity, (e. g. 0.01N 1101,0.005rß vial, 0.1N 

CH3CO0H), the anodal resistance was low and tended to fall with the 

passage of current, but the cathodal resistance increased with the 

passage of current, reaching about 3 times the value of the oathodal 

resistance. This can be explained on the basis that the membrane 

is permeable to anions only, so that the passage of cathodal currents 
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(which involves the inward migration of unions) is more difficult 

than the converse process owing to the relative scarcity of anions 

in the external meditma. 

Using O. 1N 1101, it was found that the anodal resistance was 

higher than the cathodal resistance, and that the latter appeared to 

be falling rapidly. It was found that the baseline was drifting 

rapidly without the passage of current, presumably due to the 

establishment of new equilibria across the membrane, and possibly also 

at the brass recording electrodes. The drift ceased after a few 

minutes, and it was found that the anodal resistance was exactly the 

same as the cathodal resistance, and that both were stable. This is 

reasonable as the only permeable ion is Cl', which in present in 

equal concentrations on both sides of the membrane. 

Using O. 1N NaOH, a drift effect was again observed. Initially 

the cathodal resistance was much lower than the anodal resistance, 

probably because of the high mobility of the external OH' ions, but 

after a few minutes, a stable state was attained in which the 

cathodal resistance was about 10% lower than the anodal resistance. 

It is probable that (at p11 13) the membrane was now permeable to Na* 

ions which were present in equal concentrations on both sides. 

At this point it was decided that a much more detailed investigation 

would be necessary fully to elucidate the ionic behaviour of skin and 

other membranes, and since this fell outside the intended scope of 

this thesis, the investigation was abandoned. 
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THF, PFPCUTANFOUS STIUUTATIOU OF HUMAN )USCLR: Patient 

Impedance, and Stimulator-output impedance. 

(3.1) Introduction 

the earliest observation on the relationship between the output 

impedance of stimulatory and their performance appears to be that of 

Dubois (1897,1898), who discovered that 10 volts derived from a 

potentiometer was not as efficacious as 10 volts taken direct from 

a battery, and who showed that this was due to the tact that the 

body, by virtue of the capacity of the tissues, presented a very 

low resistance during the first moments of establishment of current 

flow. The full implications of this discovery do not appear to have 

been appreciated at the time, and the observation appears to have 

been forgotten or overlooked by many later workers. 

For many years, the impedance of the patient was considered only 

from the point of vie-ar of its effect on the intensity of the 

stimulating current, or on the time-constant of condenser discharges 

in 'Chronaximetry'. For example, Bourgignon (1923) investigated 

the matter from this point of view, and arrived at the conclusion that 

by discharging his condensers through a fixed shunt resistance and 

connecting the patient across the shunt in series with a resistance 

of several thousand ohms he achieved the best compromise between the 

conflicting requirements of minimising the influence of patient 

resistance on discharge time, and avoiding the use of excessively 

lethal voltages. It was left to Strohl (1951) to show that the 
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iapedanoe of the body was such as to cause distortion of the form 

of the condenser disoharge waveform, and that this was itself able 

to cause significant errors in chronaxie. Strohs gave a theoretical 

analysis of the problem, but unfortunately he used only hypothetical 

estimates of the electrical constants of the body, based on observations 

reported here and there in the literature, and made no attempt to 

verify his calculations experimentally. 

The problem of time-constant errors does not arise in the case 

of stimulators using mechanical devices to determine the stimulus 

duration, as was done by Adrian (1919) using the lucas (1907) pendulum. 

The importance of waveform distortion does not seem to have been 

appreciated until 1941, when Baugens gave an account of the problem, 

and shamed how it could be overcome by making use of the constant- 

current characteristics of tetrode valves. The very high A. O. 

impedance combined with comparatively low D. C. resistance obtainable 

by this means appear to be the ideal solution to the problem. 

Ritchie (19411. ) Sound, however, that his low-impedance stimulator 

was better tolerated by patients than the high-impedance type, and 

this finding was confirmed by the comparative trials carried out by 

a sub-committee of the J. R. O. Nerve Injuries Committee, (1938). 

It appears, therefore, that whereas a very high output impedance 

is desirable on theoretical grounds, to preserve the accuracy of the 

waveform of the stimulator, a los impedance stimulator is much better 

tolerated by the patient, and a compromise must therefore be sought 
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between accuracy on the one hand and comfort on the other hand. In 

order to permit selection of a suitable compromise for a given purpose, 

it is desirable to investigate the relationships between output 

impedance and waveform distortion and between output impedance and 

comfort for various types of stirulating current. So far as the 

author is aware, no previous attempt has been made to investigate 

this problem in detail. 

It was originally thought that the output impedance was of 

importance only in the case of rectangular pulse diagnostic stimulators, 

and that the relationship between comfort and output impedance was 

due entirely to the canner in which the current waveform was modified 
by the capacity of the body tissues when a low impedance was used. 

A more detailed study of the problem has revealed that there are 

several factors involved, some of them being applicable to rectangular 

pulse stimulation only, and some to stimulation with currents of any 

type. The generally applicable factors will be discussed first, and 

then the problems peculiar to each particular type of stimulating 

current will be discussed separately. 

(3.2) General Factors Affecting Stimulation 
-with 

Cyrrem to of All 7--w-91 

(3.2.1) Current density effects 

In the course of clinical stimulation it is often necessary or 

convenient to move the electrodes during stimulation, in order to 

locate the motor point of the muscle or to explore a large muscle for 
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denervated areas, for example. If a high impedance stimulator 

is used, any variations in the area of contact between patient and 

electrode produce coarrespanding alterations in the current density. 

If an electrode is removed from the akin, at the moment of parting 

the area of contact is infinitesimal and the current density is 

infiniter but long before this extreme is reached the current density 

can become large enough to cause acute disooutort. Incidentally, 

the natural reflex action in the face of pain is to withdrai, whereas 

the proper remedy in this came is to advance, thereby increasing the 

effective area of contact and reducing the current density. 

Mother difficulty arises from the tact that reduction of the 

area of contact of the electrodes by tilting the electrode for example, 

results in more vigorous stimulation duo to the increased current 

density. This can be contusing for the operator. 

It is Possible to avoid these difficulties by reducing the 

current to sero before disturbing the electrodes, but this is rather 

a counsel of perfection! in practice it is very convenient to explore 

the muscles of, say, a forearm, combining clog manipulation of the 

electrode with slight adjustments of the (just above threshold) 

current intensity. If the stimulator output impedance is very high, 

there is an ever-present risk that by a slight error of judgement or 

by accidental displacement of an electrode one may suddenly inflict 

on the patient discomfort so acute as to make further examination 

either impossible or extremely embarrassing. 
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If a sticulator or very lour impedance is used, the situation 

is rather different. the output voltage is fixe3, for a given 

setting of the intensity control, and the current passed through 

the patient is determined by the quotient of the output voltage 

by the impedance of the patient. If the area of contact iz reduced 

the impedance is increased and the current decreases: at the moment 

of parting, the impedance is infinite and the current is zero. 

The variations in current density described above are : minimised, 

and the risk of sudden acute discomfort is practically abolished. 

It is rather difficult to assess the relative merits of 

stittulator$ having different values of output impedance, since the 

assessment is a subjective one based on the ease of manipulation of 

the stimulator by the operator, on the likelihood of various degrees 

of discomfort being inflicted upon the patient, and on the latter's 

reaction to such treatment. A more or less quantitative comparison 

was obtained by the following method. A stimulator was set up in 

such a manner that the output impedance could be varied by the 

selection of various series/parallel arrangements of resistances 

connected to the output terminals. The stimulator was adjusted 

to provide some particular type of currents (e. g. lu, pulses 

repeated once per second), and it was used to stimulate the muscles 

of the forearm, using a large indifferent electrode and a 3cm 

diameter active electrode with an insulated handle. 
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Sinne it was required to find the limits of output impedance 

at which Manipulation of the electrodes gave rise to effects ranging 

from mild unpleasantness up to the limit of discomfort which could 

be tolerated, and since self-inflicted discomfort can be borne with 

greater fortitude and objectiveness and less animosity than an equal 

amount of discomfort inflicted by another person, the operator was 

asked to stimulate the muscles of his *An aria. 

A low output impedance was selected, and the intensity was 

adjusted to produce a mild degree of contraction: the effects of 

moving the electrode and removing it from the skin were then 

observed. The procedure was repeated for a range of values of 

output impedance. A typical example of the results obtained with 

A. C. stimulation is shown in Table 6. 
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Table - Relationship between output impedance and effects of 
removal of electrode from skin during A. O. stimulation 
of forearm muscles through 3am diameter electrode. 

(Subject ;. C. S. S. ) 

Frequency Impedance Tbreshold Remarks 
(ohs) (ohms) (V R. L. S. ) 

open-okt 

50 15 9 Threshold stimulation unpleasant, 
but no part tng sh2gk " 

300 10 Indistinguishable from 1511. 
1000 12 Notioeable but quite tolerable. 
3000 18 Rather unpleasant. 

r' 5000 25 Very unpleasant# but bearable. 
rr 10000 , tip Extremely unpleasant. 

20000 70 Unaontrollables marked density 
effectai parting shock intolerable. 

1000 15 5 kaximal stimulation ooctortable, no 
parting shock or density effects. 

300 6 Detectable but quite satisfactory. 
1000 9 Noticeable, but tolerable. 

" 3000 20 Very noticeable, rather unpleasant. 
5000 30 Distinctly unpleasant 

10000 60 Marked density effects, parting shook 
barely tolerable at threshold level 

22000 120 Maximal stimulation comfortable if 
Electrodes applied firmly, unpleasant 

33000 230 density effects if electrodes rooked, 
electrodes cannot be removed unless 
intensity reduced very considcrably. 

4000 15 3.5 Perfectly O. K. 
300 5.5 Slightly unpleasant 

1000 12 Nasty 
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At 50o/s the impedance of the patient is of the order of 

2-3 icn. The current density and parting shook effects are not 

noticeable until the stimulator impedance is more than 300), become 

rather unpleasantly noticeable at about 3Kf1, and become acute for 

higher output impedances. The parting shock effect increases in 

proportion with the impedance, and becomes intolerably unpleasant 

(for threshold intensity) for impedances above 20Kt?. 

At lXc/a the itpedance o the patient is of the order of l. 

The current density and parting shock effects become detectable at 

an output impedance of 300A, rather noticeable about 1-3 IU, and 

intolerably unpleasant above 10 - 20 IM, 

At 4Ke/s, the impedance of the patient is of the order of I000, 

and the parting shock and density effects are becoming rather 

noticeable at an output impedance of 300fl, and rather unpleasant 

above 21M. 

Similar effects have been found with other types of current. 

For single triangular pulses of long (hundreds of zS) duration, the 

impedance limits were similar to those found for 500/s A. Q., though 

the sensory effects were much less intense. Single rectangular 

pulses of long duration gave similar results, but the iirpcdanoe 

limits tended to be rather lower. Repetitive brief rectangular 

pulses (e. g. 0. lcS pulses repeated 50 times/zoo) had very low 

impedance limits# the density and parting shock effects becoming 

detectable at about 100 - 3000, rather noticeable at 1-2 Kfl, and 

unpleasant above about 31 L). 
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and to the total duration or stimulation. In the course of 

experiments with rectangular pulse stimulators of various output 

impedances it has been found that the discomfort of this type is quite 

barked after a few seconds of tetanic stimulation (e. g. Oj . pulses 

at 50/eec) from a constant-current stimulator whose output lcpadanoe 

during the quiescent intervals between pulses (Rq) is more or lese 

infinite. The effect is still noticeable with a Constant-voltage 

stimulator having a pulse impedance (Rp) of 200 and a quiescent 

impedance (Rq) of several thousand ohms, but the effect is very much 

reduced if Rq is reduced to 50 - 1000. It is concluded that quite 

effective 'ae-ionisation' can be achieved, if the pulse duration is 

short and the interval between pulses relatively long, by the provision 

Of w loN P. q. 

An alternative method of de-ionisation is to connect a condenser 

between the patient and the output terminals of the stimulator, to 

remove the D. C. cocponent from the output current. 

Either of these methods may be applied to a lo'º impedance 

stimulator but satisfactory de-ionisation or a high impedance 

stimulator is technically very difficult. 

It is evident that although a high output impedance is desirable 

for research applications where accurate calibration and accurate control 

of current waveform are essential, there are advantages in using a low 

impedance in any application where the loss of accuracy is acceptable. 

It in therefore of interest to examine the nature and extent of the 

errors which can arise from the use of a low output impedance. 
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(3.3) Alternating Current Stimulation 

(3.3.1) Relationship between current and voltage 

The ainusoiäal alternating current is unique in its ability to 

pass through any circuit colDposed of linear elements without distortion 

of its waveforms the waveform can only be distorted by the action 

of non-linear elements. During low-frequency (e. g. 10 - 20 c/a) 

stirulation the skin voltage can attain levels high enough to produce 

appreciable non-linearity in the skin$ but superpoadtion of the current 

and voltage waveforms on a double-beam oscilloscope has failed to 

show any noticeable dittortion of the current waveform for frequencies 

above about 10 - 20 c/o. (It is probable that distortion could be 

detected at lower frequencies, but the waveform of the L. 0. CO0A 

generator is not sufficiently pure beloe lOc/s to permit investigation 

of this. This study is therefore restricted to frequencies above 

loo/st where distortion of the current waveform can be ignored. ) 

The capacitive reactance of the skin introduces a phase difference 

between current and voltage, but this does not afteot the excitatory 

effectiveness of the current, ani this too can be ignored. 

The only factor which is of importance is the ratio of the 

scalar magnitudes of the voltage and current, and this ratio is 

equal to the impedance. The impedance of the body varies with 

frequency and the practical significance of this fact depends on the 

stimulator impedance. It is of interest to analyze the behaviour of 

the complete circuit comprising patient and stimulator. 
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Equivalent circuit of patient and stimulator. 
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The patient can be represented approximately a condenser of the 

order of 0.3pß, representing the skin capacity (0), shunted by a 

resistance (Re) of the order of 3Kf?, in series with the deep tissue 

resistance (Re) which is of the order of 100 - 200 A. The general 

case of A. C. stimulation can be represented by a generator of e. m. f. 

vsinwt and internal impedance Ra connected across the equivalent 

circuit of the patient, as is shown in Figure 33. The w. agnitude 

of the current is given by the quotient V/ , where Z is the total 

impedance round the circuit. 

it Ro is large caapared with Re, the impedance and the current 

are independent of frequency, but if Rj is small compared with Ra9 

the impedance falls from the s&zm of R. and Rd at lox frequencies, to 

Rd at high frequencies. The greater part of this fall in impedance 

occurs between two critical frequencies defined by CCR5 and WCR4 

equal to unity: these limits are normally about 100 - 200 c/s and 

5.10 Kc/s, respectively, and over this frequency rands, the impedance 

may fall (and the current produced by a constant generator e. c:. f, rise) 

by a factor of 10 or more. 

If Ro is not negligibly small compared with R dg the behaviour is 

similar, except that the upper critical frequency is lower, being 

given by wC(Ro . Rd) equal to unity, and the impedance at higher 

frequencies is equal to the sum of Rö and Rd: i. e. the fall in 

impedanoe is less, and occurs over a smaller range of frequencies. 

The impedance at very lour frequencies is likely to be rather 
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lower than that predicted by the sirple models owing to non-linearity 

of the skin resistance. It is also likely that the impedance will 

fall rather more slowly with increasing frequency than might be 

expected from the models due to the imperfection of the dielectric 

of Cgs as discussed in section (2) of this thesis. But the observed 

behaviour can be expected to follow that of the model reasonably 

faithfully with these reservations. 

(3.3.2) Practical implications 

If an intensity-frequency curve is plotted using a low-impedance 

stimulator, which is calibrated in terrs of output voltage, misleading 

results will be obtained. For example, the curve for motor nerve, 

which normally exhibits a broad minimum in the region of 50 - 100 c/s, 

may exhibit a false minimum in the vicinity of 2 Kole. This is due 

to the falling patient impedance permitting an increase in current 

intensity which is more than sufficient to compensate for the 

reduced sensitivity of nerve at the higher frequency. An example 

of a curve which seems to exhibit this effect is contained in a paper 

by Crodins et al. (1941~), though the ordinate is labelled as current 

intensity: this looks a little curious, especially as a low impedance 

stimulator was used. 

(3.3.3 Experimental verificatian 

The above effeots have been investigated experimentally by the 

folloting method. The outpui, trcm the genuatot (B. S. R. 10 800A) 
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was applied to flexor digitorum sublimie through a 3om diameter 

electrode applied to the muscle and a 5cm diameter electrode applied 

to the opposite surface of the arm. The output was adjusted at 

each frequency to produce a minimal contraction, and the threshold 

current and voltage Were observed with the aid of the Cossor 1(49 

oscilloscope. The current was measured by connecting the A&, 

channel across a lOQ resistance included in series with the patient. 

The impedance was calculated from the dividend of voltage by current. 

The results of a typical experiment are plotted in figure 36. 

It is of interest to note that when the impedance measurements were 

repeated at lower intensity, the impedance continued to rise with 

decreasing frequency below 50o/s, attaining a higher value at a 

leger frequency than is shown in figure 3tß. At threshold stimulation 

intensity (which was excruciatingly uncomfortable for the frequencies 

below 300e/s) a good deal or non-linearity must have occurred, and 

the impedance appeared to pass through a maximum at about 20 - 30 o/s 

and to decrease at lower frequenoiest this might well be an 

artifact due to the deterioration of the waveform of the generator 

which became quite marked below loo/s and which is in the correct 

sense to produce the fall observed. 

It is also of interest to note that the observed intensity- 

frequency curves appeared to flatten out in the region of 50 - 100 a/a, 

and then to exhibit a further fall at lower frequenoies (30 - 15 %t) 

passing through a miniarm at about l00/+ß and showing an increase 
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below this. This rather suggests that at the lower frequencies 

the muscle is being stimulated directly. It would be interesting 

to investigate this possibility further as it has interesting 

diagnostic possibilities (apart from the severe discomfort involved: ) 

and is reminiscent of the discontinuous curves reported by Ciovine 

(1937) using rectangular pulses on normal muscle. It is equally 

possible, hasevers that this is due to failure of aocouezodation of 

the nerve, and that the phenomenon is exaggerated by progressive 

deterioration of the IA ß00A waveform at these very low frequencies. 

The waveform is quite inadequate for a proper assessment of the 

problem, and it is hoped to construct for acquire if a large enough 

output is buyablef which is unlikely) a more suitable generator at 

a future date. 

It in clear that the results agree quite well with theory. 

Inoidentally, since there is no waveform distortion it is §ossible 

to take advantage of the benefits of low impedance without loss of 

accuracy by simply inserting a suitably calibrated ammeter in series 

with the patient, 

(3j. ) Triangu1w Pulle -Stimulatiga 

(3.4.1) Introduotion 

A considerabl, number of different slowly rising waveforms have 

been used for the stimulation of muscle. To name a frog we have the 

linear rise with a sustained plateau used by Lucas (1907), the 
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'onde cuneitorme' (linear rise with an abrupt fall to zero) of ? 'abre 

(1933b), the triangular pulse with linear rise and fall of Skoglund 

(1942), the exponential pulses of Solandt (1933)ß the double 

condenser discharge of Zapioque (1908a) and many other waveforms 

whose quasi-exponential törm appears to be a by-product of the methods 

used to generate there rather than the outcome of fundamental research. 

These various forms of pulse are frequently described under the general 

term 'Progressive pulses'. 

In the absence of any c6nclusive evidence that any other form 

of pulse has specific advantages# the author favours the use of what 

might be termed lisoscelea triangular pulses', having liflear rise 

and fall of equal duration. It is also suggested that in stating 

the duration of such pulses, the duration of the rising phase should 

be given, rather than the total duration of the pulse* several 

advantages accrue from the use of this procedure. 

The triangular form can be aocurately defined in simple termsi 

and the accuracy with which a specified waveform is being reproduced 

is readily checked. If peak amplitude and rise time are stated, 

the quantity of electricity in the triangular pulse so defined is 

the same as that in a rectangular pulse or the same amplitude and 

the same nominal duration. The rate of rise of the stimulus is 

readily determined from the quotient of amplitude and duration, and 

this is easily interpreted in terms or the accommodation rate of the 

muscle being stimulated. None of these statements are true, for 
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example, of a pulse which rises exponentially with a time-constant 

tj and is terminated after a duration tQ by an exponential decay of 

time-constant ts, or t3. Only triangular pulses will be discussed 

in this thesis. 

It in obvious that the waveform of long-duration (s1or+r2y varying) 

triangular pulses will not be distorted by the capacity of the tissues, 

but some distortion of short duration pulses seems likely. It is 

of some interest to determine the nature and extent of this distortion, 

and the order of magnitude of the pulse duration below which the 

distortion may be expected to not in. The response of a circuit 

containing a condenser with series and shunt resistance to a triangular 

pulse is not a standard result found in any textbook of electrical 

technology das is the solution for an alternating current described 

above) and it is necessary to determine the solution from first 

principles. This is done in the appendix, and the main features of 

the result will be given here. 

(3.4.2) Current wavetotua 

If a generator of linearly rising e. b. P. (v « at) is oonneoted 

to the patient, as in figure 33, it can be shown that the resultant 

current is given by the expression: 

i. at fa 
CRS 1- -t/'R 

R$ + Rd . Ra (R a+ Rd 7ý ®{ 

where CRI s 
CRI(Ro 

--* -RA) Re + Re " Rd 
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The first term on the right hand aide of the equation represents 

the desired linearly rising component, and the second term the 

distortion, which takes the form of a 'step' with an exponential 

rise of time-constant CI2'. If Ra is small, the aagnitudes of the 

'step' and 'linear' components are approximately in the ratio of 

CRS to the pulse duration. At durations shorter than CR', it can 

be shown that the step term tends to a form similar to the linear 

term, but larger than it by a factor R54'. 

This analysis applies to the rising phase of the triangular 

pulses during the falling phase the step function is replaced by 

a similar one of opposite sign. This results in a reverse overshoot 
towards the end of the falling phases terminating in an exponential 

return to zero, corresponding to the trailing edge of the reverse 

step. At durations between CRa and CR', a diphasio waveform can 

therefore be expected, tending towards a monophasic wave of 

approximately triangular form and large amplitude at times short 

compared with CR'. Typical values for CRg and CR' would be laS and 

30 PS# respectively. 

At durations longer than a few milliseconds, the only distortion 

is that due to non-linearity. Because of the high intensities which 

can be tolerated comfortably when using triangular pulses of long 

duration, the non-linearity effects may become quite marked. As has 

been shown earlier (section 2) the non-linearity is such that if a 

peak current of lm& is associated with a peak voltage of 1V, then 

on increasing the intensity it will be found that a peak current of 
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5mA is associated with a peak voltage of considerably leas than 5V. 

IP a lour impedance stimulator is used, the current waveform will have 

a raised apex. If a high impedance stimulator is used the current 

remains triangular, but the voltage at the electrodes will exhibit 

a compressed apex. ' The non-linearity effects would be of importance 

it accurate accommodation measurement was oonte4rplated. 

(3.1.3) 1icDeriment,,,, 
r, al =ifi a ioon 

The only available stimulator capable of providing aaourate 

triangular pulses over a range of durations was one designed and 

built by the author. This stimulator provided rectangular, triangular 

and exponential pulses at durations of 0.03uS to l: eo. Since it was 

designed to provide accurately calibrated pulses for quantitative 

investigation of the excitability of muscle, and for assessment of 

the value of triangular pulses in diagnosis, a 'constant"ourrent' 

output circuit was used, with facilities for shunting the patient 

with a 1KS7 resistance. The impedance of this stimulator is 

therefore much too high for the demonstration of the waveform 

distortion effects. The output impedance was lowered by connecting 

a 100 ohm resistance across the output terminals, and a 30 ohm 

resistance was included in series with the patient, to permit 

observation of the current waveform. The waveforms were recorded 

using the Cossor 1049 oscilloscope. 

Figure 37 shows current and voltage waveforue reoorded by the 

above method during stimulation of flexor digitorum sub]t is, using 
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a 3cu2 diameter electrode over the muscle end a 5cm äicxoter electrode 

on the opposite surface of the azii. At lOmS duration, little 

distortion 3a apparent, but step and reverse overshoot effects become 

noticeable at 3cß. The step attains the same ragnituäe as the linear 

component at a duration of rather less than 1m8. (t a CR5j For 

shorter durations the current assumes a diphasio exponential waveform 

of increasing amplitude, and it is tending taaaards a triangular Poren 

of large axplitude at the shortest duration of O. 03m5. (t a CR'). 

(3.4.4) graaaticl t ; iiicattimn 
It has been shown that the required triangular waveform cannot 

be produced by a low impedance stimulator at durations less than a few 

milliseconds. This is Just slightly shorter than the duration at 

which the minimum threshold intensity for motor nerves occurs, so that 

the waveform distortion is of importance if complete triangular pulse 

I. D. curves are to be plotted. On the other hand if selective 

stimulation of denervated muscle is required, (e. g. for therapy, or 

during diagnosis of a suspected mild paresis), a rise-time of at 

least 100mS is desirable to take full advantage of the difference 

between the accommodation rates of nerve and muscles and one may 

therefore enjoy the advantages of low output impedance described in 

section (3.2) without risk of capacitive distortion of the current 

waveform. Even at the longest durations, however, there will be a 

non-linear relationship between current and voltage intensities, 

and some distortion of the current waveform from this cause. 
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(3,5) Rectangular Pulse Stimulations Theoarttical Analysis 

Di_ otion between 'pulses and 'quiescent' impedance 

The output impedance of a stimulator during the delivery of a 

pulse may be quite different frown the output impedance during the 

quiescent intervals between pulses. The symbols Rp and Rq will be 

used to represent the two values of output icpedanoe, treasured under 

'pulse' and 'quiescent' conditions respectively. These two terms 

are necessary and sufficient to specify the output impedance of any 

stimulator. 

The significance of the tetras 1t and Rq is illustrated by figure 

38, which shoxe a schematic diagram of a rectangular pulse stimulator 

applied to a siaplifiet patient equivalent circuit. The switch is 

moved up to the 'Pulse' position for the duration of the pulses and 

then returned instantly to the 'Quiescent' positions when the tissues 

discharge through Rq. 

There are three limiting cases: 

(a jRp. Rq   CO s (b) Rps0, Rq . ax s and (o) Rp a Rq 11 0. 

The waveforms produced in each case are shown in figure 39. There 

is, of course, a fourth possibility, (Itp sm9 Rq  O )s but this is 

unlikely to arise spontaneously in practice because in all nomal 

electronic and eleotro-mechanical stimulator circuits Rp is smaller 

than Rq. It is possible, at the expense of some technical 

dittioulty, to make Rp larger than Rq: but there does not appear to 

be any advantage in so doing and the possibility will therefore not 
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be discussed. AU other cases, in which both RV and Rq have 

finite values, are intermediate between the three limiting cases 

given, and the influence of using finite values for and Rq 

will be discussed after the simpler limiting cases have been analysed. 

(3.5.2) Current transientas their influence on excitation, and 

their dependence on Rp and Rq and body ircpedance. 

Pulses of long duration 

If Rp and Pq are large1 the stimulating current is constant 

throughout the duration of the stimulusl this 'constant-current' 

stimulus in the one used to define the properties of as excitable 

tissue in terms of rheobase, crronaxie (Lepicque, 1909) or mathematical 

'law" of excitation' (Hill, 1933). If Rp is zero, the current wave- 

form exhibits an initial spike before decaying to its steady-state 

value (Imo) which persists till the end of the atimuluas it is 

proposed in this section to analyse the excitatory effects of the 

initial spike, and for this purpose only pulses of long duration 

will be considered. The value of Rq is immaterial as the influence 

of Rq is exerted only at the end of the pulse, and falls outside the 

utilization time of the tissue. 

In this analysis it will be assumed that human nerve and muscle 

obey Hill's (1933) equations. The same assumptions will be wade, 

namely that the paaaage of a small amount of eleotriaity (q) gives 

rise to an excitatory disturbance which is proportional to q and which 
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decays exponentially with time-constant ki that successive 

disturbances are additive, and that excitation occurs when the 

disturbance v attains a certain critical magnitude. Since the 

duration of the current spikes is short (e. g. 0.1mS) compared with 

the time-constant of accommodation of nerve (lOanS) or muscle 1100mS), 

accommodation will be ignored. 

Hill (1936) showed that the time-constant k was equal to 1.45 

times the chrcnaxie (t'), and that the quantity (q') of electricity 

requited for excitation by a brief stimulus was constant and equal 

to the product of k and the rheobase (I'). The minimum quantity q' 

is therefore equal to 1.45 I't'. 

Unfortunately although Hill worked out the laws of excitation 

for a number of types of stimulus, including rectangular pulses and 

condenser discharges, he did not do so for exponential discharges 

superimposed on rectangular pulses. This case may be analysed 

qualitatively as follows. 

Let a stimulator of low Rp be conneoted to the patient and let 

the patient be represented by the simplified circuit shown iTt figure 

35. (This simplifioation will be justified rigorously later. ) 

Then the current waveform is of the formt 

f 
RB 

s-t/CR') Rd 
where CR ar Rs * Rd 

and the total quantity of electricity in the initial spike is given by: 

I Rs 
_) 4s CR' Ioo = Im CRs 'Rs + Rd 



U, 

gi0. 

Showing the relationship between the initial peak 

current Ipk and the final steady-state current I of 

a C. V. pulse, the C. C. threshold I' and the time of 

excitation by the C. V. pulse T. 
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Since the bracketed term in the latter equation normally 

approximates to unity, the quantity is approximately 1» Cps. That 

is to say the ratio of the quantity in the spike to the stea4y state 

current is equal to the time-constant of the skin, which is fairly 

constant and generally rather less than a millisecond. The 

Additional quantity of electricity contained in the spike is 

therefore rather less than Iý0 x 10"8 coulombs, with most of this 

being delivered in the first 50) 9 or no. But the minimum quantity 

of electricity required to excite a human motor nerve (ohroriaxie 

approximately 0.2mS) is 0.31' x 10'x' coulombs approximately, so that 

if the intensity of a lour-impedance stimulus is adjusted to make the 

steady state current (Im) equal to the C. C. rheobase (I#), then the 

initial spike alone contains rather more electricity than is required 

for excitation quite apart from the excitatory effect of the steady 

state component. 

It in therefore obvious that the intensity may be reduoed 

until Imo, is appreciably belov I' without preventing excitation, 
In this case, excitation is achieved by the initial spike, and the 

rest of the stimulus is superfluous. the pulse duration could be 

reduced to T (figure 40) before any increase in intensity would be 

required. It is of intereatL to know the ratio of I' to the 

threshold level of Ii and the order of magnitude of T: but these 

relationships are too complex to be resolvedintuitively. In fact 
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a rigorous mathematical analysis has been performed to determine 

the excitation time T and the ratio I'/Im for excitation by simple 

and compound exponential discharges superimposed an a constant 

current. This analysis is given in the appendixt but it is felt 

that the present purpose will be better served by giving an example 

(which is fully worked out in the appendix) and using it to illustrate 

the principles involved. 

The method adopted in the exeaplary calculation was to take the 

observed parameters of a particular equivalent circuit and to 

calculato, j,, by the aethod derived in the appendix, the current 

waveform produced in this circuit by a stimulator of negligible Rp. 

The excitation time and the ratio I'/I» for nerve excited by a 

current of this form were then calculated by the methodecrived in 

the appendix. The effects of tiaplifying the Iquivalent circuit, 

and of using a stimulator of finite Rp were then calculated to 

illustrate the influence of these factors. 

The equivalent circuit used in the calculations was that 

representing two discs of 3 and 5 cm diameter applied to the forearm. 

The circuit is shown in figure 41a, the component values being taken 

from Table 49 section (2.1.3) and figure 7P frames 7 and E3. 

The calculated waveform is: 

ia 'a, (Z f 23. in/. al5 
f 3.758-0.105) 

times in m9. 

and taking the chronaxie of nerve to be 0.2c3 (a value consistently 
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found for the flexor mueole& of the fore, which have been used 

in most of the results reported here) the calculated excitation 

time 13 0.14m$, and the calculated ratio i'/I,, is 1.87. 

The equivalent circuit was then simplified by reucving Cs to 

give the circuit of figure 41b. The calculated waveform of the 

simplified circuit ist 

ia Im (1 + 10.49-t/b. 066) 

The calculated excitation time for this current is 0.163,5, and the 

calculated ratio I'/ice is again 1.87. This shows that no appreciable 

error is, introduced by regarding the body as a highly capao ie 

akin (C3R3) in series with purely resistive deep tissues (R& + R, O 
) 

when one is estimating the integrated excitatory effect of the spike 

though the more complex circuit would have to be used it one wished 

to calculate the effects at very short durations. 

Finally the effect of using a dimulator with finite Rp was 

examined, by inserting a further 240 ohms series resistance (equal 

to Ri + Rs j as ahown in figure 41o, The oalculatea waveform wast 

Ia Igo (1 + 5.28-t/0.12 ) 

and the calculated excitation time and ratio i'/i, were 0.25m3 and 

l. 65i respectively: i. e. the threshold level of 1, = has been 

increased by about 14 per cent by raising Pp to 2400. This would 

normally be regarded as quite a low value of output impedance, 

being of the same order as the deep tissue resistance and about one 
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tenth of the skin resistance, yet it is high enough to exercise a 

noticeable effect on the excitatory effectiveness of the initial 

*Pike. 

This example represents the theoretical results obtainable 

with fairly large firmly applied electrodes, with a short inter- 

electrode distance. The effects of using other electrode arrangements 

can be deduced from the example. For instance# increasing the 

spacing between the electrodes increases the series resistance which 

decreases the effectiveness of the spike. (decreases V/Ian) 

If smaller electrodes are used, Ra increases considerably, (see table 4) 

also the current density increases which prevents R3 increasing 

proportionately, (C3Ra therefore decreases) so that the overall affect 

should be to diminish the deffeotiveness of the spike. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the author has consistently 

found that the relationship between intensity and duration for 

percutaneous stimulation of human nerve is less steeply inclined 

than is required by Hill's theory. It appears that the relationship 

for durations belog 0.2m3 is nearer to Its'" "K than It a K. It is 

difficult to explain this, in view of the apparent accuracy with 

which Hill's equations represent the behaviour of exposed igyelinated 

nerve. The most probable explanation appears to be that Hill's 

treatment takes no account of propagation, which is not izportant if 

one is considering only a schort length of exposed nerve but may be 

of greater importance in the case under discussion. 
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Suppose that a local response is initiated by a current of 

threshold strength, it is likely that the response might fail to 

propagate it the current were interrupted, but might eventually 

succeed in becoming self-, propagating if it were assisted for a time 

in its attewpts to depolarise the adjacent regions of the axonal 

membrane by continued passage of the current. The effect of this 

is to prolong the utilisation time considerably beyond that 

appropriate to excitation at a point, and this leads to a shallower 

intensity-duration curve, 

thatever the explanation may be, it is a matter of observed 

fact that short-duration stimuli (e. g. O. OlaS) are considerably 

more effective than one would expect from theories of excitation, 

and this means that one can expect that the excitatory effectiveness 

of the initial spike will tend to be greater than the above 

theoretical argument predicts. 

The assumptions made in the calculations imply that the spike 

is utilised until the current has fallen to the level of the constant 

current rheobase. The results of observations suggest that, as 

found by Fabre and "myngedauw (1933a)i the utilised fraction is 

rather greater: this also tends to increase the effectiveness of 

the spike. 

Rilees of short duration (Rq " aQ ) 

It has been shown above that during stimulation by a low impedance 

stizulator, using pulses of long duration, stimulation is achieved 
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after a time of the order of 0.15m Sp by virtue of the initial spike, 

and the current subsequently falls to less than the Constant-current 

rheobase. It follows that if the pulse duration in progressively 

reduced, the threshold intensity does not increase until the duration 

is reduced below O. 15iS. 

Due to the shape of the spike, reduotion of the duration does 

not cause a proportionate reduction in quantity of eleotßioitq, so 

that the threshold voltage at O. Oln3 duration is not 10 times as 

great as the threshold voltage at 0.15Q3. In the case of the 

example used above calculation (see appendix) shows that the intensity 

would have to be raised by 2.6 times at a duration of O. OlmS. The 

apparent chronaxie is therefore of the order of 0,02mS, (This in 

for the case where Rp a 0, srid Rq : CD .) 

If Rp is not Hero, the consequences are much more usrked at very 

short durations. The initial peak current is determined by V/(Rx + Rp) 

and is therefore reduoe8 in magnitude as soon as R. attains a magnitude 

comparable with Rs, (i. e. 100f?, in this cage). The use of a 

stimulator with Rp : 2400, for example, (which caused a 14 per cent 

rise in 'rheobase') would decrease ipk in the ratio 100,540 and 

this would raise the threshold voltage by a factor of 3 or more 

cozpared with Rp o 0. In other words, the voltage required for 

exoitation at 0.01mS would be about 7 times the nccobane voltage 

for a stimulator with Rp " 24009 compared with 2.6 times the rheabase 

for a stimulator with iy = 0. 
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These figures refer to stimulation via reasonably large electrodes, 

(3aa diameter), If very snail electrodes were used, or if the 

electrode spacing were large, the results obtained with Rp ix 0 should 

resemble those described for large electrodes with Up e 240 ohms: 

i. e. the effects of the initial spike are less narked, and larger 

values of Rp may be employed before the effects of increasing Rp 

become noticeable. 

The inhibitory effects of the trailing-edge overshoot (Rq " 0) 

It Rq is small, the current waveform has a reverse spike at the 

end of the pulse. Par long pulse durations the reverse spike is of 

similar size and form to the initial spike, (if Rq a 0)s but at short 

dür. Betions the amplitude of the reverse spike decreases due to incomplete 

charging of the tissue capacities during the pulse. 

During stimulation by long duration pulses, the reverse spike 

occurs too late to have any influence on excitations and the rheobase 

is appropriate to the value of Rp used as indicated in the previous 

section independent of the value of Rq. As the pulse duration is 

reduced, horsever, the reverse spike tails within the utilisation time 

of the nerve (order of 2mS). At this point a partial cancellation 

occurs between the effects of the forward and reverse cpikess 

probably the newborn local reskonse is suppressed before it propagates. 

with further reduction of the duration, the reverse spike is more 

effectively cAployed, but the spike is of reduced amplitude. At 
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very short durations, the quantities in the forward and reverse 

spikes are similar, but the reverse spike is of lower amplitude 

and longer durations the relative influence of the two spikes on 

excitation is impossible to calculate, but it seems likely that 

there may be a considerable degree of cancellation. 

The only published information which the author can find on the 

subject of the interaction of successive shocks of opposite sign 

is contained in a paper by G. Zeiss (1901g. ) Reiss investigated 

the effect of suoaessivo stimuli of opposite polarity, and reached 

the conclusion that if both pulses fell within the latent period, 

the second stimulus had no effect: it neither helped nor hindered. 

This seers rather improbable, and it will be seen that it is contrary 

to the results obtained by the author. 

It the reverse spike does exert an inhibitory influence, the 

LD. curve plotted with a stimulator having Rp e RQ  0 should tend 

towards the shape of the constant-current I. D. curve. There is a 

significant differenoe, however, which is of considerable practical 

importance; threshold stimulation with long duration pulses is 

achieved with X appreciably lower than the constant-current 

rheobase. 

If finite values of Rq are used, the amplitude of the reverse 

spike is reduced as Rq is increased. The range of values over which 

the reduction occurs will be similar to the range for PTO 
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(3.6) Rectangular Pulse Stimulations F'xperimental Penults 

(3.6.1) Influence of output impedance on the I. D. Curve 

AR? 2aratus -and 
Method 

For this investigation the feedback stimulator was used in its 

original form, with two EL 38 pentodes in the output stage. The 

short- circuit current available was rather less than 0.5 Amp, and 

the rise time was less than one microsecond. The 'pulse' output 

impedance (Rp) was estimated by observing the reduction in output 

voltage produced by connecting a non-inductive resistance across 

the output terminals: it was found to vary somewhat according to 

the intensity level used# being about 8C at 23V, rather less at 100V 

and rather more at 20V. At very low voltages, (e. g. leas than 1- 2V) 

the impedance was considerably higher and the waveform deteriorated 

because the output valves were working at low mutual conductance. 

A rotary switch in the anode circuit of the output valves 

permitted selection of a range of non-inductive resistances (from 

500 to 502(n) as the anode loads the selected resistance appeared 

across the patient terminals, and this determined the 'quiescent' 

impedance (Rq) of the stimulator. Rp was normally of the order of 

100, but this was increased when required by inserting a non- 

inductive resistance of the appropriate value in series with the 

patient. This also caused a simultaneous increase in fl , but this 

was overcome by using a high value of Rq throughout when R p, 
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variations were being investigated, or by reducing the anode load 

resistor to compensate for the added Rq. 

The feedback stimulator was driven by the R. A. F. type V 

stimulator, which delivers pulses of 0.01,0.03,0.1..... 300mß. 

The type V stimulator was modified internally to provide a triggering 

pulse for the oscilloscope time-base a fraction of a millisecond 

before the main stimulus, and the pulse waveform was improved by 

the limiter circuit contained in the feedback stimulator unit. 

The electrodes used were chromium-plated discs covered with 

lint soaked in saline, The skin was well washed with carbolic soap 

and hot water, and dried before applying the eleot: Oodes. The 

negative electrode was a small disc of the stated diameter applied 

directly to the motor point of the muscle, aad the positive electrode 

was a 5om diameter disc applied to the opposite surface of the arm. 

The electrodes were held in position by a perforated rubber strap, 

using sufficient tension to ensure a firm even contact. For bipolar 

stimula: ion, the electzodes consisted of lam diameter spheres wrapped 

in lint soaked with saline. These e. tectrodes were mounted on a light 

insulated caliper, and were alloy-ved to rest lightly on the skin at 

a distance of 5cß apart along the muscle. 

Since it was intended to plot families of I. D. curves using 

different values of Rp and Rqi and it was desirable that Rp and Rq 

should be the only variable factors, a techniq was devised which 

permitted permanent more or less objective measurements Qf-"intensitY 

to be obtained with great rapidity and convenience= the inconvenience 
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being postponed until after completion of the experirment. 

The technique used was as follov+s. The oecillograph (1049 

was adjusted for single-shot photography using a triggered time- 

base, A bright-up pulse was applied to the C. R. tube via the 

'Beata Trigger' terminal during stimuli, the beam being adjusted to 

a low intensity in the absence of pulses. The As channel of the 

oscilloscope was connected across the stimulator output terminals, 

and was used to record the open-circuit terminal voltage. 

At the beginning of each experiment, a fear minutes were allowed 

for equilibration of the electrodes before recording was started. 

Advantage was taken of this period to check the operation of the 

apparatus, and to determine the most suitable sensitivities for the 

oscilloscope amplifier# and sometimes to record current waveforms 

and equivalent circuits. The stimulator was then adjusted to 

deliver 3OOaa pulses, with Ry . 100, and Rq « 31«). The intensity 

was increased until a contraction was produced, decreased until the 

contraction disappeared and increased again until the contraction 

just reappeared. The patient circuit was interrupted, the terminal 

voltage was recorded photographically, the film was advanced by a 

fraction of an inch, a 100f) resistance was inserted in series with 

the patient, and the above procedure was repeated. This was 

repeated until the highest value of Rp to be used aas attained, when 

the film was advanced 1-2 inches, the stimulator pulse duration was 

reduced, the series resistance was rae. oved, and the above procedure 
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was repeated at the now duration. Finally the same programme was 

repeated for various values of Rq with Pp constant at 1OA. 

At the end of the experiment, the film was developed, and the 

results were determined by measurement from the film. A typical 

record is sho1n in figure 42. 

Results 

Figures 43 and 44 shom the voltage and ourrent waveforms during 

stimulation or the muscles or the forearm with an active electrode 

of 2cn diameter and a 5cm diameter in . iff erent eleotrode. In 

figure 43, Rp was constant at 10 ohms and Rq was varied from 

50 - 5,000 ohms. The upper trace ahoNs the electrode voltage and 

the looser trace the current. It is clear that when Rq is 50 ot7s 

the tissues are discharged almost instantly at the end of the stimulus, 

and there is a corresponding large reverse spike on the current wave- 

form. As Rq is increased the reverse spike is reduced in amplitude, 

and the electrode voltage decays more sloslys the reverse spike is 

practically abolished when Rq is 5,000A. The greatest change occurs 

between 100 and 1,000 oha. 

Figure 1i4 shots the effect of increasing Rps the open circuit 

voltage is constant throughout, and RQ is 5oOOOn throughout, It is 

evident that the amplitude of the initial spike is halved when Rp is 

increased from 10 to 100 ohms, and the spike is almost suppressed 

when ký exceeds 500 ohms. 

Figure 45 shows the effect of RQ on the I. D. curve of narr al 
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muscle during motor point stimulation of flexor digitorum eublimis 

using a Sam diameter electrode. It in evident that the reverse 

spike on the current waveform does indeed exert an inhibitory effect, 

and that as suggested in the theoretical analysis, the inhibitory 

effect is confined to the shorter durations. In none of the 

experiments performed was the rheobase found to be affected by the 

value., of Rql very minute effects were oocasionally detectable at 

0.1 and 0.3m5 durations; and quite obvious effects of the type shown 

in figure 45 were always . ppaºrent at 0.03 and 0.07. m. ;. 

Incidentally the curve for Rq . 500 in figure 43 in the curve 

which most nearly represents truly 'Constant Voltage' stimulations 

with instantaneous rise an3 tell of the electrode voltage. 

Figure 46 shows the influence of Rp on the normal I. D. curve, 

during motor point stimulation of flexor digitorua: sublimie through 

a 3cm diameter electrode. The same results are shown reduced to the 

carne rheobase in figure 47, On examining the curve for R. a 100s 

it is seen that the chronaxte is 09022mSi and the intensity required 

at O. Olm9 is 3.2 times the rheobase. These figures are in fair 

agreement with the figures of approximately 0.02mS and 2.4 times 

the rheobase predicted theoretically in section (3.3.2) for the 

excitatory effect of the calculated current waveform produced by a 

stimulator of Rp "0 connected to a patient having the electrical 

proportion shorn in Table 4. (The results in table 4 were obtained 

by measurement on a previous oocasion, using the size subjeot as was 

used on 28/6/34 to obtain the results plotted in figure 41º. ) 
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Examining the curve for R.: 250% it is found that the intensity 

required at 0.0L is 6.5 tires the rheobase, which is in fair 

agreement with the figure of 'about 7 tires' (in fact more closely 

estimated at 6.31: 0.4 times) theoretically prdioted. The rheobase 

is increased by 33 per cent which is about trice the amount estiruated, 

and the curve is just starting to rise at 0.3mS compared with a 

calculated utilisation tine of 0.23m3. 

Figure 48 shows the same results plotted in double logarithmic 

co-ordinates. 

Figure 49 shown the effects of a wider range of values of Pp. 

This refers to stimulation of flexor digitorum of another subject 

via a 3cm diameter electrode. For comparison a Constant-current 

curve has been included. Also shorn is a curve recorded with the 

R. A. F. Type V stimulator, whose output is derived Prom a 1,000 ohm 

potentiometer. The output impedance therefore varies from zero at 

zero intensity to about 1,0000 at 200VI and this leads to a very 

rapid rise in the 'intensity' required at short durations. This 

rapid rise is evident in figure 49. 

Figure 50 shows a similar family of curves obtained with a 2cm 

diameter active electrode. 

The electrodes used in the experiments described above (2 - 3om 

diameter discs) are rather larger than those normally used in eleotro- 

diagnosis. A more ccrrmon choice would be a small spherioal electrode, 

or the edge of a large diso. In euch cases it is very difficult to 
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keep the area of contact constant throughout an experiments and even 

rare difficult to specify the area used. The results are much more 

affected by non-linearity phenomena, and the effects of output 

impedance are less obvious. The large discs used above give a very 

stable preparation, and are well suited to the purpose of analysing 

the effects of output impedance. Aleo, though they represent the 

most severe loading condition likely to be encountered in diagnostic 

usage, they are quite typical of therapeutic usage. 

The other extreme in probably represented by the technique 

described by Wynn Parry (1933) using bipolar stimulation through 

two very small (loam) electrodes resting lightly on the skin over the 

ends of the muscle. When this technique is ueeds the patient impedance 

in raised considerably# and comparatively large values of Rp and Rq 

must be used before appreciable changes are produced in the current 

waveform or the I. D. curve. 

Figure 51 shows the current and voltage waveforms produced by 

w stimulator having various values of Rq, and Rp . 0, using Wynn 

Parry's technique. It is evident that the reverse spike is appreciably 

diminished for RQ . 1MO and almost abolished for Rq = 151v). There 

is a considerable resemblance to figure 43, but the impedance values 

Are 5" 10 times higher. 

Figure 52 shows the etteot of varying Rp with wall eleotrodes. 

(Rq a 5Ktl. ) It in clear that the spike is halved for Rp « 5O00h and 

that several thousand ohms would be required for its abolition. 
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Figure 53 shows a typical family of curves plotted by Wynn 

Parry's method, using various values of RQj and figure 5Z1 shags a 

typical family of curves for various values of R. It was not 

possible to plot curves for values of Rp greater than IM, because 

the voltage required at the shorter durations was greater than the 

feedback stimulator was able to supply, 

(3.6.2) Ffteot of Output%pedance on-Rheobaee 

Y ethod 

In section (3,5.2) it was shown theoretically that during 

stimulation of norxal]y innervated muscle by rectangular pulses of 

long duration from a low impedance stimulator, excitation might be 

achieved with a steady-state current (ia) considerably lower than 

the constant-current rheobase (I'). Since this is a matter of 

considerable practical irportance, it in desirable that this conclusion 

should be tested by direct experimental observation. This has been 

done by the following method. 

Two stimulators were used, the feedback stimulator (adjusted to 

have Rp . 100 and Rq a 11«)) and the rultiple-wavetoru constant-current 

stimulator (which has en output impedance of several hundred kilohms). 

Switching of the patient from one stimulator to the other was 

facilitated by the fact that a switch had been incorporated in the 

second stimulator which permitted the patient to be connected to the 
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anode of the output valve or to be switched straight through to 

another pair of teriLinalu which could be left connected to the output 

of the other stimulators the transfer could therefore be accomplished 

without disturbing the leads. 

The stimulating current was measured by connecting the Al channel 

of the Cossor 1049 oeOillosoope across a 300 resistance in the earth 

lead. To minimise overloading of the amplifier by the initial spike 

ox-the constant-voltage current waveform, an integrating circuit 

comprising a 5K7 resistance and a condenser of 0.2 }iF was inserted 

in the input connection to the amplifier. This has a negligible 

effect on the results, but completely prevented overloading. A 

schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in figure 55. 

A pulse length of 10m3 was used throughout as this was found to 

be long enou. h to allow determination of the constant-current rheobase 

and to permit steady-state conditions to be attained in constant- 

voltage stimulation, but short enough to keep the discomfort bf the 

constant-current stimuli within reasonable limits. The constant- 

current stimulator was first connected to the patient, and the 

intensity was adjusted to produce a minimal twitch. The current 

intensity (1') was determined by measurement from the O. R. tube* 

the constant-voltage stimulator was then connected and adjusted 

to produce a minimal twitch, and the value of Iw was observed. 

The measurement was then repeated with non-inductive resistors of 

various known values connected in series with the patient to increase Rp. 
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The resulta of a typical experiment are shown in fiaure 53. ý' ? 

The value of %� during threshold stimulation with 10m5 pulses 

and the ratio I'/Iw are plotted as a function of stimulator output 

impedance for three different electrode arrangements. The muscle 

stimulated in this experimfLt was flexor digitorum. 

The constant-current rheobase (I') was found to be 2.4mA for 

motor point stimulation using a Sam diameter active electrode and 

a 5cm diameter indifferent electrode, 2.8m for motor point stimulation 

with a lcm diameter electrode, and 2.8mA for longitudinal stimulation 

with two lam diameter spherical electrodes applied lightly to the 

ends of the muscle. These figures correspond to the value of IýD 

for a stimulator of infinitely large output impedance. 

When Rp was reduced to about 40 ohms, the threshold value of % 

for the 3cm diameter electrode was reduced to 0.55mA (i. e. by a 

factor of ti, 2). The corresponding figures for the 1= diameter 

electrode were 0.92mA, (factor of 3), ani for longitudinal stimulation 

by lcm spheres (X lcm) 2.5mA (factor of 1. l). It is clear that the 

ratio I'/Im is greatly influenced by electrode size when Rp is loan, 

and can attain a value of 3- 4r times with large electrodes, on the 

other hand, if Rp is more than 1-2 Kt) the ratio does not exceed 1.5 

for any size of electrodes used. 

In view of the fact that the maximum ratio of T'/I0 obtainable 

with very small electrodes appears to be about 1.1, it might be 

suggested that these results are inoonsistent with the results found 
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in the preceding sections where it was shown (figure 52) that Rp 

exerts a considerable influence on the shape of the I. D. curve 

measured with small electrodes. A pair or intensity-duration 

curves were therefore determined for a case in which there was a 

very low ratio it I'/tw . Since the oscilloscope was being used to 

observe J6 , the Z. D. curves were observed from the readings of the 

intensity control of the stimulator, which means that the absolute 

accuracy is considerably loiter than would have been obtained by 

measuring the terminal voltage directly on the oscilloscope. The 

absolute accuracy is probably of the order of *5" 10 per cent, 

but the figures are consistent among themselves to a higher accuracy. 

Figure % shots Z. D. curves for Rp a 40n and Rp   3,000A during 

longitudinal stimulation of extensor digitorum, on an occasion when 

the values of Imo, were 2.9rnA for Rp s 40% and 3. OnA for Rp s 229000a. 

The extent to which I6 is reduced during lo+r impedance stimulation 

is influenced to a considerable extent by a largd number of factors 

such as the size and type of the electrodes, their salinity and the 

time since they were applied, the amount and maximum intensity of 

the current which has been passed since the electrodes were applied, 

and so on. These factors seem to operate by virtue of their influence 

on skin resistance, and the most important single factor appears to 

be the fall in akin resistance which is brought about by currents of 

high intensity. 

For example, consider the results shown in figure 55. In this 

experiment, a 3n diameter active electrode was applied to the motor 
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point of flexor digitorum and a 5cc, diameter indifferent electrode 

was used. The electrodes were soaked in 1 per cent saline, and 

applied to the arm after washing with soap and hot water. With 

freshly applied electrodes it was found that threshold stimulation 

with lOm$ pulses from a low impedance (R. . 400) stimulator could 

be achieved with an applied voltage of 7v and a steadyetate current 

(1.3 ) of 0.39mA. This corresponds to a patient resistance of IEM. 

The measurements were repeated with increasing values of RB until a 

value of Rp was reached beyond which there was no further change. 

This occurred at Rp s 10KA, when it was found that the voltage at 

the and of the lC3 pulse was 11.7V, and the current during the pulse 

was 3.2mA. OKs a 3.6M. ) This current is 8,2 times the initial 

value of 7 ,. The intermediate points are represented by the 

curves marked A in figure 57. 

On completion of this series of measurecents the iSrooees was 

repeated codacenaing with Rp a 4011 again, when it was found that Im 

was now 0.7mA, and the voltage required had fallen to 6.23V. 

(Rd   91W. 

Some 10 minutes later, after several repetitions of the 

measurementa, it was found that a fairly stable state represented by 

the curves marked with the letter a had been attained. With itp : 4017, 

the threshold voltage was 6V, and I, was 0.93mAr whereas with 

Rp a IOK() the figures were 10.23V and 2.83mAt the ratio VA6 was 

therefore 3, which is a fairly typical value for large electrodes. 
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An alternative method of presenting the results is shown in 

figure 581 which takes the form of a graph of the current versus 

voltage at the end of a 1OnS pulse. The small numerals beside the 

curve refer to the value of V.. The non-linearity of the current- 

voltage relationship is quite evident. 

It its of interest to note that this graph for 3aß diameter 

electrodes is very similar to that obtained by four-terminal 

measurement using a liquid electrode of the gaze diameter, (see 

figure 27); except that the voltage scale is doubledt- 3tA being 

obtained at a voltage of 10V in figure 56', compared with 5V in 

figure 27. This is not unreasonable, since two skin surfaces are 

involved in figure 569 compared with one in figure 27.! ` ` 

The influence of the strength of saline solution used to soak 

the electrodes is shown in figure 59. In this experiment motor 

point stirulation with a 30m active and a 5cm indifferent electrode 

was used. The arm was washed and dried. The electrodes were 

soaked in saturated NaC1 (about 33 per cent at room temperature) and 

wrung out lightly, then fastened securely with a rubber strap. The 

values of V and 2» at the end of a lCa5 pulse of threshold strength 

were observed for a range of values of B. This was done first 

using extensor digitorum, then the electrodes were reversed and the 

experiment was rqpeated using flexor digitorum. Finally the electrodes 

were removed, the arm and the electrodes were washed, and the 

experiment was repeated on flexor digitorum using 1 per cent faCi. 
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The filled circles in figure 59 represent the measured current- 

voltage relationship for the electrodes with saturated and isotonic 

saline solution and the crosses represent the observed trresholds 

for various values of Rp. 

The ratio I'/I6 » for Rp a 400 is 1.8 for both r usoles using 

saturated Na01, and 4 for flexor digitorum using 1 per cent saline. 

It is evident from figure 59 that the very low values of II found 

with low RP in the latter case are made possible by the higher 

resistance of the skin at lam intensities. The resistance is about 

twice as high as that observed with saturated saline at low levdls, 

but the difference decreases considerably at high intensities due to 

the levelling effect of the non-linearity, which is more marked with 

the dilute NaCIe 

it was observed that the plotting of the lour-impedance points 

on the 1 per cent curve on flexor digitcrum caused auch less disoonmfort 

than did the plotting of the corresponding points using saturated 

2taCl, despite the fact that the voltages required were the same or 

rather higher, This sheds some light on the nature of the mechanism 

producing the discomfort, as it suggests that the discomfort is 

proportional to the current density rather than to the voltage across 

the skin. It is of interest to recall that Erb (1863) in his f dbook 

of Electro-therapeutics, states that he prefers to use tap-water 

rather than saline because saline is more inclined to promote 'burning' 

at the electrodes. The use of saturated saline is definitely to be 
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discouraged, because the slightest loss of water by evaporation 

causes crystalllcation, and the electrodes become hard and rock- 

like. They cannot be softened by irreraion in the saturated N1aC1 

solution, and they have to be rinsed in fresh water and dried 

before they can be re-used. This can happen in the course of an 

experimental session. Also, the saturated 1'laCl is highly corrosive, 

and attacks such things as chromium-plated electrodes, crocodile 

clips, the control panels of stizulatora, and fountain pens with 

aatonishing rapL&tty. 

The influence of electrode size is shown in figure 60. 

During longitudinal stimulation with lcr: diameter spherical electrodes, 

the current density is very high, and the skin resistance is lowered 

drastically even by currents of sub-threshold strength. During 

low-impedance stimulation, the current falls to a lam value after 

the initial spike and then commences to rise again due to the fall 

in skin resistance brought about by the passage of the current. 

There is a current minimum after about lms, and the current rises 

thereafter. Currennt waveforis at various intensity levels are shown 

in figure 61. This non-linearity of the skin beoomea quite znarked 

at intensities well below the musole threshold, and more or less 

coincides with the onset of discomfort. The author has never been 

able to elicit a minimal twitch from a muscle with these electrodes 

without causing acute discomfort. 
.. ý'. 
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It is evident that the steamy state current during loi-impedanos 

stimulation ray be up to 8 times sma22er than the constant-current 

rheobase, a typical range for large electrodes being 2-4 times. 

The ratio is reduced somewhat by factors which lower the skin 

resistance, e. g. by using saturated 1401 as the electrolyte, and it 

is drastically reduced by the use of small electrodes which provoke 

a large fail in skin resistance during current flow. 

(3.6.3) Relationship between output impedancee duration and comfort 

introduction 

During the investigation of the electrical properties of the 

skin described in section (2.3) it was observed that a distinct 

prick was felt at the beginning of the pulse when a constant-ourrent 

pulse of about 0.3cA was applied to an electrode of 7ov area. This 

corresponds to a current density of about 0.05cJ/ci°, and produces 

a maximum potential of about 1.5V across a single skin surface. 

With a current of about 1-2 mA, (0.15 - 0.3mA/cm) Avery unpleasant 

jag was produced, and a burning sensation which persisted for the 

duration of the passage of the currents the voltage was about 2- 3V 

per skin surfaces (see figure 25). With a current of 3mAt (0.4mA/om' 

and 5V), an acutely unpleasant sensation was produced throughout the 

pulse duration. 

From the results of septic (3.6.2) it is clear that for 
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con stant-current stimulation of even a superficial wusole such as 

flexor digitorum subliming the rheobase is of the order of 2- 3mA, 

which is sufficient to cause a considerable amount of discomfort 

when applied to a 3cm diameter electrode. On the other hand, if a 

stimulator of very low impedance is used in conjunction with 3cm 

diameter electrodes soaked in 1 per cent saline, stimulation can be 

achieved with a steady-state current as lour as 0.3 - imA, so that 

the sensory effects should be small or even absent altogether. 

If very small electrodes are used, the threshold current is of the 

order of 2mA for all stimulator impedances, and the current density 

is very high (2.7W=2 for lcm discs auch more for lan spheres. 

Acute discomfort can therefore be expected at intensities well below 

the rheobase. 

In the course of all the experiments performed during the 

investigation of tissue impedance, current waveforms and effects 

of output impedance on the I. D. curve$ the observed sensory effects 

have been consistent with the general statec. ente made above. It 

seemed unlikely that any additional information of value or any better 

understanding of the factors involved would be obtained by the 

performance of experiments devoted solely to the observation of the 

amount of discomfort produced during threshold stimulation by 

various techniques. Nevertheless, since it is more satisfactory to 

state the results of experiments designed to measure a particular 

phenomenon rather than cite incidental observations from other 
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experiments in support of a theory, a small number of experiments 

have been performed for the purpose of comparing directly the 

discomfort produced by various types of stimulation. 

Y'ethod 

The basic method adopted in all the experiments was to use two 

stirulatora so arranged that the patient could be connected to the 

output of either stimulator without disturbing the electrodes. 

The intensities were adjusted to produce equal responses from the 

(normal) muscle, and the subject was then asked to state whether he 

foudd either stimulator more comfortable than the other. The 

procedure was repeated with successive pairings: of pulses of 

different durations and impedances. 

Both stimulators delivered rectangular pulses of variable 

duration with a rise time of the order of a microsecond. A pulse 

repetition rate of about one per sebond was used. One stimulator 

had an output impedance (Rp ) of 100KU, and the other of 20fl. 

Initially pulses of high and low impedance were compared at 

vdrious durations, then the comfort of pulses of various durations 

attthe same impedance, and finally the impedance of the low impedance 

stimulator was raised by inserting non-inductive resistances of 

various values in series with the output in order to determine the 

range of values over which the comfort varied with output impedance. 
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Res to 

Using electrodes of 3om diameter to stimulate the muscles of 

the forearm, it was found that no consistent preference was exhibited 

in respect of either impedance or duration for pulses of 0.01,0.03 

or 0.1zS. At 0.3cS, the high Impedance pulse was generally found 

to be noticeibly less comfortable than the low impedance pulse, and 

distinctly less pleasant than pulses of shorter duration. For 

durations of im3 and above, low-impedance stimuli were invariably 

preferred to high impedance stimuli of the same duration] and short 

pulses were preferred to long ones of the same Impedance. In general, 

at the longer durations, low impedance stimuli of a given duration 

were judged to be of about the same degree of comfort as high Impedance 

pulses of about one third of that duration. 

The effect of various intermediate values of Ap on comfort was 

also investigated, using a constant stimulus duration. Using 100m; 

pulses to stimulate flexor digitorum through a 3c diameter electrode, 

it was found that there was little difference in comfort between 

Rp s 200 and Rp s 100171 RV : 3300 was distinctly less pleasant than 

Rp a 100', 11 Rp   6600 was distinctly worse than Rp " 3300, and very 

much worse than Rp a 1001 and Rp a 1,0000 was rather worse than 

Rp a 6800, and almost indistinguishable from Rp a 100,0000. The 

steady-state current (IO) was found to increase by a factor of rather 

less than three times as Rp was increased from 20 to 10000, the cost 

rapid increase occurring in the region of Rp a 3000. 
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Using longitudinal stimulation through Ice diameter spherical 

electrodes, stimulation was extremely uncomfortable except at the 

shortest durations, and little difference was noticeable between 

high and lour inpedance pulses. It was found that differences, 

when found, were most readily detectable at durations of about lmS, 

For durations longer than 1m3, discomfort increased with duration. 

(3.6.4) I, nfluenoe of Hulse re'etition frequency on Domfort 

If normal muscle is stimulated by trains of pulses of short 

durations (0.03 or 0. lmS) at various repetition rates, the following 

effects are found. At pulse repetition rates up to about 5.10 

per second, separate individual twitches are obtained with very little 

fusion. At 20 - 30 pulses/soot the twitches fuse together and a 

tetanic contraction is obtained; the fusion is inooLplete, so that 

raaximuza tension is not developed, and the contraction -feels rather 

'rough'. At 50 pulses/seo, a fairly smooth tetanus is obtained, 

and maximum tension is developed; at this stage the sensory effects 

are complex, ranging from a rippling vibratory sensation through an 

acute 'tickling' sensation to an unpleasant stinging sensation, 

which tends to be referred sway from the site of stimulation. If 

the repetition rate is raised to 73 - 100 per sego the sensory effects 

become more intense, and t cinal. stimulation in not readily tolerated. 

About 150 - 200 per sec, the sensory effects become very intense, 

and take the torn of a 'numb stinging' sensation which is referred 
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peripherally. If the repetition rate is increased considerably, 

to 1000 2000 per seo, the sensory effects are very greatly., - 

reduced, but the eusole response also fails off, and a higher 

intensity in required to produce a contraction. It has-been found 

possible on occasioo9 to produce a rigorous contraction with an, almost 

complete absence of sensation using repetition rates of the order: ot 

1500 per sec. With still higher rates$ both muscle and sensory 

responses tall off rapidly. Since the pulse 'on/ottI ratio and the - 

intensity are being increased, highly localised stinging sensations 

are praiuaeci in the skin unier the electrodes. 

From the point of view of development of maximum tension , ýthe 

optimum rate is about 50 per sec, which is high enough to produce 

a complete tetanus but low enough to minimise the sensory efteots. 

For production of a moderate contraction with minimum discomfort`, LL 

(e. g. for re-educative use) further investigation of the use of hi&i 

repetition rates ja. a. lOGO/sea) might be worth white. 

'pese findings were c itirmed during trials carried out by 

C. B. äynn Parry, A. ßrezmand and the author in 1955 as part of the 

pro ra=e of the n. R. C. crking Party on therapeutic stimulation. '' 

Neotor point stimulation of the biceps muscle through a 5om diameter 

electrode was used on six subjects of widely differing pl\ysiquesP, 

and the developed tension was ceasured using a spring4alanCe 

dynamometer. It was found that the tension produced by stimulation 

at the highest intensity which could be tolerated was maximal for a 
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repetition rate of about 50 pulses/seo. The caximuw tension was 

of the &=a order of magnitude as that hich could be produced by 

voluntary effort. Iepetition rates of 40 and 60 pulses/sso were 

less grell tolerated, LO/seo being 'course', and 60/sea produoing an 

Unpleasant stinging numbness. A repetiti on rate or 1,500/8e0 was 

Pound to be very co fortable$ but the maxi== tension which could be 

produced was only about 0.7 tires the maximus at 50/sec. 

(3.7) Reatan-rule- Pulse Sticulationt Discussion 

It has been shcxn that during the stimulation of normally 

Innervated muscle fibres by rectangular pulses of long duration, 

(1m3 or more) the stealy-state current during the pulses# and the 

discomfort inflicted on the subject, can be reduced by a factor of 

between 2 and 8 tic. ca by the use of a stimulator of very low output 

impedance in conjunction with large sticulating electrodes soaked in 

isotonic saline solution. 

In the case of therapeutio stimulation, where there is no 

restriction on the pulse duration, comfort eagy more conveniently 

and reliably be maximised by r eduction of the pulse duration, which 

also causes an advantageous reduction in the mean D. C. component of 

the stimulating current. A good eacpromise between Ir-prove a=t of 

comfort ani avoidance of an excessive rise in the tt ensity required 

for stimnulation is achieved at a duration of about O. ImS. It is 

advantageous to use an output impedance of not more than a few 
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hundred ohms (for both Rp and Rq) to minimise current density and 

'parting-shock' effects, and to facilitate de-ionisation, but there 

is no advantage to be gained by using an icpedance of, say, 200 

as compared with 200(). 

In the case of diagnostic stimulation accuracy of waveform and 

calibration are important, and the use of a high output Impedance 

is therefore desirable. On the other hand the comfort, and safety 

of the patient are also of importance, and it has been shown that on 

these grounds an impedance of not more than 1"2 Kti is desirable. 

Furthermore it is necessary to use pulses of long duration for the 

deterednation of the rheobase, and it has been shown that at long 

durations a further improvement in comfort is possible if the output 

impedance (Rp) is reduced to less than 1000, A eoppromise must 

therefore be reached in rcgard to the output impedance of a diagnostic 

stimulator, and the relevent factors will therefore be discussed. 

The objective in diagnosis is to assess the relative levels of 

the nerve and muscle thresholds. In the case of norrjLlly innervated 

muscle* excitation norially occurs indirectly thnouah the motor nerve, 

and the excitability characteristics are determined by the nerve. 

Denervated muscle is excited directly, and the excitability is that 

of denervated muscle. In the case of partial denervation, both 

modes of excitation are available and a compound I. D. curve of the 

type indicated by the full line in figure 62 uay be obtained. The 

identification of the 'tail' at long durations may be of great 

diagnostio importance. 
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Under these circumstances, the effect cl using a very low 

impedance stimulus is to lower the nerve portion of the curve, 

as shows by the broken line in figure 62, while leaving the muscle 

portion unaltered. The discomfort experienced during the plotting 

of the intermediate durations is reduced' but this benefit is obtained 

at the expense of a lessening of the validity of the nerve rheobase 

as a reference level, since the factor by which it has been laxered 

is unknown. 

A more serious disadvantage, however, is the fact that the nerve 

threshold may be loeered sufficiently to obscure the muscle portion 

of the curve. The lower the impedance of the stimulator, the less 

effective will it be in, revealing the presence of small amounts of 

denervation, such as might be found in pressure palsies and similar 

afflictions, where impairment of propagation rather than axon section 

is the predominant lesion. 

It is of interest to note that Giovine 1937) reports the 

observation of disoontinuÖun curves of the type shows in figure 60 

in normal muscle, particularly if the muscle is cold, but states 

that Ritchie (1954) ani Wynn Parry (1953) have not reportbd this 

finling. Ciovine used a high impedance stiraulatcr, whereas both 

Ritchie and Wynn Parry use lar impedanoe stimulators, and it seems 

that this might account for the anomaly. 

By contrast, if one is seeking for early signs of the re- 

innervation of totally denervated muscle, or if one wishes to follow 
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the course of innervation, the selectivity of the low impedance 

stimulus for nerve tray be advantageous# but the advantages are by 

no means clearly defined and there are some disadvantages., In, the 

stimulation of denervated nusole with currents of strength comparable 

to the rheobase, durations of several hundred milliseconds are. 

r essary, and the capacitive current overshoot rakes a negligible 

contribution to the effectiveness of the stimulus; but if stimulation 

can be achieved, within the limits of intensity available from the 

stimulator and tolerable by the patient, at durations of the order. 

of 1mS or less, the contribution of the overshoot can no longer be 

ignored, as anything up to one third of the total quantity may be 

due to the overshoot. This has the effect of producing a plateau, 

or 'kink' in the I. D. curve similar to that produced by innervation, 

and might give rise to misplaced optimism in prognosis. 

If re-innervation does proceed, the discontinuities due to this 

cause may be exaggerated and rendered more noticeable by the use of 

a stimulator of very low impedance. Some improvement in comfort may 

be obtainable at intermediate durations, (e. g. 1- 30zZ), as 

innervation proceeds, but little benefit is likely at the longer. ' 

durations until recovery has reached the point at which the procedure 

is of no further value diagnostically, - i. e. the point at Which the 

nerve rheobase falls belay that of the muscle, and 'masking' of the 

muscle response occurs. 
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She size of the Overshoot, and therefore the extent of its 

influence, is dependent on the size and positioning of the electrodes 

as tirell as on the impedance of the stimulators unless this is kept 

in mind, and every effort is made to ensure consistency of technique, 

the results obtained may be very erratic and difficult to interpret. 

The rcduotion of discomfort by the uao of a vary l cm stiuulatar 

impedance is effective only during the stigulation of normally 

innervated muscle fibres by pulses of long duration. faut the long 

duration pulses are used in an attempt to stimulate any denervated 

pulses which may be present, and too effectivd stimulation of normal 

fibres is an embarrassment. It would be more logical to use 

triangular pulses as a test for denervation, taking advantage of 

the different: accommodation rates of nerve and muscle to obtain a 

high degree of selectivity in favour of denervated fibres. This 

provides a more sensitive and specific test, together with greater 

comfort than can be achieved with rectangular pulse stimulation. 

A number of methods have been suggested for the use of 

progressive pulses in diagnosis, notably by Pollock and his co- 

workers, (1544,1; 45as 1945b), but these do not appear to have found 

general acceptance, except to supplement rectangular-pulse I. D. curve 

plotting. This may be due in part to a lack of availability of 

suitable instruments, but a more potent factor is probably the 

difficulty of comparing the results of triangular and rectangular 

pulse testing. It is felt that an important factor in this is 
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failure to appreciate the influence of stimulator output impedance, 

particularly in regard to the lowering of the rectangular pulse 

threshold of nerve which results from the use of a very low 

stimulator impedance. 

For examples the galvanic tetanus ratio is defined as the 

ratio of the sttength of direct current, 'which will produce a 

sustained tetanus when gradually applied, to the rectangular pulse 

rheobase. 'Progressive current ratios', and accommodation rates 

derived from progressive current testing are similarly expressed in 

terms of the ratio of the threshold for a slowly rising stimulus 

to the rectangular shock rheobase. But it is not universally 

appreciated that the 'rectangular shock rheobase' is very much 

dependent on the output impedance of the stimulator with which it 

is measured. The only rectangular shook rheobase which can be 

defined unequivocally is the constant-current rheobasei determined 

by rectangular current pulses from a high impedance (100rn) source. 

If a love impedance stimulator is used, or a low resistance galvanic 

unit and a key, then the rheobase of normal or partially denervated 

muscle may be lowered by a factor of 2-8 times when expressed in 

terms of the steady-state currents- the terms on which it must be 

compared with the progressive current threshold. This *ay 

explain the disappointingly wide range of variation in observed 

values of galvanic tetanus ratio and aocommodation ratio mentioned 

by Ritchie (1954). 
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(3.8) Limite of Current Voltage which can be to1eratid' 

1'>ethod 

Triangular pulses having rise and decay times of 500mß were 

applied through Sem diameter electrodes. A twin-ohsnnel pen recorder 

was connected to record the voltage appearing across the electrodes 

on one channel, and the current (as indicated by the voltage across 

a 1001) resistance in series with the earth lead) on the other channel. 

Simultaneous recordings of current and voltage were taken at various 

intensity levels up to the maximum which could be tolerated. 

R. eju. lt s 

Some results obtained by this method are shown in figures 63 

and 64, in the forth of graphs of peak current versus peak voltais. 

The highest resistance was observed when the subject gripped one 

electrode in each hands this is partly due to the very long narrow 

deep tissue pathway, including both wrists, and partly to the high 

resistance of the thick layer of cornitied epitheliwa on the palms 
,S 

of the hands. The initial resistance was found to be rather high, 

about 20 - 30V being required to produce a current of 2.5rAs 

corresponding to a resistance of lOKD or more. The resistance 

decreased with increasing intensity, reaching about L- 5K( at 

maxim-m intensity. 
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The author found that a peak Intensity of about 15mA was 

decidedly unpleasant: this required about 83V with Vsrq weit 

electrodes and 103V with rather dry electrodes. A peak intensity 

of 20mA was excruciatingly uncWortable, and this required from 

about 95 - 125V. A subsequent tent carried out in a mildly 

competitive spirit using one female and two male students as 

subjects yielded the foflosing figures for the maximum tolerable 

intensity of a 55O (rise time) triangular pulse applied between 

right and left handst 

I. S. 19mA at 93V 
D. Lt. 23mA at 901 

z. B. 26mA at 1377 

With one 5an disc electrode strapped to the left forear m4 1 nd 

one held in the left hand, the author found that with 0.7 per cent 

saline 20V were requirel to produce a current of 2,75mA (7.2M) and 

68.5V produced. 23cAs the latter intensity was exoru0iatin&7 

unpleasant. Using 2 per cent saline, 1$Y produced 3.2rA and 6KV 

produced 24mAt the latter being excruciating. A subsequent test 

on two students yielded the following results: 

I. S. 15mk it 3ßV 

M. B. XmA at 118V 

Iith two 5cm diameter discs applied to the opposite surfaces 

of the forearm, 13V produced 1.. 5mA (2.9XQ) using 0.7 per cent saline # 

and 12V produced 5.5aiA (2.20) using 2 per cant saline. An intensity 
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of 33ak (requiring 35V) was very uncomfortable, and out of curiosity, 

to see hoar auch worse the discomfort could become, the intensity Was: 

increased to 5O A (requiring 4OV) s the sensation might be'- 

conservatively described as one of searing paizi. 

With two 7x 15cm electrodes on the leg, 14V produoed' 4.8sA '= 

(2.9JW), 19mA (at 19V) was described at 'nippy', and 46mA (at 30.2V) 

was described at (very nasty'. This was far electrodes applied 

without any preparation of the skins a repetition of the experiment 

after scrubbing the skin with alcohol reduced the voltage required 

to produce 46mA to 29,6V. 

with 7x 15c electrodes applied to opposite surfacer of the_; `, . 

thigh, initially 10.4V produced 0.771mA, (13.51(Q) and after several S _. 

minutes of stirvulation at intensities up to 24rA (23V) 9.3V produced' 

4.4. A (2.1x! 1). At this stage, 23V produced 3OaA, which aaV 

unpleasant, and 28V produced 60mA, which was about the limit of what: 

could be tolerated. 

Discussion _ ... _ ; 

It is evident that the resistance of the patient is very much, 

affected by the intensity level. For intensities'up to about 10V, 

the resistance of freshly applied electrodes is-generally abcntt -10x0, 

but during sticulation at high intensities, the Mistan" from 

hand to hand may fall to about 4, R=, and the transverse resistance of 
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a limb r. V fall to rather less than 1Kg. - 

The maximum intensity which can be tolerated when applied 

from hand to hand is of the order of 15 - 20 mAs and may require the 

application of rather more than 100V. The w& imam intensity which 

can be tolerated with large electrodes applied to opposite surfaces 

of a limb in of the order of 50mA, and this may require the 

application of about t1. OV. These are absolute maximum figures in 

the absence of anse sthesia, to that a stimulator delivering 150V 

from a source impedance of 2Kf1 would provide more current than could 

comfortably be used under any of the conditions investigated. 

The figures given refer to triangular pulses of 300mS rise time. 

Using 1 sec pulses a 50 per cent higher current could be tolerated 

in some oases, and using 300mS pulses the limit was rather lower 

than that found for 500 S pulses. In a small nw ber of experiments 

using 'de-ionised' triangular pulses with a de-ionisation time- 

constant of the order of 10 sea, so that a reverse current of the 

order of 0.1 times the peak forward current flowed during the rest 

periodsi it was found that the maximum forward current which oouid 

be tolerated was of the mane order of maipitude as that which could 

be tolerated without de-ionisation, but the total swing was rather 

greater. No information is available as to the relative efficacies 

of the two types of current for the stimulation of denervated musole 

at equal values of forward current. 
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(1) Pre-amplifier, T, *pe 1 I. 

In order to observe the voltage distribution in the body during 

stimulation, - as described in Section (2.2.1) of Part II, - it was 

found necessary to construct an amplifier capable of handling pulses 

of several volts amplitude, having rise-times of the order of 11uSeo. 

The amplifier was required to have a high input-impedance, a gain of 

approximately unity, and an in-phase rejection ratio of several hundred 

times, (over the frequency range 0- 500Kc%s. ) The final form of the 

circuit evolved is shown in figure 65. 

Originally, V1 and VQ were used as cathode-followers, to provide 

high input-impedance, but it was found to be impossible to obtain the 

desired rejection ratio from a single 'long-tailed pair', (V and Y4. ) 

The bridge circuit shown in figure 65 was then tried, the operation 

of the circuit being as follows. 

Let signals of amplitudes 2A and 2B be applied to the grids of 

Vs and V5 respectively. Then signals of --2A &n1 +2B are developed 

at Vi anode and Vs cathode. These are applied across R9 and fl to 

produce a signal of B -A at Va arid. A signal of A- B is produced in 

a similar manner at V4 grid. It As B, no signal is transmitted, and 

the required rejection of in-phase signals is obtained. It AlD, a 

signal of approximately 2A-2B is passed to the output via Vs- 

It might appear that the amplifier would work equally well with 

V4 removed and R24 short-circuited, but in practice certain second- 

order discrepancies arise between the waveforms at the anode of V, 
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and the cathode of Vs. These discrepancies are minimised, and the 

perrcatanee in improved when tho syuetrical circuit shown is used. 

Critical adjustment of the bridge ocuponents, by a ition or 

parallel R and C, is necessary, but once obtained, the balance is 

Couparatively stable, due to the large amounts of cathode degeneration 

used. The circuit feeding V. can be adjusted for optimal rejection 

with Vs removed, and vine-versa. Final adjustments are made with both 

valves in operation. A rejection ratio of the order of 1,000 is 

obtainable. 
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(2) pre-amplifier, Xvne II, 

For the Investigation of the Impedance of the deep tissues, of : the 

body, ( part II, section 2.2.1. ) it aas necessary to construct a 

balanced amplifier having a gain of approximately unity, a rise-tire 

of 0. ß, uS, and a high rejection ratio. The design evolved is shown 

in figure 66. 

The design is quite conventional apart from the use of very lover , 

anode loads, and cathode-follower output. The output circuit aas 

designed to feed directly into the Y-Amplifier of the 3 ullard L 101 

oscilloscope, at the stage where this amplifier beoooes direct-coupled, 

(VI grid. ) Under these conditions an output of 1.6V pip is required', '", 
. ý, 

for full-scale deflection, and VR & serves as the Y-Shift control. 

Balancing was achieved by the adlition of parallel R and 0 to 

the anode loads, to minimise stray inductance and oapaoity. Stopper - 

resistances (100iß) were used In the screen-grid leads to suppress 

parasitic oscillations: these components have been omitted from the 

diagram in the interest of clarity. 

Cith the component values shorn, the gain is of the order of one, 

rise time 0. lpS, and rejection ratio 1,000. A gain control was later 

fitted, and this took the form of a switch, which selected alternative 

values of Rs and Re 

3 
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{jý Feedback Stimulator Unit. 

Although the Type V stimulator had proved inadequate in respect 

of output itpedance, rise-tire and leading-edge transients, it was in 

all other respects extremely stable, accurate and reliable, It was 

therefore decided to retain the Type V as a source of pulses of variable 

duration, and a slave unit was designed to not as pulse shaper and 

poser amplifier# and to provide the greatest possible flexibility with 

regard to output impedanoe. The oirauit ultimately developed i" 

given in figure 67. 

In the quiescent state, V1 draws an anode current of 5.6 mA, and 

the anode is held at earth potential by the diode, D1, When a negative 

pulse of about -30V amplitude is applied to the input terminals, Yi is 

cut off, and the anode goes positive until it is naught by Di at a 

positive potential determined by the setting or the Intensity Control. 

Positive pulses of good waveform, and controllable amplitudes are 

therefore generated at V1 anode. 

Those pulses are oonpared with negative pulses fed beak from the 

output circuit in Rs and Rl r and a positive-going diftsrence st na 1 is 

fed to V5 grid through Cl. Vg is cathode-ooupled to yjj which Punation" 

as a grounded-grid emplitier. his arrangement preaerVes the correct 

polarity of the pulses and gives a very lox input aap+ºeity by avoiding 

L iller effect. 

The output from Va anode 3e applied to the grids of the output 

valves through a aathode"rollower VAs 
the D. C. level WWI "Jutted 
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so that the output valves are just out oft. The anode circuit of the 

output valves is arranged to permit either voltage or current feedback. 

In the C. Y. condition, the anode is connected to earth through a fixed 

non-inductive resistance (Rq) in parallel with the patient. This 

determines the 'quiescent' output impedance# various values from 500 

to 15X8 being selected by means of a switch. The 'pulses' output 

impedance (Pp) is deter mine& by the feedback characteristics and is 

approximately 10A. 

In the C. C. conditions the feedback resistance is connected in 

series with the patient to provide current feedback. Available 

output and output impedance both depend on the value of feedback 

resistance selected. It this is 1W, the available current is 

10CmA fro an impedance in excess of 5OKfI. 

Various other circuit configurations have been tried, the main 

problem being to retain the correct polarity of the feedback pulses. 

y* may be abolished and negative driving pulses applied direct to V3 

grid, using V2 an1 V3 as a differential amplifier, but stability and 

linearity are degraded. Vs and V. say be cascaded in the rentjaul 

manners but the overall gain is rather high, the inputip*pacity is 

increased due to killer efteots, and poor rite tits and instability 

result. A phase-inverting stege may be inserted in the feedback 

path between Rq and R,. This permits negative driving pules to be 

used and a single pentode stage to be substituted fot, % and Vs, but 

stability has been founa to be inferior. 
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The intensity oontrol also presents problems, in that austment of 
this oantrol must not introduce a D. C. oomponent into the output, -as 

tends to happen with many of the more obvious aircuit arrangements. 

The method shown in figure 67 is the most satisfactory of a variety of 

alternatives which were tried. 

The circuit shown is quite stable for all nor al conditions of- 

capacitive loadings provided that 'stopper' resistances are used in 

the BL 38 screen-grid leaUe Rise time and Overshoot ms be adjusted 

by the addition of two or three pioofara to across R. p qty en& ßie, and 

by manipulation or the values of 214 and 08 

Y -+ F_ ' 
?..; 

r 
ý '- _ 

ßý 

XýEy 

ý. 

,, N 

3' 
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ýý Calculatic* of the current waveforM When a linearly-rising voltage 

pulse is applied to a capacitive oiroui* with one time-constant. 

ý1º ' wo lRd 

TO 
_dv (2) i sR +Cdt ... Rs 

Substituting fror (1) in (2), we haust, 

i: Rs 
sf 

s0 - CRdf 

and, on re-ssrangings 

dt 
SCR 1' CRsRd . 

'_ 
aft 

this, 

18týCR .at+ CR Bt/CR' dt 
. 

ýCR 
RR 

t/ 
rohere CR'   Rs f Rä 

sa t+CR ,s At 
dt 

-. s4; tt CRS ß' 10t/CR + RsRd 

ýd . ° That 1 "0 at t 0, 

at +s .. 1" Rs* ]Rd Rs+gdý 
{ 

that the transient two is negligible at long d tt s, 

R provided that t >>CRa On the other hsndýý !t, $S durations 
As + did) '.. 

= short elf CR', we may writs (1-t/CR' j for sxp (-t/CRt , rd'Aho ez1 . ssim 

.'-. for the current reduces toi t .. ý Rd which is linest . 
larger 
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Current wovefam in circuit Containing two t me nmstenti 
d=ing C. V. 

,, 
stimulation (Linear circuit elements. ) 

In order to simplify the oaloulation, discharge of the circuit through 
sero external resistance will be considered: the current under these 

conditions is the'same as the charging current, except that the constant 
term f im " E/(Az + fla + Fs) I is eliminated. 

Consider the discharge of the circuit at the end of a constant-wolteV 

pulse of long duration and intensity B. 

Initia]. iy. 
_ 
(att a 21 

Ri+Ra+Ra 

R*#Rye+Ra 

iRRB R1 Ri+Rs; Fs I 

.. (Ra ýr Pa iS 
fi " +t..... ' 

7( , 

vh" r 

C- 

1 

1. 

,vt, 00 

Finally, tat ta c01 

VI * V1 a ºi   i. 0 

network e guationi , 

2 dt s "C 
v` 

J 

itR Ga', reAtýr'ýungingt 
dt' 

 . -G 
SR os ...... (1) 

CS dy 
dt RS dt Gs 0 14 

,1 
I4 vs   iRy, #I va . Rsi -vo ...... {ý) 

and, by substitution for vat from (3) in (2), 

di  " 
RtßRa'i+ 1"ä! * 

...... 
{ } 

dt l CsR I 
it 



le nor have a pair of simultaneous differential equationst 

dva 
ds- calls Cs s av2 "1 bi . 

'"ýý. ""t1'i 

di Ts vs an 

a-R 
4R )if1d: 

alvs + b'i + o' ý".. ""') _ý dt C, 3R3Ri Q, j RJR$, R, dt dt 
, 

Jultiplyy (1') by m, and sdl to (16, I )s 

dt 

7 
_. d (f 

ts va (ma + a') +i (mb + b') f o' dt 
er 

or# 
d[1f (m-o1)Va1 

s i(mb+b') 4 v5(maýa') ý ;; dt. 

s jif (m-o')vA1(mb+b') 

provided that (a - o' )(zb f b') s (ma + a') ý; , 
öaaditi« ' {tj 

41 

ýy 
A 

if this condition be satisfied. 

d(i f (m - o' )v ja 
(g -o')va) 

(gabtb')t 
whence, i+ (m - o' )vs A6 

Condition (a) above, yields two values of At let these a 

Then: i (a -oý)v5 s£S 
(mib+b')t 

s A, BYtý. , ý, y , ý.. ". ('ýý ̀  

if (mý-o')va AgQ 
(meb. +b')t 

s A26ý, 
t 

y,. ";::: 
ýýý 

AieYt., A $Wt ý"ýý'.. 17ýwhence 
TO 

a&-mai ` .. 

(mS-o')AjB - and i  . (M, 921) 
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Evaluation of oonstantst 

s from edition (a), 

bm2 " (b'-bag -&)a - (blal+&I) :Q 

mg s a-b' +be . f. (b' »ba'-a "f Jib(b'a'+a' 
2b 

or, inserting values of a, b, o etc., from equations (1') and - (a' 

Cß=fR RA +R, 2 t i_ sf Rs R_. ý R' 
«.,... sý   3ý [ 

c3sB, ßs CsRsßS, csR3Rs i C. `sRsl s+ Catý,, ßi" 

9 at ta0, ! rain initial ccznditicas and equations (5) and (6), 

ýa+Rs 
As st Ri tfýs+Rý i 

R+ SIR i sSER 
i+RA+R, a) 

J 

Similarly, 
Rs f MORON Aý s ý[ R Rý+R2+Rg) 

a finally, 

Y. (mib+b') 

. -mi-Rt±-s 4s csRsRs 
man= 

Re I 
(Rt+RQ+Rc ) 

Xa mab + b' 

10sßR__Rs 
ý"ýý GiRjE1 

The charging current during a C. V. pulse is given by 
1 

i rgr + AwBýt 
R &+R&+Rs "m 3" ii L) 

0 
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umkw Vi C1 TS Ri C, T °2 

ßb8 a. 

Circuit which obeys Hill's (1936) equations, stimulation 

being achieved when v1- vz = U. 

CiRS. =k 

CaR2 =a 

i_ ý1 - e-t/cRI) I 
CO Rcl 

where CR' =CdCR Rg+Rd 

, ire 68b. 

Simplified circuit, neglecting accommodation. 

Let Rheobase = I' 

Where U= VR 
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(6j To find the ratio between I' (the C. G. I'heobase) and the liminal 

value of Iwr when a nerve is stimulated by a current of the form 

is ]cmtl+ge't/cR'1 

hill (1936) has shown that the conditions of excitation can be 

determined very accurately by assuming that a local disturbance is 

generated at a rate proportional to the instantaneous current, and 

leaks away with a time-constant k, and that the threshold follows the 

local potential variations with a longer time-constant a. 

Though ilill's treatment is din'iensionless, the operation can be 

better visualised with the aid of a model which obeys the same set 

or equations, suoh a modal is shown in fig. 68a, stimulation being 

achieved when vt-Vs exceeds a threshold level U. Variation of vs 

(aaao=odation) may be neglected if t is short compared with W, which 

is typically of the order of 5OmS for human nerve, (Solant t, 1936. ) 

For oonvenicnca, let i Iý, {1 + 
Rs a' t/CR 1 

iC, (l+p9' t 

From the model, a at +a 

dt f CR 6 

Integrating, vplt'ýCR °cZ8 
t/CR. dt 

ä et/CRdt Q8 1/CR-ce)t dt 
.11" 

:R 6t/CR +1r, 
13 @ 

(l/CR OC)t 
ý° 

C( CR a) 

lbb- 
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Evaluating this expression for the condition v. 0 at too, we obtain 
-pct -tý 

Vý IHR (1- ý-t/CRS fý cR-4s 
-8 

"'_ý 0 .... (1) 

Now this expression has a maxittum at 
dv 

r0 

I -t/CR R 
Ca -mt =a -t%Cimp me . 0° 00 e 

CR " oc) 
@ 4. CR CR-4c 

or, (1- ocCR + 6-1/CR 00a CR 6-oc 

, anent t" Gc, R 

The maximum Value of v is obtained, by inserting in equation (1) the 

value of to (say t= T, ) determined by equation (2), For threshold 

stimulation, v must equal U. i. e. 
VR 

".... 
t' 

Combining these results, we obtain, 

x8 
s1- 8"T/CR f 

Pte . TýB-TCR 

ICD 1 en * CR ... ". (4) 

- where CR is the time-constant of Nerve, (Hill's 'k', ) a 
typical value for human nerve being about 0.3ßn3. 
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(7) To find the ratio between I! 
. and the liminal value of Ico for 

a current of the form 

I Zý tl f ßroet f b$+at, 

Proceeding in the same manner as in section (6), we obtain 

v St/aR - 
CQe t/CR. dt tQ 

Io 9 
(I/OR -x) t dt + 

*J b 9(1/CR-a )t 
dt 

ICU 8`ßt Q-t ) ý-t/eR) 8=o-t/) fb w CC 0( xocj a( ca 

Differentiating and equating to zeros we obtain the condition for a 
mal Jnum of vs 

-t/GR 0cc 
CR + %baýr. R ý1 1"ääR 

CA e rR H-st 

Now, provided that the time-constant cc is on order of ituäe s &11er 
than a, as it normally is in practice, we may neglect the second term cri 
the 841.3o of equation (2), to obtain 

baCR 

, ac 
IOU 

+a; 
b1.... (3 ) 

1-a CR 1- ZR* 

iji_ e-t/CRS , 1_ 
a .ý (rot s-t/tR) f 1.. ((t_ g-tMR) 

PROVnE'A THAT «, (or more accurately 1/ac, ) represents a much shorter 
time-constant than does a. 
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(8j Numerical example of the calculation of the ratio Im/1l, and 
of the estimation of the influence of Rp s fxx= the measured 
equivalent circuit of the patient. 

(8.1) initial data 

Let us take a typical equivalent circuit, 
such as that found during stimulation of flexor 
digitorum using 'saline pads of 3cm and 5cza diamoter. 
The circuit chosen is that which appears in Table 4 
in section (2.1.3) of part Lt, and in frames 7 and 8 

of figure 7. 

Rs 
IOC 

Ra 
340Q 

Ra 
2.31 

Co 
0.4º 

Qa 
0.3 

(8.2) Calculate the current waveform from Appendix m 

In3crting the appropriate, values, we obtain 

m--2 x10'19 (-0 . 823 x 10' Z 5.83 x 104 

whence m1 a -10'; ma. * 1.33x1Q'ß 

As sa Iua (25 -1.4) a 23.6 z301 

A9 m Im (RalBeo9R9) " Icu (23 + 1967) 0 26 

m2-1/Ri a1 x1013 
zm: L -2, a2,0 x� 1`2 

mSI " ML  2z 10.31 

Y s-0 6x104 

Xa _9,22x: LO 4 

:. 10A (1+ 23.1 "b'015 + 3.138''! 0.103) 
2: 74 t in as ) 1 in I1, 

the sum of the coefficients inside the bracket /for t. 0/ 
is 27.83, whereas it should be 27. x+ from inspeotion or the 
equivalent circuit: slide-rule error, <experimental errors. ) 

where Ia" 
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(8.3) Calculate the ratio I! /Im from Appendix (? ) 

is 1co (1+ 23.18"t'/b. 015 
+ 3. r, 8`t/0.105 

`sit X co (I fe -act +bS 

In solving for T, we obtain for equation (2)l Appendix t7) s 

2.24 8 "t/0.3 a 24.3 9 -t/0. O15 + 5.77 6 -t/o. 1o5 

an approximate graphical solution shows that the approximate value 
of T is 13$ p S. and the aeoond term on R, U. So may safely be ignored. 

Than T 0.095 log 2aOo m=t 

and . 87 (and incidentally, i,. 1.031' at Ta 1i 53) 
ao 

(8.4) Calculate the ratio I'%Im fron appendix (C}. 

It is of interest to calculate the effect 
of omitting Cap to obtain the simplified patient 

equivalent circuit shown here. 

The current waveform can be writtent down 

by inspection of the circuits T and I'/I, are 

Calculated by the method given In Appendix (ä}. 

_ =W (1+ 

: Iß(1+p8'°ct 

Ra 
2. 

- 
CRAB 

where CR' a Re + Rd 

a 0, © 

aIw (1 + io. 48 `t/0,06 ) 

Then T y 
16 

j'; "'1 log 1r+4ý`. 4 

a o. 163 x5 " 

*r4 J- Is1. ©7 (4) 
m 

Co 
0.3 
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(8.5) Determine the intensity required at 0.01m3, for pp r 0. 

Assume, with Hill (1936) that the quantity of electricity required 
for excitation at short durations is oonstant, and that this 

minimum quantity q' is given by 

ql e Ilk (k" 1.15x chronazie . 0.3 3) 

e0 x' 

now i: IA, (1 f 23.18-; /b. 015 
f 3.75 9 -t/0.105 ) 

0*01 

qai. dt 
a 

a 0,2179 36 

 0 21 1, 
1.87 

: 0. ). 1651' 

but q'   0.311 

by integration of the above 

from Appendix (0.3 

for a C. Y. stimulus of rhtobasio 
intensity 

so that the intensity must be increased to O n65 a 2.6 times C. V. rheobaaa 

(8.6) Determine the ratio I'/Im for Rp . 2400, 

Using the simplified equivalent circuit shown in (8.4) above, 

the effect of raising the output impedance to 240 is the same as 

that of increasing Pd from 2400 to 4000, 

then i: Iw (1 + 3.2 8 -t/0.121' 

T, "0.252 m3. 

J[ Is1.65 
iI 
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(8.7) Determine the intensity required at 0.01m; lein Ip a 2400. 

The initial peak current is 21280 Ico " 8.73 1 

aay, 1o Iß, (1 + 7.738"t/CRI) 

where CR' is the tire-constant of the initial dec&yp which cannot 
be lesen than 0.02 mS not more than 0.1m4 (cIt 8.1 above) and is 

most probably about 0.0145 MS. 

now q= Si, tt = ic, tO. o1 + 7.73 cR I (I_ e-0.01/; ') 

a 0.078 L, for CR 1. of 0 #045r. º. 

° l0.07 -8 . ä5 10 for pulse or rheobazio intensity 
from (8.6 above) 

but q' a 0.3 I1 

so intenaity required sa ö78 ' 6.35 times rheobase voltage. 

Repeating the calculation for the extreme values of CR', 

(0.02 and 0. lms, ) we obtain ratios of 6.95 and $. 83 times rh obase. 

A precise unequivocal answer could of course be obtained by first 

calculating the current vaveform by the method described in (5) above� 
and then proceeding as in (7) above, but for the present purpose it is 

sufficient to state that the intensity required at 0.0l mS is equal to 

approximately 6.35 t 0.5 times the C. V. rheobase. 

(8,8) Intensity required at O. Olm. for constant-current stimulation 

r 
Roquirad intensity I  q'/t   o0`01   -",. 



N 

is 

(8.9) Su=ary of results obtained in numerioal example. 

Starting with a typical set of observed values for the electrical 
equivalent circuit of a patient, the steacyº-state current during p. V. 

stimulation with pulses of long duration and threshold intensity was 
evaluated in tos of the C. C. rheobase, and the relative increase in 
intensity required for threshold stimulation at a pulse duration of 
0.01mS was calculated. The calculations were performed for two values 

of stimulator output impedance. 

If the C. C. rheobase be 1' r the intensity required for constant.. 
current stimulation at 0.0lmS pulse duration was found to be 3011. 

bbr C. Y. stimulation with a stimulator of zero output impedance 
(Rp s 0), it was calculated that threshold stimulation would be 

achieved (using pulses of long duration) with a steady-state current 

of 0.535 1', and that an increase of 2.6 times in intensity would be 

required for threshold stimulation at a pulse duration of 0. O1m3. 

For O. V. stimulation with an output impedance of 210 fl, it was 

calculated that the steady-state current during li®inal stimulation 

at long pulse durations would be 0.606 and that an increase of 
6.35: 10.5 times would be required at 0.01 m9 duration. 

These theoretical predictions are in good agreement the axperi.. 

mental results reported in part II for stimulation of the same muscle 

in the same subject, using similar electrodes to those used in the 

measurement of the electrical constants. 
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(9j Charge at constant current of condenser shunted by a non-linear 
resistance. 

Let condenser capacity :C 
Let condenses P. D. aV 
Let charging current ßI 
Let leakage current : AV + Dv' 

AI-Av-3v3 

S- r dv 
vJI Av Bv 

1 
'- 

dv 
ajv XV/13 -I 

13 v+a v+{3ý ... where as .i*1H 

dy dA JV7'. -T 

(108 !+ R) A+ B t 

But V Bo at t: o, :. K log 

t log v. 0 Kj 
C oe v*j 

«'hence vg 
tw 1) 

eta-a 
=down 

0 tw , say. 

where w" 
0 

M BO s The limiting value of vUt tends to infinity is v" -ß. 

A , ahen I is very' small, 3/c becomes negligible, and w reduces 

to A/C. The equation then reduces to 
v `tA/f ep 
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(10) Diacharge of a condenser through a non-linear resistance 
according to the equation $ 

Av f Bve 

then -C 
ýt 

: Av + }3vß' 

Integrating, aq 
+ Bvj 

frv 

lay B d, ý 
_ ° AY A A+ BV 

10S -- +K 1 ; SS 

let va Va when t=0p then Ks 
,1 

log jfAý, + BVo) 

t 
4w 

C 
1 v(A+BVo) -- 

109 

Yo (A+ BY 

AVo t4oAt/b whence v s: 
A+BV0 (lam eýAt/O) 

NOBt 

1. When t is Zerge, the equation reduces to v --A "Ve At/0 
A'+ BVa o 

2. ) when V0 is small the equation becomes va yo e"At/G 

j. } ben V0 is large, the equation tend to Ts e At/t 
At/ 

which is independent 

(The determinant in items 2 and 3 above is the ratio BYv/A. 
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